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Abstract
Data-intensive web services are typically composed of three tiers: i) a display tier
that interacts with users and serves rich content to them, ii) a storage tier that stores
the user-generated or machine-generated data used to create this content, and iii)
an analytics tier that runs data analysis tasks in order to create and optimize new
content. Each tier has different workloads and requirements that result in a diverse
set of systems being used in modern data-intensive web services.
Servers are provisioned dynamically in the display tier to ensure that interactive
client requests are served as per the latency and throughput requirements. The
challenge is not only deciding automatically how many servers to provision but also
when to provision them, while ensuring stable system performance and high resource
utilization. To address these challenges, we have developed a new control policy for
provisioning resources dynamically in coarse-grained units (e.g., adding or removing
servers or virtual machines in cloud platforms). Our new policy, called proportional
thresholding, converts a user-specified performance target value into a target range in
order to account for the relative effect of provisioning a server on the overall workload
performance.
The storage tier is similar to the display tier in some respects, but poses the
additional challenge of needing redistribution of stored data when new storage nodes
are added or removed. Thus, there will be some delay before the effects of changing a
resource allocation will appear. Moreover, redistributing data can cause some inter-
iv
ference to the current workload because it uses resources that can otherwise be used
for processing requests. We have developed a system, called Elastore, that addresses
the new challenges found in the storage tier. Elastore not only coordinates resource
allocation and data redistribution to preserve stability during dynamic resource pro-
visioning, but it also finds the best tradeoff between workload interference and data
redistribution time.
The workload in the analytics tier consists of data-parallel workflows that can
either be run in a batch fashion or continuously as new data becomes available. Each
workflow is composed of smaller units that have producer-consumer relationships
based on data. These workflows are often generated from declarative specifications
in languages like SQL, so there is a need for a cost-based optimizer that can generate
an efficient execution plan for a given workflow. There are a number of challenges
when building a cost-based optimizer for data-parallel workflows, which includes
characterizing the large execution plan space, developing cost models to estimate
the execution costs, and efficiently searching for the best execution plan. We have
built two cost-based optimizers: Stubby for batch data-parallel workflows running
on MapReduce systems, and Cyclops for continuous data-parallel workflows where
the choice of execution system is made a part of the execution plan space.
We have conducted a comprehensive evaluation that shows the effectiveness of
each tier’s automated workload management solution.
v
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Figure 1.1: A general high-level system architecture for data-intensive services.
It is now common for modern data-intensive services to handle heterogeneous
workloads [32, 41, 67, 83]. For instance, to support their Web services, Yahoo! [107]
has both online workloads for serving web pages and tracking user activities and batch
workloads for analysis of user activity and generating models and pages. In a recent
paper, HP Labs describes workloads for next generation business intelligence ser-
vices [109]. An example workload is performing sentiment analysis on Twitter [121]
tweet feeds, which involves combining structured and unstructured historical data
with streaming data. Similarly, LeFevre et al. [71] describe data-intensive services
1
that involve both relational and non-relational processing workloads, in the context
of restaurants (e.g., identifying prior active restaurant patrons).
As has been reported by a number of related work [73, 112], using a single system
to support all these workloads is a bad design practice because it can cause significant
performance problems. Rather, a careful mix and match of appropriate systems
is needed to support diverse workloads as required by the data-intensive service,
which is evident by the complex systems used in production by large enterprises [4,
41, 84]. Figure 1.1 shows a general high-level system architecture that captures
most data-intensive services. The architecture can be described as having a tiered
architecture, with each tier focused on specific types of workloads and functionalities.
We categorize the systems that comprise data-intensive services into the following
tiers: display tier, storage tier, and analytics tier.
Example Data-Intensive Service: To better understand the system architecture
and the diverse workloads handled by data-intensive services, let us consider a tar-
geted advertisement service of a social networking website as a concrete example.
The goal of this service is to give advertisement providers the ability to customize
the specific subset of consumers that has access to a particular advertisement.
The display tier is the main entry point for interacting with the social network-
ing website. In this context, the display tier has two types of users: advertisement
providers, and regular users (consumers) of the social network website. Advertise-
ment providers have access to a dashboard interface where they can set up their
advertisement campaigns, such as configuring the behavioral traits of their target
consumer and setting up the content of the advertisement, and also monitor the
progress and statistics of their campaigns, such as showing real-time click-through
rates of specific advertisements. Through the display tier, regular users socialize with
other users, such as sharing/uploading contents, posting messages, and viewing other
user’s activities. Moreover, targeted advertisements are displayed to the users, based
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on analysis and workloads found in the other tiers. Regardless of the type of users,
the workload in this tier can be generalized into simple get and put requests. As
Figure 1.1 shows, stateless systems, such as clustered Web and Application servers,
are typically used in this tier. Data, such as user activities and complex models used
for determining the advertisement to display to each user, are routed to and from
the other tiers. Management of the workload in this tier entails ensuring that user
requests are processed at an acceptable latency (e.g., the response time of the dash-
board interface should be less than 500ms). Performance problems usually result
from the inability to handle the amount of workload (e.g., the number of concurrent
requests) due to over-utilization of resources allocated to systems. Moreover, these
services frequently experience rapid load surges and drops. Nevertheless, there is
a growing trend of deploying data-intensive services in the cloud [101], which gives
an opportunity for managing the workload of the display tier by dynamically con-
trolling the amount of cloud resources provisioned for the underlying systems. At
the same time, the cloud also presents new challenges for designing policies for dy-
namic resource provisioning, such as limited access to physical-level measurements
and exposure to only coarse-grained resources (virtual machine instances).
As the name suggests, the storage tier stores and serves the data generated and
requested by the other tiers. In the simplest case, when a regular user interacts
with the display tier, the contents (data) they generate are stored in a fast read-
write store, such as a distributed key-value storage system, found in the storage tier.
When another user wants to view these contents, the display tier requests them from
the storage tier. In a more complex case, the storage tier acts as an intermediary
between the display and analytics tier (details of the analytics tier will be discussed in
the succeeding paragraph). For instance, displaying the correct set of advertisements
to users entails first continuously collecting and storing user activities in the storage
tier. These activities are then periodically processed in the analytics tier to create
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behavioral models of users, which are also stored in the storage tier. These models
are matched with advertisement campaigns with similar configured behavioral traits.
Using this information, the display tier can then request from the storage tier the
appropriate advertisements to display to each user. Similarly, an advertisement
provider may want to view or monitor the status of her advertisement campaigns,
such as click-through rate. As part of the user activities collected and stored in the
storage tier, information regarding clicked advertisements can also be collected. The
analytics tier can then perform temporal windowed aggregation (e.g., aggregate the
data every second grouped by advertisement provider) on this data and store the
results back in the storage tier, which can then be served to the display tier. Since
the storage tier is only responsible for storing and serving data, its workload can
be characterized as create, read, update and delete (CRUD) operations. Like in the
display tier, there is an opportunity for dynamically provisioning resources of storage
system, such that the latency and/or throughput for processing CRUD operations
are within an acceptable level. However, the statefulness of systems found in the
storage tier presents new challenges, such as storage nodes requiring data before it
can improve read performance (i.e., newly instantiated storage nodes do not have
any data to serve).
In contrast to the other tiers, the analytics tier handles more complex analyt-
ical workloads that can be described as data-parallel workflows composed of units
with producer-consumer relationships based on data that can be run in batch fash-
ion or continuous fashion. When run in batch fashion, the units are specified as a
data-parallel MapReduce computation. On the other hand, when run in continuous
fashion, the units are specified as a data parallel windowed MapReduce computa-
tion. Consider the two already mentioned workload examples for this tier: building
user behavioral models and generating campaign statistics. Building user behavioral
models involve multiple MapReduce computations that can range from performing
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extract-transform-load (ETL) operations to performing statistical machine-learning
algorithms [24]. Likewise, generating campaign statistics can also involve multiple
units of computations, such as filtering, grouping, joining, and aggregation of data.
However, this workload can be categorized as a continuous data-parallel workflow,
where each computation is performed on a temporal window of data, such that the
campaign statistics are continuously updated ranging from short (e.g., seconds) to
long (e.g., days) time intervals. In this tier, there is an opportunity for management
through automatic optimization for finding the best strategy to run the workload.
This includes not only selecting the most suitable system configuration settings, but
also transforming the units of the workflow into a logically equivalent (i.e., generates
the same results), but more efficient workflow. For example, generating user behav-
ioral models may require joining multiple datasets, which normally takes two units
of MapReduce computations in a batch processing system, such as Hadoop [47]. It is
possible to perform this operation in a single MapReduce computation by controlling
how the dataset is partitioned (e.g., performing merge-join). However, the space of
possible transformations can be large and high-dimensional. Moreover given that a
number of the systems found in the analytics tier allows developers to create the
workload using different interfaces, there is a challenge for identifying and enumerat-
ing valid strategies with minimal (and possibly missing) information. For instance,
schema and partitioning information may not be known.
In addition, notice that in Figure 1.1, different types of systems are found in the
analytics tier: batch processing system, distributed streaming system, and central-
ized streaming system. This setting is not uncommon and is in fact, widely used
in practice by enterprises [41, 84]. Different specialized systems are used to handle
the different behaviors of analytical workloads processed in the analytics tier. For
example, batch processing systems can be used to build user behavioral models be-
cause it requires processing large scale data (e.g., there can be millions of users). On
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the other hand, a centralized streaming system can be used for generating campaign
statistics with short time intervals, which requires a system specifically designed for
low latency requirements. However, choosing the most suitable system for a particu-
lar workload require considerable effort and the choice is not as clear-cut as we have
described in our examples. Thus, there is an opportunity for a multi-system work-
load management solution that automatically selects the strategy to run a workload,
which includes selecting the most suitable system, that minimizes the completion
time.
As the example of a targeted advertisement service has shown, although the
complexity and the number of systems that comprise data-intensive services requires
careful management of the workloads, there is an opportunity for an automated
approach to managing workloads. This dissertation presents automated workload
management solutions for data-intensive services by developing policies and mecha-
nisms for various systems of data-intensive services that leverage technologies from
cloud computing and principles from control theory, and cost-based optimization.
1.1 Contributions
The focus of this dissertation is to study the systems and workloads of modern data-
intensive services. The hypothesis is that with the right sets of policies and mech-
anisms, complex systems can be managed automatically to ensure data-intensive
services are running at an acceptable level of performance. In validating this hy-
pothesis, this dissertation makes the following contributions:
1. Introduce a new cluster provisioning policy called Proportional Thresh-
olding, which is a policy enhancement for feedback controllers that
enables stable control across a wide range of cluster sizes using the
coarse-grained control offered by popular virtual compute cloud ser-
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vices. Instead of using a single performance target value, this policy uses
a dynamic range of performance targets to deal with the discrete nature of
actuators. We show how proportional thresholding results in less oscillations
compared to traditional control policies, such as integral control.
2. Design and implement a new control architecture for dynamic provi-
sioning of stateful systems, such as key-value storage. The architecture
coordinates a Horizontal Scale Controller, responsible for scaling the cluster,
and a Data Rebalance Controller, responsible for moving data between nodes,
through the use of a state machine. It is able to preserve stability during sys-
tem adjustments, such as adding new nodes, or moving data between nodes,
by taking into account actuator delays, interference, and mutual dependence
of the controllers.
3. Introduce the large optimization plan space for executing batch data-
parallel workflows processed in the analytics tier. The optimization
plan space can be defined by the transformations that can be applied to a
data-parallel workflow of jobs. A transformation is defined by a set of precon-
ditions and postconditions: If the preconditions hold on a plan P−, then we can
generate a plan P+ on which the postconditions hold such that P− and P+ will
produce the same result. We categorize the transformations into: (i) intra-job
vertical packing transformation, (ii) inter-job vertical packing transformation,
(iii) horizontal packing transformation, (iv) partition function transformation,
and (v) configuration transformation.
4. Introduce optimization opportunities that leverage on the informa-
tion exposed by structured interfaces for expressing batch data-
parallel workflows. This information can be extracted automatically and
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do not require knowledge of the functionality of the units of computations of
the data-parallel workflow. The lineage of data is used as conditions for con-
solidating units and eliminating the need for some phases of the workflow, such
as sorting, and shuffling of data.
5. Design and implement techniques for automatically optimizing batch
data-parallel workflows. To efficiently optimize a workflow, we divide the
workflow into optimization units generated around workflow jobs with depen-
dent input and derived datasets. Moreover, we use a cost-based approach and
a recursive random search strategy to efficiently find the optimal settings. We
show that our optimizer is able to achieve 5X performance speedup, while only
incurring at most 12.8% overhead.
6. Characterize and optimize the execution plan space of continuous
data-parallel workflows. As mentioned previously, a majority of analysis
over activity and operational data involves continuous data-parallel workflows.
A common, but nontrivial, class of this workload that is at the heart of many
data-intensive services is the windowed aggregation query, which performs a
continuous time-based windowing operation on a data stream, and then per-
forms grouping and aggregation on each window. A central aspect of our
characterization is the interplay between different logical query processing al-
gorithms and the properties of different systems that are capable of continuous
query execution (refer to the systems in the analytics tier of Figure 1.1). We
bring out the tradeoffs among different execution plans through a detailed em-
pirical evaluation and use this information to develop a cost-based optimizer
that can pick a good plan from this space.
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1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured in such a way that each chapter focuses on a specific tier and
subset of systems shown in Figure 1.1. In Chapters 2 and 3, we focus on workload
management of systems that are responsible for storing, displaying, and returning
final contents to users. The approach we take is to first design and build a control
system for provisioning resources from the cloud (i.e., virtual machine instances) for
stateless systems, such as Web servers found in the display tier, that dynamically
adapts to change in workload (Chapter 2). Then in Chapter 3, we not only describe
in detail the new challenges of provisioning resources for stateful applications, such
as key-value storage systems, that are typically found in the storage tier of data-
intensive services, but also describe the design and implementation of Elastore, an
automated control system for elastic storage systems. Chapters 4 and 5 describes
the management of two types of workloads in the analytics tier. In Chapter 4, we
focus on distributed batch processing systems that are used in the analytics tier.
We present the design and implementation of Stubby, which is an automated cost-
based optimizer for execution of batch data-parallel workflows. On the other hand,
Chapter 5 focuses on continuous data-parallel workflows. In this chapter, by using
windowed aggregation queries as an example, we characterize the execution plan
space of continuous data-parallel workflows, which includes the choice of systems: i)
centralized streaming systems, ii) distributed streaming systems, and iii) distributed
batch processing systems. Then, we describe Cyclops, an optimizer that can select
a good plan from the execution plan space for a given a query. Finally, Chapter 6
summarizes the key contributions of this dissertation and discusses future research
directions.
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2Management of Workloads in the Display Tier
In this chapter, we first present the context to the typical deployment setting for
systems that comprise data-intensive services. Specifically, we give a background
overview of cloud computing infrastructure services, which is now typically used
by data-intensive services to obtain resources and deploy systems on demand. We
present the challenges for managing workloads of stateless systems through dynam-
ically provisioning of cloud resources. We introduce a new control policy, called
proportional thresholding, that specifically addresses these challenges. Finally, we
present our control system that uses proportional thresholding for dynamically pro-
visioning resources of stateless systems, which are commonly found in the display
tier of data-intensive services.
2.1 Background Overview of Cloud Computing Infrastructure Ser-
vices
Cloud computing derives from a long history of research and development on various
approaches to IT outsourcing, in which customers draw from a utility provider’s
pool of capacity on a pay-as-you-go basis as an alternative to operating their own
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infrastructure. Some approaches target specific classes of applications. For example,
the market for turnkey Application Service Providers (ASPs) is active in some sectors
(e.g., salesforce.com), and MapReduce/Hadoop middleware is widely used for data-
parallel cluster computing clouds.
We focus on cloud computing infrastructure services. Typically the customer or
guest selects or controls the software for virtual server instances obtained from one
or more utility resource providers. The resource providers own hosting substrate re-
sources (e.g., servers and storage), and offer them for lease to the guests. The guests
may in turn use their private “slices” of leased resources to run software that provides
a service to a dynamic community of clients. Virtual computing cloud infrastruc-
ture is a common and flexible example of the utility computing paradigm: recent
offerings include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [6], Aptana Cloud [12], and
Joyent [61]. Advances in virtualization technologies, such as platform support (e.g.,
Intel’s VT extensions) and hypervisor software (e.g., Xen [17] and VMware [126]),
have made it easier for resource providers to adopt this paradigm and offer shared
pools of hosting server resources as a service to guests.
Figure 2.1: A guest, with a control system, running a web service on a dynamic
slice of leased server resources.
Consider a simple motivating scenario in which a small startup company runs a
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multi-tiered web application service, e.g., a Tomcat [116] server cluster that serves
dynamic content to clients (see Figure 2.1). Rather than purchasing its own in-
frastructure to run its service, the company leases a slice of resources from a cloud
hosting provider to reduce capital and operating costs. The application is horizon-
tally scalable: it can grow to serve higher request loads by adding more servers. The
hosting provider is modeled on Amazon’s EC2 service [6]. It bills its guests on a
per-instance hour basis for active virtual machines, and offers an API with a fixed
set of sizing choices for each virtual machine instance: small, large, and extra large.
The cloud API also offers support for zones to guide the placement of VM instances
in the network.
The guest company wishes to manage the resources in its slice so as to maxi-
mize the return on its investment, while handling the stream of client requests with
acceptable service quality. One option is for the guest to simply lease a static set
of virtual servers. This approach works only if there is a single “ideal” size for the
server set: service quality degrades if the slice is under-provisioned, and the guest
pays excess rent if the slice is over-provisioned.
Cloud hosting services offer an opportunity for the customer to monitor the guest
application and modulate the slice resources dynamically to balance service quality
and cost. The challenge is to provide a general platform and off-the-shelf feedback
control policies to automate this dynamic adaptation and take advantage of the nat-
ural elasticity of shared resources in cloud computing systems. The control policies
must be stable and effective under the wide range of conditions that might be en-
countered in practice. Adaptive resource provisioning is just one example of the need
for feedback-driven application control.
One premise of this dissertation is that cloud customers should be empowered
to operate their own dynamic controllers, outside of the cloud platform itself, or
perhaps as extensions to the cloud platform. Starting from this premise, we focus
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on the problem of building external controllers for dynamic applications hosted on
the cloud. We refer to the guest application controllers as slice controllers. Our
perspective presents challenges for the design of both the cloud platform and the
guest slice controllers. From the perspective of the cloud platform, the challenge is to
export a sufficient set of well-behaved sensors and actuators to enable control policies
to function effectively: Karamanolis et al. [63] suggest that system builders should
focus on designing systems that are amenable to feedback control using standard
off-the-shelf control policies. On the other hand, the slice controllers must make the
best of the sensors and actuators built into the APIs that are actually available,
and these APIs may be constrained in various ways to simplify the platform. For
example, the APIs tend to provide a coarse granularity of control rather than the
continuous or approximately-continuous actuators.
2.2 Feedback Control in a Cloud Computing Infrastructure
There have been a number of works on using feedback control to meet service re-
quirements (e.g., [93, 96, 111, 124]). However, extending their approaches to the
context of cloud computing presents new challenges. This section expands on the
issues for effective slice controllers in a cloud computing infrastructure.
2.2.1 Decoupled Control
Cloud hosting platforms export a defined service interface to their customers (guests).
The interface provides a useful separation of concerns: the guest is insulated from
the details of the underlying physical resources, and the provider is insulated from
the details of the application.
Our position is that the controller structure should also reflect this separation of
concerns in the functionalities of the controllers. A cloud hosting provider runs its
own control system (a cloud controller) to arbitrate resource requests, select guest
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VM placements, and operate its infrastructure to meets its own business objectives.
But application control should be factored out of the cloud platform and left to the
guest. A clean decoupling of application control policy from the cloud platform mech-
anism is a necessary architectural choice to prevent cloud platforms from becoming
brittle as guest demands change.
One way to facilitate this separation is for guests to select or implement their
own (optional) slice controllers, outside of the cloud hosting platform. A principled
layering offers the best potential for guests to innovate in their control policies and
customize their controllers to the needs of their applications, and for the control
architecture to scale to large numbers of diverse guests. For example, this structure
is common to Amazon EC2 and Eucalyptus [38]. Both of these providers have their
own control policy for arbitration, which is encapsulated from guests.
The layered approach requires a cloud hosting API that is sufficiently rich to
support these interacting controllers. This separation implies that the guest slice
controllers function independently of one another. Moreover, the cloud controller
functions without direct knowledge of the application performance metrics, or the
impact of allocation and placement choices on the service quality of the guests: it
must obtain any knowledge it requires from the slice controller through the cloud
hosting API. It is an open question how advanced control policies should interoperate
and cooperate across the platform boundary. Note that these controllers are self-
interested and are not mutually trusting: the interacting control loops have the
structure of an economic negotiation.
Many of the previous works on feedback-controlled adaptive resource provision-
ing assume a central controller that combines application control and arbitration
policy (e.g., [96, 124, 111]). Urgaonkar et al. [124] use queueing theory to model
a multi-tier application and to determine the amount of physical resources needed
by the application. Soundararajan et al. [111] present control policies for dynamic
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provisioning of a database server. These approaches do not transfer directly to cloud
environments with decoupled control. Padala et al. [93] is suitable for decoupled
control, but requires adjustment for coarse-grained actuators, as discussed below.
2.2.2 Control Granularity
The control API for the cloud hosting platform is a “tussle boundary”. There may
be a gap between the sensors and actuators desired by slice controllers and those
exposed by the resource providers. Providers may hide useful information to preserve
their flexibility, or hide power to simplify the operation of the cloud controller policy
and the underlying hosting mechanisms. The slice controller must make the best
of whatever sensors and actuators are available, and whatever control intervals and
granularity the provider allows.
For example, in a virtualized environment, resource providers may choose not to
export the access to hypervisor-level actuators of the cloud computing infrastructure,
such as controlling the CPU and memory allocations of a virtual machine and the
location of the physical host of a virtual machine. EC2 and Eucalyptus discretize
into a small range of predefined sizes, and do not expose these fine-grained actuators.
It is an open question what granularity is required for effective control. Many pre-
vious works on feedback control for Internet services have focused on an integrated
control loop with fine-grained access to the sensors and actuators of the underlying
virtualization platform on a single server. For horizontally scalable clusters, it is
necessary to dampen the control loop at small cluster sizes, when the control granu-
larity is coarse relative to the allocated resource (accumulated actuator value). The
next section discusses a proportional thresholding technique for slice controllers to
function with the coarse-grained control that is typical of current cloud platforms.
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2.3 Proportional Thresholding
This section presents proportional thresholding to illustrate the challenges of coarse-
grained control and the means to address it in a slice controller for a cloud hosting
platform. Our control approach is similar to Padala et al. [93], which dynamically
adjusts the CPU entitlement of a virtual machine to meet Quality of Service (QoS)
goals by empirically modeling the relationship of CPU entitlement and utilization to
tune the parameters of an integral control. The question is how to adapt the control
policy for the case when fine-grained actuators for adjusting CPU entitlements are
not available, e.g., the slice controller can only request changes to the number of
virtual machines in a cluster. Resizing the number of virtual machines changes the
capacity of the slice in coarse discrete increments. At small cluster sizes this may
cause the control system to oscillate around a target CPU utilization.
Other works have considered the oscillation problem and instead, use static
thresholding for their control policy (e.g., [124, 111]). In this policy, rather than
having only one target goal, the goal is turned into a target range, defined by a
high and low threshold. Thus, the system is considered on target when the sensor
measurement falls inside the target range. Urgaonkar et al. [124] use this idea to
allocate physical servers for a multi-tier Internet application. Only when the ob-
served rate differs from the predicted rate by an application-defined range does the
server resize. Their policy releases resources only when they are needed by other
applications, which is difficult to achieve when the application controllers and cloud
controller are decoupled. Similarly, Soundararajan et al. [111] present control poli-
cies for dynamic replication of database servers based on static thresholding with a
target range. Their control policies are in steady state only when the average latency
of their database servers is inside the low and high threshold.
Static thresholding is simple to use, however, it may not be robust to scale.
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Consider the motivating scenario, mentioned in Section 2.1, of a guest running as a
web service host. Since the Tomcat cluster is request-balanced, going from 1 to 2
machines can increase capacity by 100% but going from 100 to 101 machines increases
capacity by not more than 1%. The relative effect of adding a fixed-sized resource is
not constant, so using static threshold values may not be appropriate.
2.3.1 Design of Proportional Thresholding
Proportional thresholding addresses the problems outlined in the previous section.
This control policy modifies an integral control by using a dynamic target range,
instead of a single target value. Moreover, the dynamic target range decreases as
the accumulated actuator values increases. Proportional thresholding is particularly
important for sensors with large dynamic range and fixed coarse-grained actuators,
such as using horizontal scaling to handle flash crowds, while maintaining a certain
performance target. Specifically in our motivating scenario, the impact of a constant
change in the actuator value is dependent on the current server set. For example, in
a request balanced cluster, this behavior is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where we plot
the effect of increasing the size of a Tomcat cluster to the CPU utilization while
maintaining a fixed workload. Note that in our example, we use CPU utilization as
our performance target metric. Other metrics can also be used, depending on the
given service requirements. Moreover, proportional thresholding can handle multi-
dimensional metrics (e.g., CPU and Memory utilizations) by first transforming the
multi-dimensional target metrics into a uni-dimensional metric.
Similar to Padala et al. [93], the control policy uses an integral control because
it eliminates steady state errors. An integral control is defined by
uk+1 = uk +Ki × (yref − yk), (2.1)
where uk+1 is the new actuator value, uk is the current actuator value, Ki is the inte-
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Figure 2.2: The effect of increasing the size of a Tomcat cluster to the CPU
Utilization while maintaining a fixed workload.
gral gain parameter, yref is the target sensor measurement, and yk is the current sen-
sor measurement. The integral gain parameter Ki can be estimated empirically [96].
To avoid the problem of having oscillations due to the coarse-grained actuator, we
then define yh and yl as the high and low target sensor measurements, which defines
the target range. The modified integral control is as follows:
uk+1 =


uk +Ki × (yh − yk) if yh < yk
uk +Ki × (yl − yk) if yl > yk
uk otherwise
. (2.2)
This way, similar to static thresholding, a change in the actuator value only occurs
when the sensor measurement is outside the target range. More specifically, the
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actuator increases value only when it is above the high target and decreases in value
when it goes below the low target.
In proportional thresholding, the target range used by the controller should be
able to change dynamically depending on the accumulated actuator values. This
addresses the problem with static thresholds, which does not give an effective control,
in terms of ensuring high resource utilization and meeting client demands. With
static thresholds, the behavior in Figure 2.2 can potentially lead to poor resource
utilization. It should be noted that this behavior is not restricted to horizontal
scaling.
The dynamic target range should capture the property of being resource-efficient.
Since the relative effect of the increment becomes finer as the number of allocated
resources, the target range should narrow for more precise control as the number of al-
located resources increases. This means that our modified integral control (Equation
2) should have the property of converging to the standard integral control (Equation
1) as the accumulated actuator values goes to infinity. In order to achieve this behav-
ior and assuming we set yh = yref , proportional thresholding adjusts yl depending on
the number of actuator values accumulated and at the same time have the following
behavior: limx→∞ yl = yref , where x is the accumulated actuator values. In the
next section, we describe our prototype control system and how we formulate the
control parameters, specifically Ki and the equation for yl for a specific actuator by
empirically modeling the behavior of an actuator and sensor measurements.
2.4 Implementation
2.4.1 Prototype Control System
Like our motivating scenario, our guest serves as a web service host by using leased
virtual machines to form a Tomcat cluster. Our prototype control system controls
the size of the Tomcat cluster. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 2.2, our prototype
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Figure 2.3: The CPU utilization of a Tomcat server under various workload.
assumes that there is a front-end Apache web server that balances the distribution
of requests across all cluster nodes and a static back-end PostgreSQL server [99].
We use orca as the underlying architecture and resource leasing mechanism. It
is a software toolkit developed at Duke University that allows guests to lease re-
sources from a resource substrate. It is also a service-oriented infrastructure and the
architecture provides resource leasing abstractions for the guests. Using virtualiza-
tion, orca enables guests to share a common pool of resources [91]. Furthermore,
to emulate the API provided by Amazon EC2, we only expose similar API function-
alities to the control system. We use Automat [135] for our control interface. It is
a programmable hosting center toolkit integrated with orca that supports external
slice controllers. Similar to the motivating scenario, our slice controller performs
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horizontal scaling.
Our prototype control system contains 3 key components: instrumentation, feed-
back controller, and orca guest controller plug-in module. This subsection describes
these components in detail.
Instrumentation: We use Hyperic HQ [55] to gather the CPU utilization of all
leased virtual machines. Hyperic HQ follows a server-agent model, where the server
gathers the data from its agents. We deployed a Groovy script [43] plug-in to the
HQ server that allows our control system to get the CPU utilization of all leased
virtual machines by sending an HTTP request to the HQ server.
When our prototype control system is initialized, it requests for a virtual machine
and installs the Hyperic HQ server on that machine. We then use a handler, which
deploys an instance of an HQ agent on a specified virtual machine, that gets upcalled
each time a succeeding new instance of virtual machine is leased. Our control system
has a separate thread that at regular intervals sends an HTTP request to the HQ
server and waits for an XML response containing the CPU utilization of all virtual
machines. The XML is then parsed and stored in an internal Java object. The
sensor measurement used by the control system’s feedback controller is then the
average CPU utilization of all allocated virtual machines, filtered by an exponential
moving average filter.
Feedback Controller: Our prototype control system’s feedback controller runs
on a separate thread. The feedback controller has 3 control policies: proportional
thresholding, integral control and static thresholding. Whenever there is a new sensor
measurement, it uses the selected control policy to calculate the number of virtual
machines to add or remove. The feedback controller also waits for the overall control
system to be ready before performing new calculations. There are reasons that
makes this necessary. First, orca uses a lease-based mechanism and does not allow
cancellations of ongoing leases. If the control system wants to deallocate a leased
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virtual machine, it has to wait for the lease to expire. Also, instantiating a new virtual
machine takes roughly 2 minutes to complete. Thus, the feedback controller needs
to make sure that the instantiation or destruction of virtual machine has finished
before recalculating the amount of resources needed.
Controller Plug-in Module: orca allows guests to use the resource leasing mech-
anisms through a controller plug-in module. Guest software developers are provided
with Java classes and interfaces. Specifically, orca provides guest controllers with
an IController class that has a tick method, which gets called at regular intervals.
Together with the information from the instrumentation and the feedback controller
components, our control system uses this method to request for resources.
The controller plug-in module also comes with event handlers that get triggered
at specific points of a lease’s lifecycle. We use the onBeforeExtendTicket and on-
LeaseComplete handlers that get triggered just before a lease expires and after a lease
reservation is processed, respectively. Since the feedback controller and the leasing
mechanism runs asynchronously on separate threads, we use these two handlers to
perform synchronization. These handlers modify a common state variable, which
the feedback controller uses to determine the status of the system, such as whether
orca has finished processing a slice reservation request.
As mentioned before, each new lease request is attached with a handler that
installs and configures the necessary application. Our handler installs and configures
Hyperic HQ agent and Tomcat server when a new virtual machine is instantiated and
also performs the necessary shutdown sequence, such as shutting down the Tomcat
server, when a virtual machine is about to be removed.
2.4.2 Control Parameters
For the parameter Ki of our control policy, we use the value Ki = −.07, which
is estimated offline. This value is derived by using linear regression to model the
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relationship between the CPU utilization and the cluster size under a synthetic heavy
workload: yk+1 = .8819yk−.5892uk. Using the Z-transform of this model, we estimate
the settling time and maximum overshoot corresponding to a range of Ki values. We
then use a Ki that gives a settling time of 15.12 sample intervals and maximum
overshoot of 0.0002544%.
Since the Tomcat cluster is request-balanced, we empirically measured the CPU
utilization of a single machine under various workload to formulate the equation for
yl (see Figure 2.3). From these data, we find the best-fit curve, which in this case is
CPU = (3.869× 10−5)× workload1.947. (2.3)
Given a target CPU utilization, yh, we can then use the equation to get the estimated
average workload for each machine applied to the system:
workloadest = (
yh
3.869× 10−5
)
1
1.947 . (2.4)
The idea is that we are interested in finding the lowest threshold value, such that
the minimum amount of resources is used while still satisfying client demands.
workloadest tells us that any average workload greater than workloadest will re-
sult in a CPU utilization of greater than yh. This means that we only want to reduce
the number of virtual machines if the resulting average workload is less than or equal
to workloadest. The total workload from workloadest when the number of machines
is reduced by 1 is given by
workloadtot = workloadest × (currVM − 1). (2.5)
Using workloadtot to solve for the average workload of the current number of ma-
chines gives the lowest average workload that is also greater than or equal to the
average workload of the number of machines reduced by 1:
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workloadlow = workloadest ×
currVM− 1
currVM
. (2.6)
We then calculate the yl by applying workloadlow to Equation 3.
yl = yh × (
currVM − 1
currVM
)1.947 (2.7)
Equation 7 shows that yl converges to yh as the number of virtual machines becomes
very large. Moreover, proportional thresholding converges to the standard integral
control (Equation 1).
In our implementation, we formulate the control parameter Ki and the equation
for yl offline, which depending on the type of target systems may already be enough.
In our case, even though the model may turn out to be not very accurate due to
changes in workload, our control system is still able to have an acceptable and stable
behavior. One of the benefits of feedback control is that an accurate estimate of the
models is not necessary because it can be robust to errors in the parameter estimates.
For example, using the Ki = −.07 under a lighter workload gives a settling time of
39.96 sample intervals and maximum overshoot of −.004345%, which has a longer
convergence time but still results in a stable controller. Furthermore, another reason
is that the spectrum of workloads used to formulate yl encompasses a wide spectrum.
As mentioned by Hellerstein et al., a good strategy for modeling systems is to start
simple, which means that there is no need to develop a complex model, if a simpler
model is already sufficient [50]. Nevertheless, there are target systems that need a
complex and accurate model, which requires tuning the control parameters online.
Although not specifically for automated control in cloud computing, there have been
works that applies adaptive controllers for computing systems [82, 65]. We leave the
research problem of integrating the modeling process with the control system as a
future work, specifically for a cloud computing infrastructure.
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2.5 Evaluation
2.5.1 Synthetic Workloads
To evaluate our prototype control system, we compared the performance of our
prototype using 3 control policies under various synthetic workloads: proportional
thresholding, static thresholding, and integral control.
In Figure 2.4, we conducted an experiment, where we first applied a workload
of 1000 threads, then at the 10th time interval, we increased the workload to 1650
threads, and finally at the 40th time interval the workload goes back to 1000 threads.
Figures 2.4(a), and 2.4(b) show the behavior of the controller under proportional
thresholding and integral control, respectively. Note that both figures start with
1 allocated virtual machine. Under proportional thresholding, the system does not
oscillate, such that the controller allocates 1 virtual machine when the workload is
1000 threads and 2 virtual machines when the workload goes up to 1650 threads.
In contrast, under integral control, the system oscillates between 1 and 2 virtual
machines when the workload goes up to 1650 threads, which may not be desirable
since it leads to short-term unpredictability.
In Figure 2.5, we conducted an experiment where we slowly ramp up the number
of threads from 1000 to 1650 to 3200 and then finally decreasing the workload to
2450 threads. Figures 2.5(a), and 2.5(b) show the behavior of the controller under
proportional thresholding and static thresholding, respectively. Like the previous
experiment, both figures also start with 1 allocated virtual machine. Figure 2.5(a)
also shows how yl changes with cluster size, specifically, with 3 virtual machines, yl
has gone up to 23.84%. When the workload drops to 2450 threads, the controller is
able to reduce the cluster size to 2 virtual machines and hence, conserve resources.
This is in contrast to static thresholding, where the cluster size remains at 3, even
though 2 virtual machines are enough to handle the workload.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between proportional thresholding and integral control
under synthetic workloads.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between proportional thresholding and static thresholding
under synthetic workloads.
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2.5.2 TPC-W Workloads
We also evaluated our prototype control system under TPC-W benchmark work-
loads [118]. TPC-W workloads simulate the activities of clients of an online book-
store. Moreover, we use a Java Servlet implementation of the TPC-W online book-
store application [119]. To ensure that the bottleneck is in the Tomcat tier, we used
the TPC-W browsing mix workload, which simulates clients browsing an online book-
store. The workload’s simulated concurrent clients, called Emulated Browsers(EB),
are also configurable.
In Figure 2.6, we conducted an experiment that initially had 1000 Emulated
Browsers interacting with the online bookstore. After the 10th time interval, 500 ad-
ditional Emulated Browsers were added for a duration of 25 time intervals. Figures
2.6(a), and 2.6(b) show the behavior of the controller under proportional thresholding
and integral control, respectively. Note that in this experiment we set yref = 25%.
Similar to the controller’s behavior for our experiment in Section 2.5.1, under propor-
tional thresholding, the system does not oscillate. The controller increases the size
of the cluster by 1 when the workload goes up to 1500 EBs and then decreases back
to the original cluster size when the workload goes back to 1000 EBs. Conversely,
under integral control, the cluster size oscillates between 1 and 2 virtual machines.
2.6 Conclusions
We have presented issues that make feedback control in a cloud computing infras-
tructure different from feedback control of other computer systems: decoupled con-
trol, and control granularity. Moreover, we have shown why prior works related to
automated control may not work, when used in a cloud computing infrastructure.
We have introduced proportional thresholding, a new control policy that takes into
account the coarse-grained actuators provided by resource providers. Using the ac-
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tuator constraints similar to Amazon EC2, we have presented a prototype control
system that performs better than traditional integral control and static thresholding
for dynamically provisioning stateless applications.
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3Management of Workloads in the Storage Tier
While the previous chapter focuses on stateless systems that are commonly found
in the display tier of Figure 1.1, this chapter focuses on managing workloads for
the storage tier. As is the case for managing the display tier, we again manage
the workload of this tier by dynamically provisioning resources. We describe the
design and implementation of Elastore, which is a control system for elastic storage
systems. At its core, proportional thresholding is also used for the control policy but
new challenges have to be addressed due to the need for migration of data to fully
achieve the benefits of dynamic provisioning.
3.1 Introduction
Web-based services frequently experience rapid load surges and drops. Web 2.0
workloads, often driven by social networking, provide many recent examples of the
well-known flash crowd phenomenon. One recent Facebook application that “went
viral” saw an increase from 25,000 to 250,000 users in just three days, with up to
20,000 new users signing up per hour during peak times [11].
There is growing commercial interest and opportunity in automating the man-
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agement of such applications and services. Automated surge protection and adaptive
resource provisioning for dynamic service loads has been an active research topic for
at least a decade. Today, the key elements for wide deployment are in place. Most
importantly, a market for cloud computing software and services has emerged and
is developing rapidly, offering powerful new platforms for elastic services that grow
and shrink their service capacity dynamically as their request load changes.
Cloud computing services manage a shared “cloud” of servers as a unified hosting
substrate for guest applications, using various technologies to virtualize servers and
orchestrate their operation. A key property of this cloud hosting model is that the
cloud substrate provider incurs the cost to own and operate the resources, and each
customer pays only for the resources it demands over each interval of time. This
model offers economies of scale for the cloud provider and a promise of lower net
cost for the customer, especially when their request traffic shows peaks that are
much higher than their average demand. Such advantageous demand profiles occur
in a wide range of settings. In one academic computing setting, it was observed
that computing resources had less than 20% average utilization [66], with demand
spikes around project deadlines. This chapter focuses on another driving example:
data-intensive multi-tier Web services, which often show common dynamic request
demand profiles (e.g., [27]). Figure 3.1 depicts this target environment.
Mechanisms for elastic scaling are present in a wide range of applications. For
example, many components of modern Web service software infrastructure can run
in clusters at a range of scales; and can handle addition and removal of servers with
negligible interruption of service. This chapter deals with policies for elastic scaling
of the storage tier, which is an integral part of modern data-intensive multi-tier
Web services, based on automated control, building on the foundations of previous
works [96, 129, 93, 92, 62] discussed in Section 3.7. We first focus on challenges that
are common for a general form of virtual cloud hosting, often called infrastructure
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Figure 3.1: A multi-tier application service (guest) hosted on virtual server in-
stances rented from an elastic cloud provider. An automated controller uses cloud
APIs to acquire and release instances for the guest as needed to serve a dynamic
workload.
as a service, in which the customer acquires virtual server instances from a cloud
substrate provider, and selects or controls the software for each server instance.
Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is one popular example: the EC2 API
allows customers to request, control, and release virtual server instances on demand,
with pay-as-you-go pricing based on a per-hour charge for each instance. A recent
study [101] reported that the number of Web-sites using Amazon EC2 grew 9% from
July to August 2009, and has an annual growth rate of 181%.
We then address new challenges associated with scaling the storage tier in a
data-intensive cluster-based multi-tier service in this setting. We employ an integral
control technique called proportional thresholding to modulate the number of discrete
virtual server instances in a cluster. Many previous works modulate a continuous
resource share allotted to a single instance [129, 93, 92]; cloud systems with per-
instance pricing like EC2 do not expose this actuator. We also address new challenges
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of actuator lag and interference stemming from the delay and cost of redistributing
stored data on each change to the set of active instances in the storage tier.
While the discussion and experiments focus on cloud infrastructure services with
per-instance pricing, our work is also applicable to multiplexing workloads in an
enterprise data center. Some emerging cloud services offer packaged storage APIs as
a service under the control of the cloud provider, instead of or in addition to raw
virtual server instances for each customer to deploy a storage tier of their choice. In
that case, our work applies to the problem faced by the cloud provider of controlling
the elastic cloud storage tier shared by multiple customers.
We have implemented a prototype controller, called Elastore, for an elastic storage
system. We use the Cloudstone [110] generator for dynamic Web 2.0 workloads to
show that the controller is effective and efficient in responding to workload changes.
3.2 System Overview
Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the target environment: an elastic guest service
hosted on server instances obtained on a pay-as-you-go basis from a cloud substrate
provider. In this example, the guest is a three-tier Web service that serves request
traffic from a dynamic set of clients.
Since Web users are sensitive to performance, the guest (service provider) is
presumed to have a Service Level Objective (SLO) to characterize a target level of
acceptable performance for the service. An SLO is a predicate based on one or more
performance metrics, typically response time quantiles measured at the service edge.
For any given service implementation, performance is some function of the workload
and servers that it is deployed on; in this case, the resources granted by the cloud
provider.
The purpose of controlled elasticity is to grow and shrink the active server instance
set as needed to meet the SLO efficiently under the observed or predicted workload.
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Our work targets guest services that can take advantage of this elasticity. When
load grows, they can serve the load effectively by obtaining more server instances
and adding them to the service. When load shrinks, they can use resources more
efficiently and save money by releasing instances.
This chapter focuses on elastic control of the storage tier, which presents chal-
lenges common to the other tiers, and additional challenges as well: state rebalancing,
actuator lag, interference, and coordination of multiple interacting control elements.
Storage scaling is increasingly important in part because recent Web 2.0 workloads
have more user-created content, so the footprint of the stored data and the spread
of accesses across the stored data both grow with the user community. Our exper-
imental evaluation uses the Cloudstone [110] application service as a target guest.
Cloudstone mimics a Web 2.0 events calendar application that allows users to browse,
create, and join calender events.
3.2.1 Controller
We implement a controller process that runs on behalf of the guest and automates
elasticity. The controller drives actuators (e.g., request/release instances) based on
sensor measures (e.g., request volume, utilization, response time) from the guest
and/or cloud provider. Our approach views the controller as combining multiple
control elements, e.g., one to resize each tier and one for rebalancing in the storage
tier, with additional rules to coordinate those elements. Ideally, the control policy
is able to handle unanticipated changes in the workload (e.g., flash crowds), while
assuring that the guest pays the minimum necessary to meet its SLO at the offered
load.
For clouds with per-instance pricing, the controller runs outside of the cloud
provider and is distinct from the guest application itself. This makes it possible to
implement application-specific control policies that generalize across multiple cloud
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providers. (RightScale takes this approach.)
In general, these clouds present a problem of discrete actuators. As Figure 3.1
shows, the controller is limited to elasticity actuators exposed by the cloud provider’s
API. Cloud infrastructure providers such as Amazon EC2 allocate resources in dis-
crete units as virtual server instances of predetermined sizes (e.g., small, medium, and
large). Most previous work on provisioning elastic resources assume continuous actu-
ators such as a fine-grained resource entitlement or share on each instance [96, 129].
In Chapter 2.3, we have described and developed a proportional thresholding tech-
nique for stable integral control with coarse-grained discrete actuators. We apply this
technique to elastic control of the storage tier in a cloud with per-instance pricing.
Our approach to integrated elastic control assumes that each tier exports a con-
trol API that the controller may invoke to add a newly acquired storage server to
the group (join) and remove an arbitrary server from the group (leave). These oper-
ations may configure the server instances, install software, and perform other tasks
necessary to attach new server instances to the guest application, or detach them
from the application. We also assume a mechanism to balance load across the servers
within each tier, so that request capacity scales roughly with the number of active
server instances.
3.2.2 Controlling Elastic Storage
The storage tier is a distributed service that runs on a group of server instances
provisioned for storage and allocated from the cloud provider. It exports a storage
API that is suitable for use by the middle tier to store and retrieve data objects. We
make the following additional assumptions about the architecture and capabilities of
the storage tier.
• It distributes stored data across its servers in a way that balances load ef-
fectively for reasonable access patterns, and redistributes (rebalances) data in
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response to join and leave events.
• It replicates data internally for robust availability; the replication is sufficient to
avoid service interruptions across a sequence of leave events, even if a departing
server is released back to the cloud before leave rebalancing is complete.
• The storage capacity and I/O capacity of the system scales roughly linearly
with the size of the active server set. The tiers cooperate to route requests to
a suitable storage server.
The design of robust, incrementally-scalable cluster storage services with similar
goals has been an active research topic since the early 1990s. Many prototypes have
been constructed including block stores [69, 102] and file systems [115, 40], key-value
stores [36, 7], database systems [34], and other “brick-based” architectures. For our
experiments, we chose the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which is based
on the Google File System [40] design and is widely used in production systems.
As we have framed the problem, elastic control for a cloud infrastructure service
presents a number of distinct new challenges.
Data Rebalancing: Elastic storage systems store and serve persistent data which
imposes additional constraints on the controller. On adding a new node, a clustered
Web server, such as the target systems addressed in Chapter 2, gives immediate
performance improvements because the new node can quickly start serving client
requests. In contrast, adding a new storage node does not give immediate perfor-
mance improvements to an elastic storage system because the node does not have
any persistent data to serve client requests. The new node must wait until data
has been copied into it. Thus, rebalancing data across storage nodes is a necessary
procedure, especially if the elastic storage system has to adapt and handle changes
in client workloads.
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Interference to Guest Service: Data rebalancing consumes resources that can
otherwise be used to serve client requests. The amount of resources (bandwidth) to
allocate to the rebalancing process affects its completion time as well as the degree
of adverse impact on the guest application’s performance during rebalancing. Note
that overall improvement to system performance can be achieved only through data
rebalancing. It may not be advisable to allocate a small bandwidth for rebalancing
since it can take hours to complete, causing a prolonged period of performance prob-
lems due to suboptimal data placement. It may be better to allocate more bandwidth
to complete rebalancing quickly while suffering a bigger intermediate performance
hit. Finding the right balance automatically is nontrivial.
Actuator Delays: Regardless of the bandwidth allocated for rebalancing, there
will always be a delay before performance improvements can be observed. The
controller must account for this delay, or else it may respond too late or (worse)
become unstable.
3.3 Components of the Controller
Our automated controller for the elastic storage tier, which we call Elastore, has
three components:
• Horizontal Scale Controller (HSC), responsible for growing and shrinking the
number of storage nodes.
• Data Rebalance Controller (DRC), responsible for controlling the data transfers
to rebalance the storage tier after it grows or shrinks.
• State machine, responsible for coordinating the actions of the HSC and the
DRC.
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We present each of these components in turn and discuss how they address the
challenges listed in Section 3.2. In this chapter, we use Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) [48] as an example storage system that is controlled by Elastore.
3.3.1 Horizontal Scale Controller (HSC)
Actuator: The HSC uses cloud APIs to change the number of active server in-
stances. Each storage node in the system runs on a separate virtual server instance.
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Figure 3.2: Cloudstone response time and average CPU utilization of the storage
nodes, under a light load and a heavy load that is bottlenecked in the storage tier.
CPU utilization in the storage tier correlates strongly with overall response time (the
coefficient is .88), and is a more stable feedback signal.
Sensor: The HSC bases its elastic sizing choices on a feedback signal incorporating
one or more system metrics. A good choice of metric for the target environment
satisfies the following properties: (i) the metric should be easy to measure accu-
rately without intrusive instrumentation because the HSC is external to the guest
application, (ii) the metric should expose the tier-level behavior or performance, (iii)
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the metric should be reasonably stable, and (iv) the metric should correlate to the
measure of level of service (e.g, the service’s average response time) as specified in
the client’s service level objective (SLO).
Our experiments use CPU utilization on the storage nodes as the sensor feedback
metric because it satisfies these properties. The CPU utilization can be obtained
from the operating system or the virtual machine without instrumenting application
code. Moreover, tier-level metrics, such as CPU utilization, allow the controller to
pinpoint the location of the performance bottleneck. Figure 3.2 shows that CPU
utilization in the storage tier is strongly correlated to overall response time when the
bottleneck is in the storage tier, even if the bottleneck is on the disk arms rather
than the CPU. Figure 3.2 also shows that CPU utilization is a more stable signal
than response time. We chose this metric for convenience: other metrics could be
used instead of or in addition to CPU utilization.
Control Policy: We use proportional thresholding for the control policy of the HSC
(refer to Section 2.3). We fit a function to empirical measurements of the CPU
utilization of HDFS datanodes (storage nodes) at various load levels to determine
the parameter values to use for proportional thresholding.
3.3.2 Data Rebalance Controller (DRC)
When the number of storage nodes grows or shrinks, the storage tier must rebalance
the layout of data in the system to spread load and meet replication targets to guard
against service interruption or data loss. The DRC uses a rebalancer utility that
comes with HDFS to rebalance data across the storage nodes. Rebalancing is a
cause of actuator delay and interference. For example, a new storage node added to
the system cannot start serving client requests until some of the data to be served has
been copied into it; and the performance of the storage tier as a whole is degraded
while rebalancing is in progress.
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Figure 3.3: Delivered bandwidth of the HDFS rebalancer (version 0.21) for
b=15MB/s. Although the bandwidth peaks at the configured setting b, the aver-
age bandwidth is only 3.08MB/s. We tuned the control system for the measured
behavior of this actuator.
Actuator: The tuning knob of the HDFS rebalancer—i.e., the actuator of the
DRC—is the bandwidth b allocated to the rebalancer. The bandwidth allocation
is the maximum amount of outgoing and incoming bandwidth that each storage
node can devote to rebalancing. The DRC can select b to control the tradeoff be-
tween lag—i.e., the time to completion of the rebalancing process—and interference—
i.e., performance impact on the foreground application—for each rebalancing action.
Nominally, interference is proportional to b and lag is given by s/b where s is the
amount of data to be copied.
We discovered empirically that the time to completion of rebalancing given by
the current version of the HDFS rebalancer is insensitive to b settings above about 3
MB/s. The reason is that the rebalancer does not adequately pipeline data transfers,
as illustrated in Figure 3.3. However, since HDFS and its tools are used in production
deployments, and unreliable actuators are a fact of life in real computer systems, we
decided to use the HDFS rebalancer “as is” for now and adapt to its behavior in the
control policy.
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Figure 3.4: The impact of HDFS rebalancing activity on Cloudstone response time,
as a function of the rebalancer’s bandwidth cap and the client load level. The effect
does not depend on the cluster size N because the cap b is on bandwidth consumed
at each storage node.
Figure 3.4 shows the interference or performance impact (Impact) of rebalancing
on Cloudstone response time, as a function of the bandwidth throttle (b) and the per-
node load level (l). Impact is defined as the difference between the average response
time with and without the rebalancer running. As expected, Impact increases as b
and l increase. Running the rebalancer with b=1MB/s gives negligible impact on
average response time.
Sensor and Control Policy: We conducted a set of experiments to model the
following relationships using multi-variate regression:
• The time to completion of rebalancing (Time) as a function of the bandwidth
throttle (b) and size of data to be moved (s): Time = ft(b, s).
• The impact of rebalancing on service response time (Impact) as a function of
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the bandwidth throttle (b) and per-node workload (l): Impact = fi(b, l).
The goodness of fit is high (R2 ≥ 0.995) for both models. Values of s and l are
used as sensor measurements by the DRC, and b is the tuning knob whose value has
to be determined. The choice of b represents a tradeoff between Time and Impact.
As previously stated, the controller must consider the lag (Time) to complete an
adjustment and restore a stable service level, and the magnitude of the degradation
in service performance (Impact) during the lag period.
To strike the right balance between actuator lag and interference, the DRC poses
the choice of b as a cost-based optimization problem. Given a cost function Cost
= fc(Time,Impact) = fc(ft(b, s), fi(b, l)), DRC chooses b to optimize Cost given the
observed values of s and l. The cost function is a weighted sum: Cost = αTime
+ βImpact. The ratio of α
β
can be specified by the guest based on the relative
preference towards Time over Impact. Another alternative is to choose b such that
Time is minimized subject to an upper bound on Impact. These choices are useful
in adjusting to significant load swings. The controller may also use the Impact
estimate to drive “just in time” responses to more gradual load changes without
violating SLO, but we do not evaluate that alternative in this work.
3.3.3 State Machine
To preserve stability during adjustments, the HSC and DRC must coordinate to
manage their mutual dependencies. The first dependency arises from the DRC’s
actuator lag. After a storage node has been added by the HSC, the service obtains the
full benefit of the node only after rebalancing completes. The second dependency is
due to noise introduced into the sensor measurements that a controller relies on, while
the actions of the other controller are being applied. For example, the data copying
and additional computations done during rebalancing impact the CPU utilization
measurements seen by the HSC.
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the control elements of a multi-tier application. This
diagram shows the internal state machine of the elasticity controller (Elastore) of the
storage tier, but depicts the application tier as a black box.
Ignoring these dependencies can lead to poor control decisions, or much worse,
unstable behavior due to oscillation. Consider a scenario where the HSC does not
take the DRC’s actuator lag into account. After adding a new storage node, the HSC
may not see any changes in its sensor measurements, or the sensor measurements
may show a decline in performance. This observation will cause the HSC to allocate
more storage nodes unnecessarily to compensate for the lack of improvement in
system performance. In turn, the completion time and impact of rebalancing could
deteriorate further.
The elasticity controller (Elastore) uses the state machine shown in Figure 3.5 to
coordinate the actions of the HSC and DRC. Figure 3.5 also illustrates how Elastore
fits as an element of an integrated control solution for a multi-tiered services. In this
chapter, we focus on the storage tier and treat the control elements for other tiers as
a black box. Section 3.6.3 provides further discussion on the problem of coordinating
multiple per-tier control elements.
When Elastore starts up, it goes from the Init State to the Steady State. In
this state, only the HSC is active. It remains in this state until the HSC triggers an
adjustment to the active server set size. When nodes are added or removed, the state
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machine transitions to the Rebalance State. The HSC is dormant in the Rebalance
State to allow the previous change to stabilize and to ensure that it does not react
to interference in its sensor measurements caused by data rebalancing.
The DRC, as described in Section 3.3.2, enters the Rebalance State after a change
to the active server set size. It remains in this state until data rebalancing completes,
after which the state machine returns to the Steady State. A form of rebalancing,
called decommissioning, occurs on removal of a storage node to maintain configured
replication degrees. HDFS stores n (a configurable parameter) replicas per file block,
one of which may be on a node identified for removal. The replica of a block on a
decommissioned node can be replaced by reading from any of the n − 1 remaining
copies. HDFS has an efficient internal replication mechanism that triggers when the
replica count of any block goes below its threshold. Currently, the DRC does not
regulate this process because HDFS does not expose external tuning knobs for it.
In any case, we observed that this process has minimal impact on the foreground
application.
3.4 Implementation
3.4.1 Cloudstone Guest Application
CloudStone: We modified and configured Cloudstone to run with GlassFish ap-
plication servers for displaying contents to users, PostgreSQL database servers for
storing and serving structured data, and HDFS for storing and serving content ob-
jects such as PDF documents and image files. This required adding an HDFS class
abstraction to Cloudstone to enable it to use HDFS storage APIs. We also added new
parameter types to Cloudstone’s configuration file so that users can easily configure
and switch between different file systems without having to recompile the source
code. In all, this involved adding 200 lines of code to Cloudstone. The experiments
use a block size in the storage tier of 800KB, which is the maximum size of binary
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files generated by Cloudstone. The HDFS replica count is set to three following best
practices from production deployments.
HDFS: HDFS distributes the content objects (files) across an elastic set of N storage
nodes, called datanodes. A namenode tracks metadata including replica counts and
locations for each file.
With its current implementation, HDFS does not ensure that storage nodes are
request-balanced, since its internal policy is based on disk usage capacity. However,
Cloudstone’s workload generator is designed such that structured data and content
objects are accessed in a uniform distribution, which naturally balances requests
across all HDFS datanodes.
Finally, we modified HDFS to expose the rebalancer’s bandwidth throttle b as
an actuator to the external controller. We created an RPC interface in the HDFS
namenode that notifies all HDFS datanodes of changes to the bandwidth limit.
3.4.2 Cloud Provider
We use a local orca [56, 26] cluster as our cloud infrastructure provider. orca is a
resource control framework developed at Duke University. It provides a resource leas-
ing service which allows guests to lease resources from a resource substrate provider,
such as a cloud computing provider. The test cluster exports an interface to instan-
tiate Xen virtual machine instances [17] on a shared pool of 30 host servers.
3.4.3 Elastore
The controller is written in Java and contains 1500 lines of code. orca allows guests
to use the resource leasing mechanisms through a controller plug-in module written to
various toolkit APIs [135]. The control policy is clocked by periodic upcalls from the
orca leasing core to a tick method in the controller. The controller plug-in module
also installs event handlers that trigger notifications from the leasing core at specific
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points of a lease’s life cycle. We use the onBeforeExtendTicket and onLeaseComplete
handlers that are triggered just before a lease expires and after a new lease reservation
is complete (e.g., a new datanode is instantiated).
Each new lease request is attached with a guest application control handler that
installs, configures, and launches the guest software (Cloudstone and/or HDFS) on
the leased server instances after they start. Our handler installs and configures
the HDFS datanode software package when a new storage node is instantiated and
also performs the necessary shutdown sequence, such as shutting down the HDFS
datanode, when the controller decides to decommission a storage node. The control
system includes two other important components, described next.
Instrumentation: To get the sensor measurements mentioned in Section 3.3, we
modified the HDFS datanode to gather system-level metrics such as CPU utiliza-
tion. We included the Hyperic SIGAR library with each HDFS datanode. At peri-
odic intervals, the HDFS datanode uses SIGAR to gather the system-level metrics
and piggybacks this information on the regular heartbeat messages of the HDFS
datanode to the HDFS namenode. We also modified the HDFS namenode and im-
plemented a remote procedure call (RPC) that allows the controller to get the sensor
measurements of all HDFS datanodes in a single call. With this implementation, the
controller only needs to contact the HDFS namenode to get the sensor measurements
for all storage nodes.
The controller has a separate thread that periodically obtains these measures:
the sensor interval is set to 10 seconds. The controller then processes the sensor
measures and applies the control policy as described. It computes the average CPU
utilization of the HDFS datanodes, and applies an exponential moving average filter
of six time periods to the average CPU utilization.
Subcontroller Modules: The controller has two subcontroller modules, corre-
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sponding to HSC and DRC, as described in Section 3.3. Each of these modules runs
on a separate thread. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the coordination between these
two subcontroller modules is guided by a finite state machine interlock. Since the
feedback subcontrollers and the leasing mechanism run asynchronously on separate
threads, they synchronize through a common state variable accessed by the upcall
handlers. This state variable activates and deactivates the subcontroller modules
according to the state of the controller’s finite state machine.
3.5 Evaluation
3.5.1 Experimental Testbed
Our experimental service cluster consists of a group of servers running on a local
network. To focus on the storage tier, the front-end application tier and database
tier of Cloudstone are statically over-provisioned: the database server (PostgreSQL)
runs on a powerful server with 8GB of memory and 3.16 GHz dual-core CPU, while
the forward tier (GlassFish) runs in a fixed six-node subcluster, where each node
has 1GB of memory and a 2.8GHz CPU. The storage tier nodes are dynamically
allocated virtual machine instances, with fixed settings of resource configuration,
based on the control policy discussed in Section 3.3. We used weak virtual machine
instances for the storage nodes to trigger responses from the controller at a smaller
scale of workloads. The virtual machine instances have 30GB disk space, 512MB of
memory, a single disk arm, and a 2.8GHz CPU, with a CPU cap set at 20%. Before
each experiment, the HDFS tier is preloaded with at least 36GB worth of data (i.e.,
images and binary files used by Cloudstone). The Cloudstone workload generator is
running on separate well-provisioned machines, and is never bottlenecked.
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3.5.2 Controller Effectiveness
Internet workloads are known to show predictable long-term variations and highly un-
predictable short-term fluctuations [124]. Long-term variations, usually predictable
through models of past observations, can be handled by pre-provisioning resources in
anticipation of the changes in workload behavior. However as mentioned in Section
3.1, unpredictable changes to the workload, such as flash crowds, happen often in
practice. These changes cannot be anticipated by simply observing past observa-
tions, and are hard to deal with. We are interested in evaluating the effectiveness
and adaptability of our controller under such unanticipated workload behavior. We
first use Cloudstone to subject HDFS to dynamic workloads that represent sudden
increases in load. We want to evaluate whether our controller is able to dynamically
provision more resources to handle the client workload and to fix the SLO violations
that arise.
In our first experiment, we programmed the load signal to first generate a small
workload (load factor of 1.0). At around 600 seconds, the load factor is increased by a
factor of 10. We set the target response time to be three seconds, which corresponds
to 20% CPU utilization of the storage nodes. The storage system is set-up running
with minimum number (three) of HDFS datanodes to handle the initial workload.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the performance of Cloudstone with static resource
provisioning and our control policy, respectively. With static provisioning, the system
becomes under-provisioned for the increase in workload (see Figures 3.6(a) and (b)).
Since resources are statically provisioned, the performance will continue to have SLO
violations indefinitely until the workload goes back down. With our control policy,
the controller detects the impact on performance of the increase in workload and
decides to increase the storage cluster size by nine (see Figures 3.7(a) and (b)). Figure
3.7(a) also shows the period, marked with an arrow and labeled as “Rebalance”,
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Figure 3.6: The performance of Cloudstone with static allocation under a 10-fold
increase in workload volume. The time periods with high volume of workload is
labeled as “WH”.
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Figure 3.7: The performance of Cloudstone with our control policy under a 10-fold
increase in workload volume. The time periods with high volume of workload is
labeled as “WH”.
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when the rebalancing process is taking place. By the t = 7800 seconds, the average
response time and CPU utilization have dropped back below the target limit due to
the successful addition and integration of new HDFS datanodes.
With our controller, although there is an impact of up to ten seconds in response
time due to the rebalancing process, the system is able to adapt to the new workload
and fix the SLO violations (Figure 3.7(b)). As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the noisy
behavior of the response time is unavoidable due to the current implementation of
the HDFS rebalancer. Furthermore, Figure 3.7(b) shows what happens when the
cost of data rebalancing is paid under bursty workloads.
In our next experiment, we programmed the load signal to generate a workload
factor of 7.0. The storage system is initially provisioned with ten HDFS datanodes
to handle the running workload. At around 600 seconds, a small increase (35%) in
the workload volume is introduced.
Similarly, Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the performance of Cloudstone with static
resource provisioning (Figures 3.8(a) and (b)) and with the elastic control policy
(Figures 3.9(c) and (d)). At around the 700th second, the controller decides to add
one more storage node. The rebalancing process incurs an average impact of four
seconds. By the t = 2450 seconds, the rebalancing process has completed and the
SLO violation has been eliminated.
In both experiments, we picked a rebalance policy that has a balanced tradeoff
between the data rebalancer’s completion time and impact. In section 3.5.4, we
discuss how the α and β parameters of the cost function can be tuned by the guest
to get the desired ratio of impact to completion time. The tuning will be done based
on how much rebalance cost a guest is willing to absorb to fix SLO violations rapidly.
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Figure 3.8: The performance of Cloudstone with static allocation under a small
increase in workload volume. The time periods with low and high volume of workload
are labeled as “WL” and “WH”, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: The performance of Cloudstone with our control policy under a small
increase in workload volume. The time periods with low and high volume of workload
are labeled as “WL” and “WH”, respectively.
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3.5.3 Resource Efficiency
In the next experiment, we subject Cloudstone to a sudden decrease in workload from
an initial load factor of 5.0 to a load factor of 3.5. The system is initially provisioned
to handle the initial workload without any SLO violations. We are interested to see
whether our controllable elastic storage system meets our resource efficiency goal
mentioned in Section 3.2. Figure 3.11 shows the behavior of our controller.
Similar to the previous experiment, we compare the performance of static thresh-
olding with our control policy. In this experiment, the workload is decreased after
370 seconds. Figures 3.10(a) and (b) show the CPU utilization and response time
graph of the system with static provisioning. Since the resource configuration does
not change in static provisioning, we also see a decrease in response time that is two
seconds below the threshold for SLO violation. However under a prolonged decrease
in workload, static provisioning will incur unnecessary resource costs because it is
over-provisioned for the current workload, with utilization well below the target.
With our control policy, on the 420th second, our controller is able to detect and
determine that the system is over-provisioned. The controller then releases the excess
HDFS datanode and returns the resources to the cloud provider (see Figure 3.11(a)).
As shown in Figure 3.11(b), even with a decrease in the size of the storage cluster,
there still are no SLO violations.
3.5.4 Comparison of Rebalance Policies
For illustrative purposes, we compared our rebalance policy with two other policies:
aggressive and conservative. An aggressive policy allocates as much bandwidth as
possible to the data rebalancer. On the other hand, a conservative policy allocates
minimal bandwidth so that there is minimal impact on the response time of Cloud-
stone during rebalancing.
In this experiment, we drive a heavy workload to Cloudstone and then let the
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Figure 3.10: The performance of Cloudstone with static provisioning under a de-
crease in workload volume. The time periods with low and high volume of workload
are labeled as “WL” and “WH”, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: The performance of Cloudstone with our control policy under a de-
crease in workload volume. The time periods with low and high volume of workload
are labeled as “WL” and “WH”, respectively.
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Figure 3.12: The response time of Cloudstone under different rebalance policies:
Aggressive policy, our controller’s rebalance policy, and conservative policy.
controller allocate a new storage node and start the rebalancing process. Figure
3.12 shows the response time of Cloudstone when the rebalancer is triggered. For
each policy in the figure, the period reflecting the running time of the rebalancer is
marked with an arrow and labeled as “Rebalance”. An aggressive rebalance policy
gives the shortest time to completion but also severely impacts the response time of
Cloudstone. However, compared to our policy, it only gives around five minutes of
improvement to the rebalancer’s time to completion. Moreover, our policy gives 15
seconds less impact on the response time of Cloudstone than an aggressive rebalance
policy. A conservative policy gives minimal impact on response time but takes more
than twice as long to complete; which is also not good because it prolongs the period
of SLO violations. Our controller’s rebalance policy shows a balance between time
to completion and the impact on Cloudstone. It should be noted that a conservative
and aggressive rebalance policy can be attained by setting the α and β parameters
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respectively to zero.
3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Other Cloud Computing Models
In this chapter, we focused on the infrastructure-as-a-service model of cloud com-
puting (like Amazon EC2) where each guest runs a private storage service on virtual
server instances leased from the cloud provider. Software-as-a-service is another
popular model on the cloud (like Amazon S3) where the cloud provider offers a soft-
ware service using a pay-as-you-go pricing model; rather than leasing out virtual
resources. In this case, the control problem of storage elasticity does not arise for
the guests because they don’t control the storage infrastructure. However, the con-
trol problem has simply moved to the cloud provider. Our overall approach can be
used by the cloud provider, but an additional challenge arises. The storage service
will now be used and shared among multiple guests, each with its own performance
objectives and data. The controller needs to make sure that there is performance
isolation and differentiation across guests. It is worth noting a recent paper that
discusses the problem of massive resource inefficiencies in emerging parallel systems
[9]. Someone has to pay for this inefficiency—the cloud provider will have to pay in
the software-as-a-service model unless they leverage elastic storage.
3.6.2 Data Rebalancing
Automated data rebalancing is a critical ingredient of a controllable elastic storage
system. The kinds of rebalancing needed is specific to the storage system and appli-
cation needs. In our target guest, for example, data rebalancing entails moving files
to new storage nodes, replicating files for availability, and ensuring that the load is
balanced across all nodes. On the other hand, collocating multiple data items is a
crucial need during data rebalancing in a database system, e.g., collocating indexes
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along with the indexed data records. An ideal rebalancer should hide system-specific
details, and expose appropriate tuning knobs so that the elasticity controller can
invoke the rebalancer to meet service-specific needs on completion time and perfor-
mance impact. The best way to implement a rebalancer is a nontrivial question.
HDFS Rebalancer: The current implementation of the HDFS rebalancer limits the
performance of the elasticity controller. The bursty data transfer rates observed in
Figure 3.3 and the noisy response time values in Figure 3.7(b) are unfortunate side-
effects of this implementation. The implementation also causes high computational
overhead. For example, the HDFS rebalancer creates separate socket connections
between HDFS datanodes for each scheduled block transfer. Small block sizes can
cause many open socket connections between datanodes. It should be noted that the
issues with the HDFS rebalancer are tangential to the main point of this chapter,
which is addressing the challenges of automated control of an elastic storage tier.
3.6.3 Dealing with Multiple Actuators
One issue with having multiple actuators is that there will be sensor data interfer-
ence and dependency. For example, we have shown that the data rebalancing process
has an impact on sensor measurements. Thus, there is a need for coordination and
synchronization among multiple actuators. In this work, we used a hierarchical co-
ordination scheme to coordinate between two actuators: cluster resizing and data
rebalancing. This policy treats the two actuators as mutually exclusive, and data
rebalancing always gets triggered after cluster resizing. One limitation of this policy
is that if the workload changes while in the Rebalance State, the elasticity controller
waits until the rebalancing process finishes before making another decision regard-
ing the size of the cluster. In this situation, the controller can potentially be less
responsive, i.e., longer time to adapt to workload changes.
A possible future work is to look into alternative policies for coordination between
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the two actuators. One possible approach is to run both actuators concurrently.
We could develop techniques to filter out the impact of the rebalancing process
on the sensor measurements. While the data rebalancer is running, the horizontal
scale controller can then use the filtered measurements to determine whether further
changes to the cluster configuration are necessary. These enhancements may make
the controller more agile, which may be useful in rapid dynamic change of workloads,
but we must balance stability and agility. Our current solution is simple and provably
stable in that the controllers can never work at cross purposes.
Multi-tier Services: We focused on controlling the storage tier of a multi-tier
service, which is active only when the controller has determined that the bottleneck
is in the storage tier. We can consider controlling a multi-tier service as dealing with
multiple actuators. In this case, each tier can have an elastic number of resources
(e.g., virtual server machines).
We are interested in finding the minimum amount of coordination among multiple
actuators that still results in an effective and efficient control system. Treating each
tier as an independent actuator with its own control policy can cause shifting of
the performance bottleneck between tiers. Our proposed solution involves using an
interlock to coordinate between tiers. A tier can only release resources when the
interlock is not being held by the other tiers. The interlock is acquired by a tier
when it detects that its resources are being over-utilized. In Chapter 2, we have
designed a controller for the display tier. However we leave as a future work, the
evaluation of the coordination policy between the display tier controller and our
storage tier controller.
3.6.4 Adapting to Expected Load Changes
Currently, we only addresses the case of unpredictable workloads, in which the cost of
rebalancing has to be paid by guests in order to fix SLO violations. As mentioned in
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Section 3.5.2, for the other type of workloads that exhibit reasonable load changes,
the HSC controller can perform pre-provisioning of resources. With a predictable
workload signal, we can use our models of time to completion of rebalancing (Time)
and the impact of rebalancing (Impact) (refer to Section 3.3) to find when to trigger
the actuators so that no SLO violations happen. The control policy then turns into
a constrained optimization problem that minimizes the chosen bandwidth allocated
to the rebalancer, while ensuring Time is earlier than the projected time of SLO
violation and the sum of the projected growth in workload and Impact is smaller
than the SLO threshold.
3.7 Related Work
To our knowledge, we are the first to address the problem of automated control for
elastic storage in the context of cloud computing. Specifically, no other work has
focused on the combination of issues regarding discrete actuators, interference of
the data rebalancing process on guest services, and actuator delays when designing a
controller for elastic storage systems. SCADS [14] is a closely related work that deals
with the problem of dynamically scaling a storage system. Its design uses machine
learning to determine and predict resource requirements. Our controller employs
a reactive policy. Moreover, we automate the data rebalancing process which is
necessary for scaling the storage system.
Control of Computing Systems: There has been work on feedback control of
computing systems [96, 129, 93, 92]. These works assume the availability of contin-
uous actuators. Moreover, these works address the issue of control for non-clustered
systems. For example, Wang et al. [129] dynamically adjust the CPU capacity of a
guest virtual machine. We extend their work by designing a controller for clustered
services. Specifically, our work uses the cluster mechanism of incrementally-scalable
systems to dynamically provision cluster nodes.
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In terms of automated control of computing systems in the context of cloud
computing, Padala et al. [93] have also considered a decoupled architecture (between
the guest and cloud provider) in the design of their control system. However, our work
differs in that our control system also takes into account actuator constraints, which
are inherent in all commercial cloud providers. For example, rather than adjusting
CPU allocation, which commercial providers do not provide, our work regulates the
number of instantiated virtual machines.
There has also been work addressing the problem of control of Web applica-
tions [123, 124, 62]. Urgaonkar et al. [123] use queuing theory to analytically model
a multi-tier Internet application, and use this model to determine how many servers
are needed in each tier. One difference with our work is that they use a central-
ized control architecture, which may not be feasible in the cloud context when the
provider and guests are separate business entities. Yaksha [62] does not perform
resource provisioning, rather it performs admission control to improve a Web appli-
cation’s performance.
Data Rebalancing: Previous works have addressed the data rebalancing problem
in a storage system [81, 8, 105]. In these works, rebalancing data is performed in
a way that it does not cause any violations to the foreground application’s SLOs.
Aqueduct [81] uses a feedback controller that throttles its bandwidth usage to ensure
that the quality of service of the foreground application is not affected while data
transfers (e.g., backups) are performed in the storage system; and only unused band-
width is used. If there is only limited unused bandwidth, then this approach can take
a long time to complete; which may not be acceptable in the context of controllable
elastic storage systems. For our controller, rebalancing data is not treated as an
optional procedure, but as a required procedure to fix SLO violations.
Actuator Delays: Soundararajan et al. [111] address the issue of actuator delays
for a different control problem. They present a control policy for database replication
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on a static-sized cluster. Their controller waits for the replication process to com-
plete before making a new decision. Our work addresses the problem of automated
control of elastic storage systems while accounting for the delays brought by data
rebalancing. Aside from waiting for the data rebalancing process to complete, our
controller also finds the right balance between the time to completion and impact
of data rebalancing. The use of proportional thresholding further distinguishes our
work from [111].
Performance Differentiation for Storage Systems: There has been a long
line of work that uses scheduling policies and admission control schemes to ensure
performance guarantees and differentiation in storage systems [125, 44, 128]. For
example, Jin et al. [60] present a share-based scheduling algorithm that enforces
desired shares of resources for a storage service. Triage [64] uses a feedback controller
to perform admission control by throttling client request rates to the storage system.
These control schemes complement our work because we deal with allocating the right
amount of resources to handle client workloads, while the aforementioned control
schemes ensure that there is performance isolation between different sets of clients.
3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented Elastore, an automated controller for elastic storage
systems in the context of cloud computing. The design addresses several challenges
that exist due to the nature of the storage system and the cloud infrastructure. To
address the issue of discrete actuators, our controller uses proportional thresholding
to determine the size of the storage cluster. Moreover, the controller must treat data
rebalancing as a first-class actuator. The controller uses a cost-optimization-based
approach to determine the amount of bandwidth to use for rebalancing data as the
cluster size grows or shrinks. A cost function is used to find the best tradeoff between
the impact on the guest service and the time to completion of the rebalancing process.
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Finally, the controller uses a state machine to coordinate between multiple actuators
and to be robust to actuator delays.
We evaluated our controller using a Web 2.0 benchmark application running on an
experimental testbed that consists of a variable number of Xen virtual machines in-
stantiated from an inventory of physical servers. The experimental results confirmed
that our controller is able to dynamically provision coarse-grained resources (i.e., vir-
tual machines) under unanticipated changes in the client workload. Our rebalance
policy balances the performance impact and time to fix SLO violations. Furthermore,
our controller maintains client SLOs while being very resource efficient.
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4Optimization of Batch Data-Parallel Workflows
We now shift our focus to the management of one type of workloads found in the
analytics tier: batch data-parallel workflows. Batch data-parallel workflows are com-
posed of data-parallel MapReduce computations with producer-consumer relation-
ships based on data that are run in batch fashion. While in the previous chapters,
due to the simplicity of the workloads (i.e., get and put requests), workload man-
agement involves dynamic provisioning of resources, this chapter introduces man-
agement techniques for complex analytical workloads by optimizing the workload
itself and controlling how they are processed by the underlying system. For the rest
of this chapter, we describe the design and implementation of Stubby, which is a
transformation-based optimizer for MapReduce workflows.
4.1 Introduction
Web clicks, social media, scientific experiments, and datacenter monitoring are among
sources that generate large quantities of data every day. Rapid innovation and im-
provements in productivity necessitate timely and cost-effective analysis of this data.
This trend is fueling a massive increase in workloads composed of workflows of data-
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parallel jobs. The jobs are connected among each other through producer-consumer
relationships specified by the workflow. MapReduce systems like Hadoop [47] and
Google MapReduce [35] are now popular choices to run these workflows.
Automatic optimization of these MapReduce workflows is important as well as
challenging. The use of data-intensive workflows is growing beyond large Web com-
panies to those with few MapReduce tuning experts. Furthermore, with MapReduce
systems being relatively young and evolving rapidly, it is hard to find experienced
programmers and administrators to develop and run efficient MapReduce workflows.
Recent studies show the order of magnitude performance gap that exists between
optimized and unoptimized versions of MapReduce workflows [51, 130].
As an example, consider the MapReduce workflow shown in Figure 4.1 which
is derived from a realistic business report generation application. (We will use this
workflow as a running example.) It was convenient for the developer to express
the report generation application as a workflow of seven MapReduce jobs. Opti-
mization techniques that we introduce in this chapter can automatically convert this
seven-job workflow into an equivalent, but highly optimized, two-job workflow. The
performance gains are quite dramatic.
The central contribution of this chapter is an automatic cost-based optimizer,
called Stubby1, for MapReduce workflows. Stubby considers multiple optimization
types that can be composed together, generating a large plan space for a MapReduce
workflow W . One optimization type is called vertical packing where map and reduce
functions from jobs in producer-consumer relationships in W are combined. Vertical
packing produces new jobs that avoid the local and network I/O due to shuffling of
data between the map and reduce phases of MapReduce execution [35]. For example,
vertical packing can be applied to the jobs J5 and J7 in Figure 4.1, replacing these
1 The name Stubby (meaning short and stocky) comes from the fact that our workflow optimizer
makes workflows shorter (packing multiple jobs into one job to reduce workflow height) and fatter
(packing multiple parallel function pipelines into one job).
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S – suppid  Z – shipzipcode  P - price     
Figure 4.1: An example MapReduce job workflow and its annotations (known
information) given to Stubby for optimization.
two jobs with a single job whose reduce function is a combination of J5’s reduce
function R5, J7’s map function M7, and J7’s reduce function R7.
Another optimization type is called horizontal packing which combines map and
reduce functions so that jobs processing the same (large) dataset d can share the
read I/O incurred for d [39, 87, 127]. Other optimization types include choices
for the partition function of MapReduce jobs, data layouts (e.g., partitioning and
compression) of intermediate data read and written by MapReduce jobs, the degree of
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parallelism to use while running map (reduce) functions as concurrent map (reduce)
tasks, and many others.
Developing a cost-based optimizer for practical MapReduce workflows poses three
nontrivial challenges which we respectively refer to as the plan spectrum, interface
spectrum, and information spectrum. The plan spectrum refers to the large and
high-dimensional space of possible plans to run a given workflow.
The interface spectrum refers to the many possible ways in which a MapReduce
workflow W can be generated in practice. A user could have generated W by writing
the map and reduce functions in some programming language for each job in W . W
could have been generated by query-based interfaces like Pig or Hive that convert
queries specified in some higher-level language to a MapReduce workflow. W could
have been generated by program-based interfaces like Cascading or FlumeJava that
integrate workflow definitions into popular programming languages [23].
Furthermore, W could have been generated by composing multiple smaller work-
flows developed independently [89]. For example, it is natural to generate the work-
flow in Figure 4.1 by composing two individual workflows. One component workflow
comprises jobs J1, J2, and J3, possibly written in Java, for cleaning and transform-
ing data snapshots taken periodically from OLTP databases. The second component
workflow comprises jobs J4, J5, J6, and J7 that are generated from a Pig query
that computes various aggregates for report generation. Tools like Oozie and Ama-
zon Elastic MapReduce Job Flow provide interfaces for such flexible development of
MapReduce workflows [89].
The information spectrum refers to a problem endemic to MapReduce systems:
the information needed to enumerate or to cost alternate plans considered by an opti-
mization type may not always be available. For example, it is common in MapReduce
systems to interpret data (lazily) at processing time, rather than (eagerly) at loading
time. Hence, properties of the workflow’s input data (e.g., schema, partitioning) may
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not be known. Lack of such information can make some vertical packing optimiza-
tions inapplicable because their correctness cannot be guaranteed. It is also common
to have MapReduce programs or user-defined functions written in languages like
Java, Python, and Ruby; effectively requiring the optimizer to deal with black-box
jobs in workflows. Statistics such as selectivity estimates or processing costs could
also be unavailable.
4.1.1 Contributions and Roadmap
Oozie 
PigLatin 
Cascading 
Flume 
  Java 
   Amazon EMR 
HiveQL 
Workflow Scheduling and Execution Engine 
Stubby: Transformation-based Workflow Optimizer 
Pig Hive 
Plan (Annotated Workflow of MapReduce Jobs) 
Optimized Plan 
XML Java Job Flow 
Figure 4.2: Stubby in the MapReduce execution stack.
Stubby has been designed to address the challenges posed by the plan, interface,
and information spectrums. Figure 4.2 shows how Stubby fits in a MapReduce
system. Different interfaces can be used to generate the MapReduce workflow given
to Stubby for optimization.
Stubby accepts input in the form of an annotated MapReduce workflow—which
we call a plan—and returns an equivalent, but optimized, plan. Annotations are a
generic mechanism for workflow generators to convey useful information found during
workflow generation. Stubby will find the best plan subject to the given annotations,
while working correctly (but not optimally) when zero to few annotations are given.
Stubby is also compatible with optimizations that the workflow generator may do,
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e.g., projection pushdown or join ordering [39, 88, 130].
We designed Stubby as a transformation-based optimizer. A transformation is
defined by a set of preconditions and postconditions: If the preconditions hold on
a plan P−, then Stubby can generate a plan P+ on which the postconditions hold
such that P− and P+ will produce the same result. However, P− and P+ may have
different estimated costs and actual performance. The set of conditions—where a
condition may refer to one or more annotations—is a succinct way of capturing the
information needed for each optimization type. The combination of transformations
and annotations gives Stubby some attractive features to deal with the information
and interface spectrums:
• Stubby can search selectively through the subspace of the full plan space that
can be enumerated correctly and costed based on the information available in
any given setting.
• Stubby’s core optimizer-level components for plan enumeration, search, and
costing are reusable across different interfaces used to generate MapReduce
workflows. Adding a new interface mainly requires writing a component to
generate the respective annotations for workflows coming from that interface.
• Similar to extensible optimizers like EXODUS [42] developed for database sys-
tems, Stubby allows new transformations to be added to extend the optimizer’s
functionality easily.
The current set of transformations supported by Stubby is described in Section 4.3.
Section 4.4 will then discuss how Stubby addresses the plan spectrum challenge
through a novel enumeration and search algorithm. Section 4.5 describes how plan
costs are estimated. Stubby has been prototyped fully and Section 4.7 describes a
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comprehensive evaluation. Notably, we compare Stubby with a baseline that repre-
sents how an industrial-strength system (Pig) is used in production today. Stubby
consistently outperforms the baseline by 2-4.5X.
4.2 Overview
4.2.1 MapReduce Workflows
A MapReduce workflow W is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) GW that represents
a set of MapReduce jobs and their producer-consumer relationships. Each vertex in
GW is either a MapReduce job J or a dataset D. Each edge in GW is between a
job (vertex) J and a dataset (vertex) D, and denotes whether D is an input or an
output dataset of J .
Each MapReduce job J in GW is of the form J = 〈p, c, a〉. Here, p represents
the MapReduce program that is run as part of J . Configuration c controls how
the program p will be executed as tasks during J ’s execution [51]. Details of the
configuration are given in Section 4.3.5. Annotations a give any available information
about the operation and execution of the program that is relevant for workflow
optimization. Annotations are discussed in Section 4.2.2.
Each datasetD in GW is of the form D = 〈d, l, a〉. Here, d represents the dataset’s
descriptor in the distributed file-system that forms the persistent storage layer of a
MapReduce system. Layout l controls howD is laid out in the distributed file-system,
including how the dataset is partitioned and/or compressed. Stubby currently has
support for horizontal partitioning only. The annotations a in this case give any
available information about D.
MapReduce Program: For the purposes of this chapter, a MapReduce program is
specified by the following four functions [35].2 All functions except map are optional.
2 MapReduce implementations like Hadoop allow other functions to be specified, e.g., for pars-
ing/splitting map inputs and secondary sorting of map outputs. Our implementation of Stubby for
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K1-K3 and V1-V3 are the respective key and value types.
• map function: map(K1, V1)⇒ list(K2, V2). A map function invocation is made
for every key-value pair 〈K1=k1,V1=v1〉 in the input dataset. During job ex-
ecution, the key-value pairs in the input are processed in parallel by a set of
map tasks. The number of map tasks is determined by the job configuration
[51].
• reduce function: reduce(K2, list(V2))⇒ list(K3, V3). For each unique key K2=k
in the map output key-value pairs, a reduce function invocation is made with
the group of all values that have key K2=k. The number of reduce tasks is
determined by the job configuration [51].
• combine function: combine(K2, list(V2)) ⇒ list(K2, V2). For any key K2=k in
the map output key-value pairs, a combine function may optionally be invoked
with two or more values associated with k. This function is used by map tasks
to preaggregate map outputs to reduce I/O and network costs at the expense
of additional compute cost. The invocation of this function can be turned on
or off, and its granularity of invocation adjusted, by the job configuration [51].
• partition function: partition(K2)⇒partition descriptor. This function is used to
partition the map output key-value pairs among the reduce tasks. The default
is hash partitioning on key K2 along with sorting the map output key-value
pairs on K2 per partition so that pairs with the same value of K2 are grouped
together for each reduce(K2, list(V2)) function invocation. Range partitioning
is an alternative to hash partitioning.
Hadoop supports these additional complexities to a fair extent. We omit the details in order to
focus on the research contributions. For ease of exposition and without loss of generality, for any
producer job Jp whose output is read by a consumer job Jc, we will assume that the key-value pairs
output by Jp are input as is to Jc’s map function.
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4.2.2 Annotations
Annotation is the medium used in Stubby to represent and communicate informa-
tion needed for the different optimization types applicable to a workflow W . Broadly
speaking, annotations can be categorized based on whether they represent informa-
tion about the (i) datasets in W , (ii) operations performed by the MapReduce pro-
grams in W , or (iii) the run-time execution of the programs in W . We will next
describe the specific annotation types supported currently by Stubby under these
three categories. Section 4.6 will describe how the annotations are generated.
Annotations for datasets: Dataset annotations expose information known about
the datasets in a workflow. Physical design information is the most relevant and
includes any known partitioning, ordering, compression, and file-level information for
the data as stored on the distributed file-system. For example, the dataset annotation
for the base dataset D01 in Figure 4.1 conveys to Stubby that D01 is hash partitioned
on an attribute named “custid”.
Annotations for programs: Stubby currently supports two types of annotations—
schema and filter—to expose known properties of MapReduce programs that are
otherwise black-boxes to Stubby. Schema annotations expose the composition of the
key and value types—K1-K3 and V1-V3—in a MapReduce program. For example,
a schema annotation in Figure 4.1 specifies key K2 in job J5 as consisting of two
fields: “orderid” and “shipzipcode”. In addition, key K2 in job J7 is the single field
“orderid”. Identical field names are used in schema annotations to indicate data that
flows unchanged through different functions in MapReduce programs. This concept is
defined formally in Section 4.3.1. Schema annotations can be accompanied by filter
annotations to convey that a program uses as input only a subset of the dataset
generated by its producer job in the workflow (e.g., see jobs J5 and J6 in Figure 4.1).
Annotations for program execution: Profile annotations expose statistical in-
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formation about the run-time execution of a program. This information is useful to
estimate the cost of running a program under different data layouts and job config-
urations. Based on our previous work on the Starfish system, we chose to expose
two categories of information through profile annotations [51]: (i) Dataflow statistics
capture the distribution of key-value pairs and bytes flowing through different phases
of a MapReduce program execution; (ii) Cost statistics capture the distribution of
execution time spent in different phases of a MapReduce program execution.
4.2.3 Problem Definition and Solution Approach
Given an initial plan P for a MapReduce workflow W—namely, the workflow DAG
GW and a set of annotations associated with W—the goal of Stubby is to auto-
matically find a plan Popt for W with minimum overall estimated execution cost.
The space of possible plans for W is defined by transformations that can be applied
to a plan. We categorize these transformations into: (i) intra-job vertical packing
transformation, (ii) inter-job vertical packing transformation, (iii) horizontal packing
transformation, (iv) partition function transformation, and (v) configuration trans-
formation. Section 4.3 describes each transformation in terms of its preconditions,
postconditions, and required annotations. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe Stubby’s
enumeration and search as well as plan costing techniques respectively.
For describing the transformations, we identify five subgraphs that characterize
different types of producer-consumer relationships arising among jobs in the workflow
DAG. These producer-consumer subgraphs are shown in Figure 4.3: one-to-one, one-
to-many, many-to-one, none-to-one, and one-to-none.
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Figure 4.3: Five types of producer-consumer subgraphs that can arise in a workflow
DAG (some combinations of these subgraphs can also arise).
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Figure 4.4: A task-level illustration of vertical packing transformations applied to
the example workflow from Figure 4.1.
4.3 Transformations that Define the Plan Space
4.3.1 Intra-job Vertical Packing Transformation
An intra-job vertical packing transformation converts a MapReduce job into a Map-
only job. Suppose M and R respectively denote the map and reduce functions of the
job. Without the vertical packing transformation, M will be invoked in the job’s map
tasks, and R will be invoked in the job’s reduce tasks. After the transformation, the
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M and R functions will be pipelined together and invoked in the new job’s map tasks.
The data output by M will now be provided directly to R without going through the
partition, sort, and shuffle phases of MapReduce job execution.
We will begin with an example of the transformation applied to our example
MapReduce workflow from Figure 4.1. We will then specify formally the precondi-
tions and postconditions for a common case where the transformation applies. This
specification will be followed by a discussion of extended scenarios where Stubby will
apply the transformation as well as a discussion of the performance implications. A
similar presentation style will be used for all other transformations.
Figure 4.4 shows a task-level view of the one-to-one producer-consumer subgraph
comprising jobs J5 and J7 from Figure 4.1. The plans shown respectively on the left
hand side (denoted P−) and the middle (denoted P+) of Figure 4.4 are the plans
before and after applying an intra-job vertical packing transformation to Job J7. Job
J5’s reduce function R5 needs its input key-value pairs grouped on J5.K2={O,Z},
and Job J7’s reduce function R7 needs its input grouped on J7.K2={O}. As shown
on the left side of Figure 4.4, plan P− generates both groupings using MapReduce’s
default strategy: do hash partitioning of the respective map-output key-value pairs
on K2, and sort the pairs within each partition on K2.
Plan P+, on the other hand, generates the grouping needed in the producer job
J5 differently: a hash partitioning is done on {O}, and a per-partition sort is done
on the {O,Z} combination. The nice property of this grouping technique is that it
satisfies the grouping needs of both the producer job J5 and the consumer job J7.
Consequently, there is no need to have the partition, sort, and shuffle phases in J7.
J7’s reduce function R7 can be moved to the map-side and invoked in the map tasks;
as shown in plan P+ in Figure 4.4. Effectively, P+ is pipelining key-values pairs from
M7 to R7.
Preconditions and Postconditions: Let us build on the intuition from the above
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example to formalize the preconditions and postconditions for the intra-job vertical
packing transformation. 3 Recall that if the preconditions hold on a plan P−, then we
can generate a plan P+ on which the postconditions will hold such that P− and P+
will produce the same result. However, P− and P+ may have different performance.
We will first consider one-to-one subgraphs and then present extensions.
Preconditions on plan P− in intra-job vertical packing:
1. There is a one-to-one producer-consumer subgraph with producer job Jp and
consumer job Jc.
2. The output key-value pairs of the map function Mc of Jc satisfy the following
invariant: Mc can output a key-value pair with Jc.K2=k only from one or
more key-value pairs with Jc.K2=k given as input to the reduce function Rp of
Jp. These functions could, in turn, be pipelines of map, reduce, and combine
functions due to previous applications of transformations.
Intuitively, the above conditions state that the data in the Jc.K2 fields flows
unchanged—allowing for filtering as well as addition or removal of duplicates—from
the input of the producer job Jp’s reduce function to the output of the consumer job
Jc’s map function. Stubby checks these conditions based on the schema annotations
given in the workflow.
Postconditions on plan P+ in intra-job vertical packing:
1. The partition function of Jp in the new P
+ will partition on {Jp.K2 ∩ Jc.K2}
and sorts per partition on the combined sort key {Jp.K2 ∩ Jc.K2, (Jp.K2 ∪
Jc.K2)− (Jp.K2 ∩ Jc.K2)}; which allows the partition function of Jp to satisfy
the reduce-side grouping requirements of both Jp and Jc.
3 A proof of the correctness of these conditions is given in the appendix of this chapter.
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2. For any reduce task in job Jp, all key-value pairs output by that reduce task
should be input in the same order to a single map task in job Jc. This require-
ment can be enforced by specifying a condition on the configuration (recall
Section 4.2.1) of job Jc. Note that the map tasks in plan P
− are free to process
subsets of key-value pairs output by one or more reduce tasks in job Jp.
Extensions: With some adjustments, the preconditions and postconditions given
earlier for one-to-one subgraphs become applicable to none-to-one and many-to-one
subgraphs and their hybrid combinations. For a none-to-one producer-consumer
subgraph (e.g., at job J2 in Figure 4.1), the first postcondition effectively becomes
a precondition that should hold on the job’s input dataset. Recall that dataset
annotations give the partitioning and ordering information required to check whether
such conditions hold.
For a many-to-one subgraph (e.g., at job J3 in Figure 4.1), the second precondi-
tion should hold for each producer-consumer pair. The postconditions also need to
be adjusted to have the same partitioning on Jpi.K2 for all producer jobs Jpi so that
all key-value pairs with Jc.K2=k can be input to a single map task in the consumer
job Jc.
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Figure 4.5: Performance degradation and improvement caused by vertical packing
and horizontal packing transformations.
Performance Implications: The new plan P+ produced by an intra-job vertical
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packing transformation can perform better or worse than the old plan P−; moti-
vating a cost-based approach to decide whether to apply the transformation or not.
For illustration, Figure 4.5 shows the actual performance with and without verti-
cal packing for a none-to-one subgraph when we vary the properties of the input
dataset. A 10-node Hadoop cluster on Amazon EC2 is used. (Further details of the
experimental setup are given in Section 4.7.)
Figure 4.5 shows the speedup over the case of not applying the transformation.
Note that, in one case, vertical packing leads to a 2.5X speedup. As expected, the
performance gains from applying intra-job vertical packing come from eliminating
the large overhead of moving the map output data to the reduce tasks: CPU cost
for partitioning and sorting the data, I/O from writing and reading to local disk, as
well as network transfer costs.
However, in the other case, vertical packing leads to a 0.5X degradation in per-
formance. Interestingly, there are a number negative performance effects of vertical
packing:
• A vertical packing creates a dependence between the configuration choices for
the producer job Jp and consumer job Jc, reducing the degrees of freedom
in choosing the best plan. The degree of map-side parallelism in Jc is now
dependent on the reduce-side parallelism in Jp due to the second postcondition.
• Note that, for job J5 in Figure 4.4, the application of intra-job vertical packing
led to a choice of partitioning on {O} in P+, whereas P− partitions on the
{O,Z} combination. It is possible that attribute {O} has few unique values
in the data—one in the worst case—but the {O,Z} combination has many
unique values. In this case, vertical packing can lead to significant performance
degradation by limiting the parallelism in P+.
• In popular MapReduce implementations like Hadoop, map and reduce tasks are
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run in task slots that usually have preconfigured resources (e.g., heap memory).
Thus, packing more functions to run in the same task has the potential to
cause suboptimal resource usage in one of two ways: (i) resource contention
from executing more functions per task slot, and (ii) resource under-utilization
from using fewer task slots than what is available.
These issues have to be taken into account during plan costing in order to ensure
that vertical packing is considered in a comprehensive cost-based fashion.
4.3.2 Inter-job Vertical Packing Transformation
An inter-job vertical packing transformation moves functions from a job J into an-
other job, completely eliminating the need for J . The example workflow in Figure 4.1
shows multiple opportunities for this transformation. For example, since J4’s map
function M4 is invoked for every key-value pair output by job J3, and does not require
any grouping, M4 can be pipelined after J3’s reduce function; eliminating reads and
writes for the dataset D3. Moreover, a previously-transformed job can be further
transformed as shown on the right side of Figure 4.4.
Preconditions and Postconditions: Under the following preconditions, the func-
tions in a Map-only job can be moved to another job as part of an inter-job vertical
packing transformation:
1. There is a one-to-one producer-consumer subgraph with (only) one producer
job Jp and (only) one consumer job Jc.
2. One of Jp or Jc is a Map-only job.
Extensions: Multiple choices exist to apply this transformation to a one-to-many
producer-consumer subgraph. For example, consider a Map-only producer job Jp:
(i) The functions of Jp can be replicated and packed with the functions in the map
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task of each consumer job; or (ii) Jp and one of the consumer jobs can be packed
into a single job, while ensuring that Jp’s original output dataset is still generated
(materialized to disk) for the other consumer jobs.
Performance Implications: Similar to intra-job vertical packing, this transforma-
tion can have positive or negative performance implications. The performance gains
from applying inter-job vertical packing come from eliminating disk and network I/O
as well as the overhead of setting up and cleaning up additional map tasks. However,
most negative performance effects of intra-job vertical packing apply here as well. If
one of the MapReduce jobs has to be run as a single task (e.g., a top-K computation),
then an inter-job vertical packing transformation can cause the entire computation
to run as a single task; giving extremely poor performance.
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Figure 4.6: A task-level illustration of horizontal packing applied on jobs J5 and
J6 of the example workflow (refer to Figure 4.1).
4.3.3 Horizontal Packing Transformation
A horizontal packing transformation packs the map (reduce) functions of multiple
jobs that read the same dataset into the same map (reduce) task of a transformed
job. Jobs J5 and J6 of the example workflow in Figure 4.1 read the same dataset
D4. Figure 4.6 shows a task-level view of packing J5 and J6 into a single job.
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While vertical packing transformations pipeline functions sequentially, a hori-
zontal packing transformation puts multiple map (reduce) functions from separate
parallel pipelines into a single job’s map (reduce) task. An input key-value pair
〈K1,V1〉 will go through all pipelines in the map task, and each pipeline will generate
its own 〈K2, list(V2)〉 outputs. In the reduce task, each 〈K2, V2〉 pair will only go
through the pipeline that corresponds to the map function that generated the pair.
Preconditions and Postconditions: The easy precondition for applying a hori-
zontal packing transformation is that two or more jobs should have the same input
dataset, e.g., in a one-to-many producer-consumer subgraph [39, 87].
Extensions: The precondition of reading the same input dataset can be relaxed so
that a horizontal packing transformation can be applied to any set of concurrently-
runnable jobs, e.g., jobs J1 and J2 in our example workflow. The only additional
requirement is to ensure that the map functions in separate parallel pipelines only
process key-value pairs from the respective input datasets of these functions. In
conjunction with the vertical packing transformations, such an extended horizontal
packing transformation can transform jobs J1, J2, and J3 of our example workflow
into a single job.
Performance Implications: Figure 4.5 shows that horizontal packing transfor-
mations can lead either to performance gain or to performance degradation. Both
experimental results are from a 10-node Hadoop cluster on Amazon EC2. The work-
flow used has two consumer jobs that perform filtering, grouping, and aggregation
on an input dataset. A very large input dataset is used in one case and a smaller
dataset in the other.
On the positive side, horizontal packing transformations can improve performance
by eliminating local-disk and network I/O from reading the input dataset multiple
times. On the negative side:
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• A horizontally-packed job essentially runs all individual jobs with the same
configuration. This dependence can cause performance issues. For example,
the performance degradation for the smaller dataset in Figure 4.5 was because
the cluster had enough resources to run all consumer jobs concurrently and
most efficiently; resulting in better performance than when running a single
horizontally-packed job. Furthermore, packing multiple functions in parallel
per task can cause issues such as excessive spilling of key-value pairs to local
disk due to the concurrent memory overheads [39].
• Depending on the selectivity of the map functions, the extra overhead in the
packed job from partitioning and sorting the combined map-output data from
all individual jobs may outweigh the performance gains from read sharing [87].
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Figure 4.7: An illustration of partition function transformation applied on job J4’
that transforms the partition function to range partitioning, which enables partition
pruning on job J6.
4.3.4 Partition Function Transformation
Partition function transformation changes how the map output key-value pairs are
partitioned and sorted during the execution of a job. This transformation includes,
but is not limited to: (i) changing the partitioning type (default is hash), (ii) chang-
ing the splitting points for range partitioning, and (iii) changing the fields on which
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per-partition sorting happens (default is K2). For example, in Figure 4.7, this trans-
formation changes the partition function of job J4’ from using hash partitioning to
range partitioning. (Note that J4’ is itself a transformed job that was generated by
an inter-job vertical packing of jobs J3 and J4 of the example workflow.)
Preconditions and Postconditions: There are no preconditions for a partition
function transformation on a job J. The new partition function for J in plan P+
should satisfy all current conditions on the partition function for J in P−. For
example, note that the application of an intra-job vertical packing transformation
will place a postcondition on the partition function of the producer job. Furthermore,
the MapReduce workflow given to Stubby could have some initial conditions already
imposed on a job’s partition function. For example, a MapReduce job for sorting an
input dataset will need to use range partitioning.
Performance Implications: Partition function transformation can improve the
performance of a job. First, the correct choice of partition function can decrease
data skew in the reduce tasks within a single job. When the profile annotation for a
job provides the data distribution of map-output key-value pairs, range partitioning
with good splitting points can be chosen instead of hash partitioning to ensure that
data is distributed evenly across all reduce tasks.
Second, the partition function of a producer job Jp affects the layout of its output
dataset. Thus, adjusting the partition function’s splitting points based on any filter
annotations provided for a consumer job Jc will enable partition pruning in Jc. With
partition pruning, Jc will only read the partitions of Jp’s output dataset that are
relevant to Jc; saving on local and network I/O.
For example, consider job J6 in our example workflow (see Figure 4.7). J6 discards
all input key-value pairs with orderid ≥ 100 (exposed through the filter annotation).
Thus, the partition function of J4’ can be transformed to range partitioning (e.g.,
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in ranges of 100) so that J6’s input data descriptor can be set to be the partition(s)
containing the output of J4’ with 0 ≤ orderid < 100.
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Figure 4.8: An illustration of configuration transformation applied on job J5 of
the example workflow.
4.3.5 Configuration Transformation
A configuration transformation changes the configuration of a MapReduce job in a
workflow. Figure 4.8 shows an example of this transformation applied on job J5.
Here, J5 is transformed to use 80 reduce tasks, a map output buffer size (for two-
phase sorting) of 512 MB, and compression is turned on for the map and reduce
output key-value pairs (in turn, affecting dataset D5’s layout).
Preconditions and Postconditions: There are no preconditions for a configura-
tion transformation on a job J. The new configuration for J in plan P+ should satisfy
all current conditions on the configuration for J in P−. For example, recall from Sec-
tion 4.3.1 that the application of an intra-job vertical packing transformation will
place a condition on the configuration of the consumer job.
Performance Implications: As observed in [51], the configuration space for a
MapReduce job is large and high-dimensional. In Hadoop, for example, a job’s
performance is controlled by the settings of dozens of parameters such as those
shown in Figure 4.8. The respective performance impacts of these parameters are
correlated and vary based on the properties the MapReduce program, input datasets,
and cluster resources. Furthermore, the configuration transformation applied on a
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producer job J not only affects J’s performance, but also the performance of the
consumer jobs that read J’s output. Thus, nontrivial cost-based decisions have to be
made in order to pick the best configurations for jobs in a workflow.
4.4 Search Strategy
Given a plan P (i.e., an annotated MapReduce workflow W ), Stubby’s goal is to find
the sequence of valid transformations to apply to P in order to generate an equiva-
lent plan P ′ that minimizes the overall execution time of W . Different sequences of
transformations can generate very different plans. For example, consider the MapRe-
duce workflow in Figure 4.1. One option is to apply the intra-job vertical packing
transformation on job J7, followed by the inter-job vertical packing transformation,
in order to pack jobs J5 and J7 into a single job (as shown in Figure 4.4). Alter-
natively, we can apply the horizontal packing transformation on jobs J5 and J6 to
generate a different packed job, as shown in Figure 4.6. The Plan Space SP for plan
P consists of all valid alternative plans for P generated by applying combinations of
transformations to P .
Workflow Optimization Process: One approach to optimize a plan P is to apply
enumeration and search techniques to the full plan space SP . However, the large
size of SP renders this approach impractical. More efficient search techniques can
be developed based on two key insights. The first insight comes from how transfor-
mations interact with each other. In theory, a decision to apply any transformation
on a particular job in P can influence the choice of a transformation on any other
job in the same plan. However, in practice—primarily due to the semantics and im-
plementation of the MapReduce programming model—arbitrary interactions among
transformations across multiple jobs are uncommon. Consider again the example
workflow from Figure 4.1. The decision to apply an inter-job vertical packing trans-
formation on jobs J3 and J4 does not affect the transformations that are applicable
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to job J7; therefore, these decisions can be made independently.
Thus, we follow a divide-and-conquer approach: P is divided into (possibly over-
lapping) subplans, denoted P (i), with smaller plan subspaces S
(i)
P such that the
globally-optimal choice in SP can be found by composing the optimal choices found
for each S
(i)
P . Each P
(i), along with the corresponding S
(i)
P , defines an Optimization
Unit U (i). The idea behind an optimization unit is to bring together a set of related
decisions that affect each other, but are independent of the decisions made at other
optimization units. In other words, the goal is to break the large plan space SP
into independent subspaces S
(i)
P such that SP = ∪S
(i)
P . Within each U
(i), Stubby is
responsible for enumerating and evaluating the different transformations applicable
to the jobs in U (i).
The second key insight is that the order of applying transformations is important
if we prefer to avoid expensive backtracking techniques. Applying a transformation
may enable the use of another transformation (e.g., an intra-job vertical packing
transformation on job J7 enables an inter-job vertical packing between J5 and the
new J7’ to eliminate one entire job) or it may prevent it (e.g., a horizontal packing
transformation on jobs J5 and J6 prevents an intra-job vertical packing transforma-
tion on job J7). Therefore, it is essential to guide the search efficiently towards a
sequence of transformations that can lead to near-optimal execution plans.
We organize transformations in two (overlapping) groups. The first group, termed
Vertical, focuses on applying intra- and inter-job vertical packing transformations.
The second group, termed Horizontal, focuses on applying the horizontal packing
transformation. The aforementioned transformations are unique in the sense that,
once applied, they change the structure of the workflow graph. On the other hand,
the partition function and configuration transformations do not change the graph
structure. These two transformations are included in both the Vertical and the
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Horizontal groups.
The Vertical transformations are applied within all optimization units before the
Horizontal transformations are considered. This ordering stems from two observa-
tions. First, for the new horizontally-packed job, the horizontal packing transforma-
tion creates a map-output key K2 that combines the K2 keys from the original jobs.
This new, and possibly complex, key can prevent the application of vertical packing
transformations on succeeding jobs. Following our running example from Figure 4.1,
applying horizontal packing to jobs J5 and J6 will prevent using intra-job vertical
packing on job J7 because the preconditions can no longer be met. Second, intra-
and inter-job vertical packing transformations can potentially bring higher benefits
as they eliminate entire shuffle steps as well as writing and reading intermediate
data between jobs. On the other hand, horizontal packing transformations can only
reduce the amount of data read through scan sharing.
Overall, Stubby’s optimization process is as follows:
1. Generate the first optimization unit consisting of one or more jobs in the
MapReduce workflow graph GW (described in Section 4.4.1).
2. Enumerate and search within an optimization unit U using the Vertical trans-
formations in order to find the (near) optimal subplan for U (described in
Section 4.4.2). These transformations may alter the structure of the subgraph
in U .
3. Dynamically generate the next optimization unit in GW in topological sort
order, and apply Step 2.
4. Repeat Step 3 until the entire graph GW is covered.
5. Repeat Steps 1-4 using the Horizontal transformations to find the overall (near)
optimal execution plan for W .
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4.4.1 Dynamic Generation of Optimization Units
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Figure 4.9: An illustration of Stubby’s dynamic generation of optimization units
as it traverses the example workflow graph.
Stubby builds the optimization units dynamically based on the following obser-
vation: when two jobs Ji and Jk are separated by one or more jobs in the workflow
graph (i.e., the dependency path between Ji and Jk contains at least one other job),
then the effect of Ji on the execution of Jk diminishes rapidly in practical settings.
Hence, decisions for Ji can be made independently from decisions made for Jk. For
example, the choice for applying inter-job vertical transformation on jobs J3 and
J4 in our example workflow from Figure 4.1, will not affect the choice for using an
intra-job vertical transformation on job J7.
Each optimization unit U (i) consists of a set of concurrently-runnable producer
jobs and the corresponding set of consumer jobs. Figure 4.9 offers a pictorial rep-
resentation of the optimization units. The first optimization unit U (1) (denoted by
a dotted box in Figure 4.9) consists of the producer jobs J1 and J2 as well as the
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consumer job J3. The plan space S
(1)
W contains the subplans formed by all valid
combinations of transformations that can be applied on jobs J1, J2, and J3.
Applying transformations within an optimization unit may alter the structure of
the graph. As an example, suppose only configuration transformations are beneficial
to reduce the total running time of the jobs in U (1). In this case, the structure of the
graph remains unchanged. Since Stubby traverses the graph in topological sort order,
the next optimization unit U (2) will be generated with J3 as the producer job and
J4 as the consumer job (see Figure 4.9). Now suppose that the best transformation
to apply is inter-job vertical packing to job J4. This transformation will replace jobs
J3 and J4 with a new job J4’. The next optimization unit U (3) will consist of the
new producer job J4’ and the consumer jobs J5 and J6.
4.4.2 Search Within an Optimization Unit
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Figure 4.10: Enumeration of all valid transformations for optimization unit U (2)
from Figure 4.9. The corresponding best estimated cost (running time) from RRS
invocation is also shown.
For each optimization unit U (i), Stubby must find the subplan from S
(i)
W that
minimizes the total running time of the MapReduce jobs in U (i). Stubby addresses
this problem by generating alternative valid subplans using transformations selected
through an enumeration and search over S
(i)
W .
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The number of jobs within any individual optimization unit U (i) is typically
small. We observed that applying all combinations of transformations apart from
the configuration transformation within U (i) usually results in a small number of
unique subplans. Therefore, Stubby exhaustively applies all transformations, except
the configuration transformation, in order to generate all possible subplans p1–pn
for U (i). For example, as illustrated in Figure 4.10, this exhaustive enumeration
for optimization unit U (2) from Figure 4.9, generates only four alternative subplans
p1–p4.
Configuration transformations are applied on the jobs in each generated sub-
plan pi. These transformations can change any of the numerous MapReduce job
configuration parameter settings including the number of map and reduce tasks,
memory allocation settings, controls for I/O and network usage, and others [51]. In
order to search the large and high-dimensional space of configuration transforma-
tions efficiently, Stubby uses Recursive Random Search (RRS). RRS is a fairly recent
technique developed to solve black-box optimization problems [132].
RRS first samples the configuration space randomly in order to identify promis-
ing regions that contain the optimal configuration setting with high probability. It
then samples recursively in these regions which either move or shrink gradually to
locally-optimal settings based on the samples collected. RRS then restarts random
sampling in order to find a more promising region to repeat the recursive search.
Each transformed subplan generated for pi through RRS is associated with an esti-
mated execution cost (see Section 4.5). The output of RRS for pi is the configuration
transformation that leads to the subplan p
(opt)
i with the lowest estimated cost for pi.
After RRS has been invoked for all the subplans p1–pn in the optimization unit U
(i),
Stubby will select the p
(opt)
i with the overall lowest estimated cost as the best subplan
for U (i).
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Consider the example in Figure 4.10 which shows the four subplans p1–p4 for the
optimization unit U (2) from Figure 4.9. RRS will be invoked four times for U (2) in
order to find the best configuration transformation and estimated cost for each pi.
When the RRS invocations complete, Stubby will choose to retain subplan p3 from
Figure 4.10 which has the lowest estimated cost among p1–p4. Note that p3 was
generated by applying the inter-job vertical packing transformation on job J4.
Overall Optimization Process: In summary, Stubby uses a two-phase greedy
enumeration and search strategy. In each phase, Stubby generates optimization units
dynamically while traversing the workflow graph in topological sort order. In the first
phase, the producer jobs in each optimization unit U (i) are optimized by applying
transformations from the Vertical group. At the end of the optimization process
within U (i), (only) the best subplan for U (i) is retained by applying the corresponding
transformations to the jobs in U (i). After the entire graph is traversed once, the above
process is repeated once more. However, in this second phase, transformations from
the Horizontal group are applied. The fully-optimized workflow graph is ready when
the second traversal completes.
4.5 Plan Costing
For each annotated MapReduce workflow W that is generated during the enumera-
tion and search strategy described in Section 4.4, Stubby must estimate the execution
cost of W . Stubby uses Starfish’s What-if Engine for this purpose [51]. The Starfish
What-if Engine is given four inputs:
1. The dataflow and cost statistics of each job inW (recall the profile annotations
discussed in Section 4.2.2).
2. The configuration to run each job in W with (chosen by RRS).
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3. The size and layout information for W ’s input datasets (recall the dataflow
annotations discussed in Section 4.2.2).
4. The cluster setup and resource allocation that will be used to run W . This
information includes the number of nodes and network topology of the cluster,
the number of map and reduce task slots per node, and the memory available
for each task execution.
The Starfish What-if Engine uses these inputs and a mix of analytical, black-box,
and simulation models to reason about the impact of configuration settings, data
properties, and cluster resource properties on the execution of each MapReduce job
J in W . The What-if Engine will then output cost estimates for each job as well
as the entire workflow. Because of space constraints, we refer the reader to [51] for
a detailed description of the Starfish What-if Engine. If any of the inputs required
to use the What-if Engine are unavailable—e.g., profile or dataset annotations are
not provided in the workflow—then the cost estimation will have to fall back to a
simpler cost model such as the number of jobs as used in [70].
One challenge while using the Starfish What-if Engine is that Stubby’s vertical
and horizontal packing transformations change the jobs in W . For example, the
intra-job vertical packing transformation will change a MapReduce job into a Map-
only job. Thus, the packing transformations have to generate new annotations—in
particular, the dataflow and cost statistics—for the new jobs that they generate.
This process is called adjustment in Stubby since the new annotations are generated
by modifying the old ones.
Space constraints preclude the discussion of all adjustments. The adjustments
that Stubby uses for profile annotations are motivated by cardinality estimation tech-
niques used in database systems. For instance, during an intra-job vertical packing
transformation, the reduce function is moved into the map task and is executed after
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the map function. The new map-task record selectivity4 is calculated as the product
of the record selectivities of the old map and reduce functions. On the other hand,
the CPU cost of the new map task is calculated as the sum of the CPU costs of the
old functions.
4.6 Implementation
We have implemented Stubby as a standalone system that can be employed by the
many interfaces used to generate MapReduce workflows, as shown in Figure 4.2.
To this extent, we have added a new feature in Apache Pig [98] for exporting and
importing annotated MapReduce workflows used by Stubby. Pig was only a choice
of convenience; our work applies to arbitrary MapReduce workflows.
Annotations: As described in Section 4.3, some transformations in Stubby require
additional information which is expressed as annotations. We have made some minor
modifications to the compilation process in Pig—which translates a Pig Latin query
to a MapReduce workflow—to automatically extract any available schema, filter,
and dataset annotations. The details are given in the Appendix. For example, the
composition of the key and value types in a MapReduce job are extracted based
on any schema information included in the Pig Latin query. Filter annotations
are generated based on any filter statements contained in the query. We generate
profile annotations using Starfish’s Profiler which collects profiles through dynamic
instrumentation of unmodified MapReduce workflows [51].
Transformations and Execution: Recall from Section 4.3 that vertical packing
transformations chain multiple functions together for execution within the same map
or reduce task. Similarly, horizontal packing transformations bring multiple indepen-
dent functions into the same task. These transformations require the use of wrapper
4 Record selectivity is defined as the ratio of the number of output key-value pairs over the number
of input key-value pairs.
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MapReduce classes to execute multiple functions inside a map or a reduce task. In
addition, horizontal packing needs a tagging mechanism for guiding the data cor-
rectly through the different function pipelines. The Pig execution engine already
offered support for wrapper classes and tagging, so only minor modifications had to
be made in order to execute Stubby-generated plans correctly.
4.7 Experimental Evaluation
In our experimental evaluation, we used a Hadoop cluster running on 51 Amazon
EC2 nodes of the m1.large type. Each node has 7.5 GB memory, 2 virtual cores,
850 GB local storage, and is set to run at most 3 map tasks and 2 reduce tasks
concurrently. Thus, the cluster can run at most 150 map tasks in a concurrent map
wave, and at most 100 reduce tasks in a concurrent reduce wave.
For evaluation, we selected representative MapReduce workflows from several ap-
plication domains. These MapReduce workflows are listed in Table 4.1 and described
in detail in Section 4.7.1. All workflows are expressed in Pig Latin and executed using
the Pig execution engine running on Hadoop.
For comparison purposes, we established a Baseline that represents how an
industrial-strength system (Pig) is used in production today. In particular, we en-
abled all (rule-based) optimizations supported by Pig and manually-tuned the con-
figuration parameter settings using rules-of-thumb found in [30].
Our evaluation methodology is as follows:
1. We present the overall performance improvements achieved by Stubby, as well
as the performance improvements observed when only a subset of the plan
space is considered (Section 4.7.2).
2. We compare the performance benefits from Stubby against other state-of-the-
art techniques (Section 4.7.3).
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Table 4.1: MapReduce workflows and corresponding data sizes.
Abbr. Workflow Dataset Size
IR Information Retrieval 264 GB
SN Social Network Analysis 267 GB
LA Log Analysis 500 GB
WG Web Graph Analysis 255 GB
BA Business Analytics Query 550 GB
BR Business Report Generation 530 GB
PJ Post-processing Jobs 10 GB
US User-defined Logical Splits 530 GB
3. We evaluate the efficiency of Stubby in terms of its overheads while optimizing
MapReduce workflows (Section 4.7.4).
4. We provide a closer look at how Stubby works within an optimization unit to
enumerate and find the best transformations (Section 4.7.5).
4.7.1 MapReduce Workflows
Information Retrieval: Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
is a representative workflow from the information retrieval domain. TF-IDF calcu-
lates weights representing the importance of each word to a document in a collection.
The TF-IDF weight is a function of the normalized frequency of a word in a document
and the number of documents that contain the word. The default TF-IDF workflow
consists of three jobs that calculate: (a) the frequency of a word in a document, (b)
the total number of words in each document, and (c) the number of documents con-
taining each word as well as the TF-IDF weight of each 〈word,document〉 pair. The
input dataset is a randomly generated corpus that is partitioned on the document
name.
Social Network Analysis: A workflow from the social network analysis domain is
used to find the top 20 coauthor pairs who have collaborated most frequently with
each other. The input dataset is a list of randomly generated 〈paperID, authorID〉
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pairs from a power-law distribution, partitioned on {paperID}. The workflow consists
of four jobs J1–J4: J1 combines all authors for each paper; J2 creates and counts the
coauthor pairs; J3 samples the data and creates partition split points for J4; and J4
finds the top 20 coauthor pairs in decreasing order.
Log Analysis: Pavlo et. al. [97] describe a complex join task from the log analysis
domain. The workflow uses two input datasets: uservisits (partitioned on {date})
and pageranks. We use the data generator provided in [97] to generate the two
datasets. This workflow consists of four jobs. The first job filters uservisits by
a specified date range and joins it with pageranks on page url. The second job
performs an aggregation to find the average pagerank and total ad revenue, grouped
by user. The third job samples and creates partition split points for the last job.
The last job finds the user with the highest total ad revenue.
Web Graph Analysis: PageRank [94] is an example of a web graph analysis
algorithm that finds the ranking of web pages based on the hyperlinks pointing to
each page. This algorithm can be implemented as an iterative workflow where each
iteration is composed of two jobs. The first job joins on the {pageID} key of the
two datasets: (a) the adjacency list with each web page and its outgoing hyperlinks,
and (b) the current pagerank of each web page. The second job calculates the new
pagerank of each web page. We generated an adjacency list of web pages from a
power-law distribution.
Business Analytics Query: Query 17 from the TPC-H benchmark is a repre-
sentative example of a complex business analytics (SQL) query [117]. This query
determines how much yearly revenue would be lost on average if orders were no
longer filled for small quantities of certain parts. Query 17 generates a four-job
workflow. Job J1 scans and processes the lineitem table. Job J2 applies a filter
condition on the part table, joins the output of J1 and the filtered part table, and
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finds the average quantity of each part. Job J3 performs another filtered join on the
outputs of J1 and J2. The final job J4 calculates the total price of all parts. We
use the TPC-H data generator to generate the input datasets for this workflow. The
tables lineitem and part are both partitioned on {partID}.
Business Report Generation: Business report generation often involves multiple
queries (e.g., that perform different groupby aggregates) on a single source dataset
[28]. We emulate this scenario by creating a seven-job workflow that processes the
lineitem table from the TPC-H Benchmark. The first job scans and performs an
initial processing of the data. Two jobs read, filter, and find the sum and maximum
of the prices for the {orderID, partID} and {orderID, supplierID} groupings respec-
tively. The results of these two jobs are further processed by separate jobs to find
the overall sum and maximum prices for each {orderID}. Finally, the results are
used separately to find the number of distinct aggregated prices.
Post-processing Jobs: It is common in MapReduce deployments to have workflows
that only operate on small datasets (e.g., in the order of GBs). These workflows
would only use a small portion of the resources available in the cluster. For example,
small datasets can result from filtering or aggregation operations. To capture this
scenario, we created a three-job workflow that operates on a small dataset. The
first job scans and performs an initial processing of the data. The other two jobs
are groupby-aggregates that compute covariance and correlation respectively on the
output of the first job. We use the TPC-H data generator to generate the input
dataset for this workflow.
User-defined Logical Splits: It is common for users to specify logical splits for
a set of jobs in a workflow in order to analyze different subsets of data records
differently. For example, a Web portal log analysis workflow may want to perform
different types of analysis based on specific age groups of users. We created a three-
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job workflow to emulate this scenario. The workflow consists of a preprocessing
(producer) job that outputs the data needed by two consumer jobs. Each consumer
job processes only a subset of this data by filtering records in the map function.
4.7.2 Breakdown of Performance Improvements
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Figure 4.11: Speedup over the Baseline achieved by Stubby, Vertical, and Hori-
zontal.
First, we evaluate the overall improvement given by Stubby on workflow perfor-
mance. We also evaluate the improvements offered by our two groups of transfor-
mations (Vertical and Horizontal) when used in isolation. This breakdown allows
us to study the source of improvements obtained from using Stubby. Figure 4.11
shows the speedup over the Baseline performance achieved by (i) Stubby with all
transformations enabled, (ii) Stubby while using only the Vertical group transfor-
mations (denoted Vertical), and (iii) Stubby while using only the Horizontal group
transformations (denoted Horizontal). Note that in both Vertical and Horizontal
group transformations, Stubby also considers partition function and configuration
transformations. Overall, Stubby is able to achieve between 2X and 4.5X speedup
over the Baseline. As seen in the figure, the improvements vary depending on the
workflow.
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For the Information Retrieval (IR), Social Network Analysis (SN), Log Analysis
(LA), and Web Graph Analysis (WG) workflows, the performance gains are predom-
inantly due to the vertical packing transformations. These workflows do not present
any opportunity for horizontal packing. The speedup achieved by Horizontal is pri-
marily due to the cost-based selection of configuration transformations. The results
for these workflows also reflect the spectrum of performance gains we can get from
the different packing transformations. For example, Vertical achieves a 2.5X speedup
over Horizontal for Log Analysis, whereas the speedup is only 0.2X for Web Graph
Analysis. The computation in job J2 of PageRank dominates the overall running
time of the workflow, so vertically packing it with job J1 offers limited benefit.
The Business Analytics Query (BA) shows a scenario where both vertical and
horizontal packing contribute to the overall performance gains from Stubby. Specifi-
cally, the intra-job vertical packing transformation is applicable to the two join jobs
in BA (jobs J2 and J3). Since both J2 and J3 process the dataset produced by the first
job J1, horizontal packing is also applicable. Stubby applies both transformations to
obtain higher benefits compared to using Vertical or Horizontal alone.
The Business Report Generation (BR) workflow is a notable case. Vertical trans-
forms the seven-job workflow into a five-job workflow. However, Vertical performs
worse than Horizontal because the nature of BR makes it well suited for benefiting
from horizontal packing transformations. Vertical also performs worse than Baseline
because we have enabled Pig to use its rule-based optimizations (one of which is
horizontal packing). By applying transformations from both the Vertical and
Horizontal groups, Stubby generates a three-job workflow that gives a 2.4X speedup.
The Post-processing Jobs (PJ) workflow offers an example where horizontal pack-
ing is a wrong decision. Since Baseline performs horizontal packing whenever possi-
ble, it generates a suboptimal plan for this workflow. Stubby and Horizontal, being
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cost-based, correctly decide not to perform horizontal packing for PJ in this case.
Furthermore, unlike Baseline, the three other approaches apply the configuration
transformation in a cost-based fashion, leading to the performance benefits seen for
PJ in Figure 4.11.
The User-defined Logical Splits (US) workflow is one case where the partition
function transformation applies. Specifically, the partition function in the producer
job can be changed from the default hash partitioning to range partitioning; thereby
enabling partition pruning to be applied to the data read by each consumer job in
US.
Overall, it is apparent that different workflows present different transformation
opportunities. Stubby is able to recognize and take advantage of these opportunities
appropriately to offer speedups ranging from 2X to 4.5X over the Baseline.
4.7.3 Comparison against State-of-the-Art
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Figure 4.12: Speedup over the Baseline achieved by Stubby, Starfish, YSmart, and
MRShare.
In this section, we compare Stubby against the following three state-of-the-art
approaches for optimizing MapReduce workflows:
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1. Starfish, based on a cost-based approach proposed in [51], to find good config-
uration parameter settings for each MapReduce job in the workflow.
2. YSmart, based on a rule-based approach proposed in [70], to perform vertical
and horizontal packing transformations aggressively in order to minimize the
number of jobs in the workflow. We have enhanced YSmart with a rule-based
approach for selecting configuration parameter settings.
3. MRShare, based on a cost-based approach proposed in [87], to perform hor-
izontal packing transformations. A rule-based approach is used for selecting
configuration parameter settings.
Figure 4.12 shows the speedup achieved over the Baseline after optimizing our eight
workflows using Stubby, Starfish, YSmart, and MRShare. Overall, the other ap-
proaches are all able to achieve good speedups over the Baseline, with the speedup
value depending on the workflow. Stubby is able to outperform all other approaches
for all workflows since Stubby considers a strict superset of the optimization oppor-
tunities that the others consider, and in a cost-based fashion. For example, Stubby
is the only optimizer that considers the opportunity to prune partitions through
partition function selection for the Log Analysis and User-defined Logical Splits
workflows.
From the speedups that Starfish achieves in Figure 4.12 (ranging between 1.5X
and 2.4X), we observe that finding good configuration parameter settings in a cost-
based fashion can give significant performance improvements. However, Starfish
misses out on all vertical and horizontal packing opportunities that can provide
significantly higher speedups, like in the case of the Business Analytics Query (BA).
YSmart and MRShare do not automatically find good configuration settings to
use. For example, YSmart is able to achieve a 1.5X speedup for the Social Network
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Analysis (SN) workflow from performing vertical packing. With better configuration
settings, Stubby is able to increase the speedup to 3.5X. Similarly, MRShare is able to
achieve a 1.4X speedup for the Post-processing Jobs (PJ) workflow, whereas Stubby
can achieve close to 2X speedup from selecting better configuration settings.
With a rule-based approach that tries to minimize the number of MapReduce
jobs, YSmart can sometimes make suboptimal decisions. This case was evident in
the Post-processing Jobs (PJ) workflow where YSmart performed horizontal packing
on the two consumer jobs. Stubby and MRShare, on the other hand, used their
cost-based approach to determine that horizontal packing was not a good choice,
and chose to have the two jobs run independently.
Finally, as MRShare only considers the horizontal packing transformation, it does
not provide any performance improvements for many of the MapReduce workflows
considered in our evaluation.
4.7.4 Optimization Efficiency
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Figure 4.13: Optimization overhead for all workflows in terms of (a) absolute time
(blue bars), and (b) a percentage over the total running time of each workflow (green
bars).
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of Stubby in finding near-optimal trans-
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formations to apply to a given MapReduce workflow. Figure 4.13 shows the opti-
mization time of Stubby in seconds as well as a percentage over the Baseline running
time. Stubby spent on average less than 2 minutes to optimize each workflow. In
the worse case, Stubby took around 5 minutes for optimizing the Business Analytics
Query (BA) and Business Report Generation (BR) workflows, which contain 4 and
7 jobs respectively.
Percentage-wise, the optimization overhead for seven out of the eight workflows is
less than 6%. At worst, Stubby introduced an overhead of 10.5% for the BR workflow
which is our largest workflow with 7 jobs. Overall, Stubby’s optimization overhead
is small compared to the 2X to 4.5X speedup that Stubby gives for these workflows
(recall Section 4.7.2). Since many analytical workflows are run periodically, the
optimization overhead of Stubby can be amortized over multiple workflow runs.
4.7.5 Deep Dive into an Optimization Unit
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Figure 4.14: Actual vs. estimated normalized cost for all combinations of valid
transformations in the first optimization unit of the Information Retrieval workflow.
As discussed in Section 4.4, Stubby (i) enumerates all combinations of valid trans-
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formations within an optimization unit in order to generate all valid subplans, (ii)
finds the best job configurations for each subplan, and (iii) selects the subplan with
the lowest estimated cost. In this experiment, we drill down into the first optimiza-
tion unit U (1) of the Information Retrieval (IR) workflow. In U (1), seven distinct
combinations of transformations can be applied to yield seven subplans p1–p7.
We captured the best configuration settings generated by Stubby for each subplan
pi and used them to run each pi separately. Figure 4.14 shows the scatter plot of the
actual and estimated normalized costs for the seven subplans. Ideally, the points in
the scatter plot should fall on the solid line. The inaccuracies are due to measurement
errors during profiling and estimation errors when calculating plan costs [51]. We
observe that the cost estimates are good enough for Stubby to identify the subplans
that will lead to the best and worst performance (indicated by dotted circles in Figure
4.14).
4.8 Related Work
A number of recent projects provide users with various interfaces for generating data-
parallel workflows [23, 54, 98, 134]. DryadLINQ and FlumeJava provide libraries and
classes for specifying workflows using popular programming languages such as C#
and Java respectively [23, 134]. On the other hand, systems like Hive, Pig, Jaql, and
SCOPE provide their own high-level declarative languages for creating MapReduce
workflows [54, 98, 138]. Our work on Stubby is complementary to these projects in
that Stubby is designed to support different interfaces by sitting directly above the
workflow scheduling and execution engine (refer to Figure 4.2). The optimization
techniques that we introduce in this chapter can be applied to any MapReduce
workflow regardless of the interface used to generate the workflow.
There is a large body of work on automatically optimizing worklows of data-
parallel jobs [51, 59, 70, 87, 88, 127, 133]. The techniques used can be categorized as
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either rule-based, such as FlumeJava [23], Manimal [59], and YSmart [70], or cost-
based, such as MRShare [87] and Starfish [51]. This category of work differs from
Stubby in one or more ways such as: (a) considering a much smaller plan space, (b)
focusing on some specific interface, or (c) relying on the guaranteed availability of
specific types of information.
YSmart translates SQL-like queries into a set of MapReduce jobs based on four
primitive job types: selection-projection, aggregation, join, and sort. YSmart’s rule-
based optimizer then uses the knowledge of the job primitives used in the queries in
order to merge MapReduce jobs. YSmart’s goal is to minimize the total number of
jobs, which can occasionally lead to suboptimal plans in terms of actual performance.
Also, YSmart does not consider optimization opportunities available from partition
function transformations and configuration transformations. Similarly, FlumeJava
uses information regarding the provided Java class abstractions to pack higher-level
operations into the minimum number of MapReduce jobs. MRShare focuses on
optimization of multiple MapReduce jobs by applying cost-based decisions for hor-
izontal packing transformations on the jobs. MRShare does not consider workflows
or vertical packing. Starfish proposes a cost-based approach for applying (only)
configuration transformations.
In contrast, Stubby considers a much larger plan space for workflow optimization
that subsumes the plan spaces covered by each of the previously mentioned works.
Furthermore, Stubby is designed to be a general-purpose system for workflow op-
timization where workflows can be optimized regardless of the interfaces used and
availability of information. Stubby is able to consider the correct subspace of the
full plan space based on the information available. For example, if schema anno-
tations are not available, then Stubby will not consider intra-job vertical packing
transformations.
While Stubby considers a large plan space, there are transformations that are
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not supported by Stubby currently. For example, Wu et al. [130] develop cost-
based query optimization techniques for multi-way join queries in MapReduce sys-
tems. Their approach automatically translates a user-submitted query into a final
plan of MapReduce jobs by optimizing operator selection and ordering for joins. A
transformation-based optimizer has been developed for the SCOPE system [138].
The focus of this optimizer is on how partitioning, sorting, and grouping proper-
ties can be exploited to avoid unnecessary operations during parallel processing of
relational operators. FTOpt [122] introduces the space of fault-tolerance plans for
workflows and then uses a cost-based approach to select the best fault-tolerance
strategy for each job of a workflow.
The vertical packing transformations in Stubby are related to work on optimizing
the computation of multiple aggregates over the same or similar sets of grouping
attributes (e.g., [28]). Stubby is also related to work done on optimizing workflows
of extract-transform-load (ETL) processes and business processes. For example,
Simitsis et al. converted the problem of optimizing ETL workflows into a state space
search problem where each state is a graph representation of the workflow [108]. The
authors introduced rules for generating equivalent states and used a greedy heuristic
search algorithm to find the optimal state.
4.9 Conclusions
As the popularity of MapReduce for big data analytics grows, the software ecosystem
around MapReduce is also growing rapidly to provide users with different interfaces
for generating MapReduce workflows. However, automatic cost-based optimization
of these workflows remains a challenge due to the multitude of interfaces, large size of
the execution plan space, and the frequent unavailability of all types of information
needed for optimization. We introduced Stubby as a comprehensive solution to this
problem.
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Stubby is an extensible, cost-based, and transformation-based workflow optimizer
that works across different interfaces for generating MapReduce workflows. Stubby
is designed to sit above the MapReduce system, but below and external to any
software system that submits workflows to the MapReduce system. Depending on
the information available, Stubby considers all valid transformations from the full
plan space (which we described in detail) to cost and pick the near-optimal set
of transformations to apply on an input workflow. A comprehensive experimental
evaluation showed the effectiveness of Stubby which generated optimized workflows
with speedups of up to 4.5X over the baseline.
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5Characterization and Optimization of Continuous
Data-Parallel Workflows
While in the previous chapter, we described a cost-based optimizer for batch data-
parallel workflows, this chapter aims to optimize continuous data-parallel workflows.
Continuous data-parallel workflows are composed of data-parallel windowed MapRe-
duce computations with producer-consumer relationships based on data that are run
in continuously. We focus on an important class of continuous workflows that is at
the heart of many data-intensive services: continuous windowed aggregation queries.
In this chapter, we characterize the plan space of these queries. We also describe
Cyclops, which is an optimizer that can select a good plan, including the choice of
system, from the plan space for a given query.
5.1 Introduction
Timely analysis of activity and operational data is critical for companies to stay
competitive. Activity data from a company’s website contains page and content
views, searches, and advertisements shown as well as clicked. This data is analyzed
for purposes like behavioral targeting, where personalized content is shown based
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on a user’s past activity, and showing advertisements or recommendations based on
the activity of her social friends [24]. Operational data includes monitoring data
collected from web applications (e.g., request latency) and cluster resources (e.g.,
CPU usage). Proactive analysis of operational data is used to ensure that web
applications continue to meet all service-level requirements.
The vast majority of analysis over activity and operational data involves con-
tinuous data-parallel workflows. A continuous data-parallel workflow Q is a query
that is composed of windowed MapReduce computations with producer-consumer
relationships based on data. The workflow is issued only once over data D that is
constantly updated. Q runs continuously over D and lets users get new results as D
changes, without having to issue the same query repeatedly. Q has a window prop-
erty that specifies temporally when to generate new results and how much updates
to D to process. Continuous queries arise naturally over activity and operational
data because of two reasons: (i) the data is generated continuously in the form of
append-only streams; (ii) the data has a time component such that recent data is
usually more relevant than older data.
The growing interest in continuous queries is reflected by the engineering resources
that companies have been investing recently in building continuous query execution
platforms. Yahoo! released S4 in 2010, Twitter released Storm in 2011, and Walmart
Labs released Muppet in 2012 [86, 113, 68]. Also prominent are recent efforts to add
continuous querying capabilities to the popular Hadoop platform for batch analytics.
Examples include the Oozie workflow manager, MapReduce Online, and Facebook’s
real-time analytics system [89, 31, 18]. These platforms add to older research projects
like Aurora, Borealis, NiagaraCQ, STREAM, and TelegraphCQ, as well as commercial
systems like Esper, Infosphere Streams, StreamBase, and Truviso [1, 37, 29, 114, 15,
25].
A common, but nontrivial, class of query that is at the heart of many continuous
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analytics applications is the windowed aggregation query, which performs a continu-
ous time-based windowing operation on a data stream, and then performs grouping
and aggregation on each window. The range of applications captured by this query
can range from simple filters over data streams to more complex statistical queries
that look for anomalies and correlations.
For example, a behavioral targeting application uses windowed aggregation to
aggregate each user’s activity over a recent one hour window, updated every five
minutes. The scale of these queries can be huge. The grouping may be over 100s
of million web-site users that a company has. The aggregation functions used range
from standard SQL aggregates like sum to complex user-defined aggregates (UDAs)
that apply machine-learning techniques (e.g., to generate recommendation models
for each user).
The importance of continuous data-parallel workflows is further reinforced by the
number of work that introduce different ways of executing windowed aggregations
(e.g., [1, 10, 15, 16, 49, 89, 95]), which form a rich and complex execution plan space.
However, no attempt has been done yet to comprehensively study and characterize
the plan space. Such a study will provide great value to application developers,
database administrators, and system architects.
Contributions: While using windowed aggregation query as an example, this chap-
ter focuses on the execution and optimization continuous data-parallel workflows, in
the context of three diverse, but representative, systems that are popularly used in
the industry: Esper [37], Storm [113], and Hadoop [47]. As we will show in this
chapter, the execution plans for windowed aggregation queries differ along a number
of dimensions:
1. Incremental vs. non-incremental processing
2. Using a hierarchical approach to windowing and aggregation
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3. Types of parallelism used within and across windowing and aggregation, in-
cluding pipelining, partitioning, and shuffling
4. Centralized vs. distributed processing
5. Streaming execution vs. repeated-batch execution
6. Use of partial aggregation is dictated by the type of aggregation in the query,
which we categorize as holistic, semi-holistic, or non-holistic (defined in Section
5.3)
We systematically characterize the resulting rich execution plan space for windowed
aggregation queries (Sections 5.2-5.4). We not only provide a detailed empirical
evaluation that shows the tradeoffs among different plans (Section 5.6), but also
developed a cost-based optimizer, called Cyclops that picks a good execution plan,
including the choice of system, for a given query (Section 5.5).
5.2 Query Semantics and Properties
In this section, we define the exact semantics of windowed aggregation queries that
should be provided by all implementations of plans across different systems. The
template for a windowed aggregation query Q is as follows:
Q: Select S.K, aggr(S.V )
From S [Range r seconds, Slide s seconds]
(optional) Where filter condition on tuples of S
Group By S.K
(optional) Having filter condition on groups
S is a stream of timestamped tuples. Without loss of generality, we assume that
three attributes in S are relevant to Q: timestamp t, grouping attribute K, and
attribute V for aggregation per group.
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Processing query Q involves generating new results whenever the temporal win-
dow relevant to the query changes, as defined by the Range and Slide properties
in the From statement. The Range property r specifies the interval over which the
tuples in the stream are part of the window: tuples with timestamp in the interval
(t−r, t] are part of the window at time t. The Slide property s specifies how the win-
dow advances over the stream, which dictates when the query is computed over the
stream. Specifically, if the current interval for tuples part of the window is (t− r, t],
then the next interval is (t − r + s, t + s]. The Range (Slide) and the arrival rate
property (tuples/second or bytes/second) of the input stream together specify the
amount of data in each window (slide).
Query Q performs grouping on key S.K and applies the aggregation function
aggr() on values S.V per group. We introduce two more properties to ease the
discussion of the efficiency of this operation in later sections. The skew factor
property captures how skewed the distribution of the grouping key is among tuples
in the stream. High skew can cause load imbalances in distributed execution. The
domain size property captures the number of unique groups in the input stream,
which affects the size of query results and intermediate state.
The pluggable aggregation function aggr() makes window aggregation queries
very expressive and powerful because aggr() can range from standard SQL aggre-
gates to complex user-defined black box functions. The optional Where and Having
statements allow input stream tuples and output groups to be filtered respectively.
Running example: The following query is our running example:
Q1: Select S.K, sum(S.V )
From S [Range 4 seconds, Slide 2 seconds]
Group By S.K
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Stream 
W1 
  W2 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
 <1,4,3> 
    <1,1,2> 
 <2,3,2> 
    <2,2,2> 
 <3,3,5> 
    <3,1,8> 
 <4,2,7> 
    <4,1,4> 
 <5,4,1> 
    <5,2,6> 
 <6,4,4> 
    <6,3,5> 
Range: 4 seconds 
Slide: 2 seconds 
Schema: <t,K,V> 
Time 
Figure 5.1: Two successive windows for a windowed aggregation query with Range
= 4 seconds and Slide = 2 seconds. The two 〈t,K,V 〉 tuples arriving every second in
the stream are shown.
Each window in Q1 is composed of tuples in an interval of 4 seconds, advancing
every 2 seconds on the input stream. Figure 5.1 shows the window operation of Q1
applied on an example stream S. The first window W1 contains the tuples in the
interval (0, 4] (refer to the t field of the tuples). Since the Slide is 2 seconds, the second
window W2 then contains the tuples in the interval (2, 6], namely, 〈3,1,8〉, 〈3,3,5〉,
〈4,1,4〉, 〈4,2,7〉, 〈5,2,6〉, 〈5, 4,1〉, 〈6,3,5〉, 〈6,4,4〉. The tuples in W2 will be grouped by
K and the V fields summed to give the result for W2 as: 〈6,1,12〉, 〈6,2,13〉, 〈6,3,10〉,
and 〈6,4,5〉. Note that all the result tuples for a window with interval (t− r, t] have
the timestamp t. For example, t=6 for W2.
5.3 Logical Plan Space
This section describes three independent dimensions of choice that are available for
the execution of a windowed aggregation query. These dimensions are independent
of the system used.
5.3.1 Incremental Vs. Non-Incremental
Incremental processing shares computation across consecutive windows and processes
only the differences (delta) between consecutive windows [15, 46, 85]. The differences
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Stream 
  W2 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
 <1,4,3> 
    <1,1,2> 
 <2,3,2> 
    <2,2,2> 
 <3,3,5> 
    <3,1,8> 
 <4,2,7> 
    <4,1,4> 
 <5,4,1> 
    <5,2,6> 
 <6,4,4> 
    <6,3,5> 
  M2 = W1 – W2   P2 = W2 – W1 
Figure 5.2: An illustration of the plus (P2) and minus (M2) tuples of window W2
of the example from Figure 5.1.
between windows are categorized as plus tuples, which are the tuples in the current
window that are not in the previous window, and minus tuples, which are the tuples
in the previous window that are not in the current window. Figure 5.2 shows the
plus tuples (labeled P2=W2-W1) and minus tuples (labeledM2=W1-W2) between the
current window W2 and previous window W1 for our running example (Figure 5.1).
To process the plus and minus tuples, Incremental processing has to maintain
a synopsis, namely, the intermediate state that gets updated with the application
of these tuples. For example, the synopsis needed during Incremental processing of
the running example query Q1 comprises the query results for the previous window.
When processing W2, the synopsis will be the query results (grouping and sum
aggregation) for the previous window W1: 〈4,1,14〉, 〈4,2,9〉, 〈4,3,7〉, and 〈4,4,3〉. The
V field of minus tuples in M2 are subtracted from, and the V field plus of tuples in
P2 are added to, the corresponding results with the same K field. For example, for
the K=1 group, there is one minus tuple (〈1,1,2〉) in M2 with the same K, and no
tuples in P2. Thus, the V field (2) of this tuple is subtracted from the corresponding
V field of the synopsis (14). A similar exercise is done for all other groups, producing
the same results for W2 as described in Section 5.2.
In distributed databases, aggregation functions are categorized as distributive,
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algebraic, or holistic. For a distributive function, the new aggregation result can
be generated by applying new tuples to a synopsis composed only of the existing
aggregation result. Sum, count, and max are distributive aggregation functions.
The result of an algebraic aggregation function can be computed from the results
of some number of distributive functions. For example, the algebraic aggregation
function average is sum
count
. The new aggregation result for an algebraic function can
be generated from new tuples and a constant-sized synopsis that contains existing
aggregation results for the corresponding distributive functions. Holistic aggregation
functions do not admit a synopsis of bounded size.
We build on the above definitions to create the following categories for aggregation
functions based on how each function behaves under plus tuples and minus tuples:
• Non-holistic: Functions that are distributive or algebraic for both plus and
minus tuples (e.g., sum, count, variance).
• Semi-holistic: Functions that are distributive or algebraic for plus tuples, but
not for minus tuples (e.g., max, min, top-k).
• Holistic: Functions that are not distributive or algebraic for plus tuples (e.g.,
median, black-box user-defined aggregates).
Incremental processing is resource efficient for non-holistic functions only. The al-
ternative, Non-incremental processing, processes each window independently and as
a batch containing all the tuples in the window’s (t− r, t] interval. Non-incremental
processing can be applied to all categories of aggregation functions and have been
utilized by a number of recent work and systems (e.g., [2, 37, 47, 103, 114]).
Pros and cons of Incremental processing: The advantage of Incremental pro-
cessing is that it can reuse work from one window to the next. Recall the query
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properties like Range, Slide, and arrival rate from Section 5.2. If there is a large over-
lap between windows—e.g., a large Range with a small Slide and fast stream arrival
rate—then the data processed for each window during Incremental processing will be
small relative to the total amount of data in the window. At the same time, depend-
ing on the query properties, Incremental processing can also cause wasted work. For
example, Incremental processing for a query with non-overlapping windows—e.g.,
when Range = Slide—will cause all tuples in a window to be processed twice. In
contrast, Non-incremental processing will process all tuples in a window only once in
this scenario. Also, Non-incremental processing does not need any memory resources
to maintain a synopsis across windows.
Incremental processing has more subtle disadvantages. Processing the differences
based on keeping a synopsis introduces dependencies across the processing of succes-
sive windows. These dependencies reduce opportunities for parallel processing and
also complicate fault tolerance. Making query execution fault tolerant is easier for
Non-incremental processing: a window can be simply processed again after a failure,
without having to worry about how the synopsis is rebuilt.
5.3.2 Hierarchical Processing
Stream 
  W2 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
 <1,4,3> 
    <1,1,2> 
 <2,3,2> 
    <2,2,2> 
 <3,3,5> 
    <3,1,8> 
 <4,2,7> 
    <4,1,4> 
 <5,4,1> 
    <5,2,6> 
 <6,4,4> 
    <6,3,5> 
  sw1 
  W1 
  sw2   sw3 
Figure 5.3: An illustration of the subwindows (sw1, sw2, sw3) that can be created
from the example stream from Figure 5.1.
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In Hierarchical processing, the aggregation results over a window are computed
in multiple passes [13, 33, 49, 72, 79, 89]. The aggregation function is first applied
on smaller non-overlapping subwindows to generate partial aggregation results. An-
other aggregation pass is applied on the partial results to generate the final results
for a window. Figure 5.3 shows the same example stream as before but with 2-
second non-overlapping subwindows: sw1, sw2, and sw3. In Hierarchical processing,
each subwindow uses Non-incremental processing to generate partial aggregation re-
sults. Note that although it is possible to perform Incremental processing on the
subwindows, we disregard this option because the subwindows are non-overlapping.
When executing the running example query Q1 on the example stream, sw1 will
have the following results 〈2,1,2〉, 〈2,2,2〉, 〈2,3,2〉, and 〈2,4,3〉, sw2 will have the
following results 〈4,1,12〉, 〈4,2,7〉, 〈4,3,5〉, and sw3 will have the following results
〈6,2,6〉, 〈6,3,5〉, 〈6,4,5〉. Note that the results of the subwindows are the synopses
needed to compute the final aggregation results. Since Q1 uses the non-holistic
sum aggregation function, the results are simply the sum of each group for each
subwindow. Other non-holistic and semi-holistic aggregation functions, e.g., average,
may need more information in the synopses.
The results from the subwindows are used to compute the final results of win-
dows W1 and W2. This second aggregation pass can use either Non-incremental or
Incremental processing, and the plans are termed Non-incremental Hierarchical and
Incremental Hierarchical respectively. For Non-incremental processing of W2, the
results of sw1 and sw2 are further grouped and summed. For Incremental processing
of W2, the results of sw1 form the minus tuples (M2) and the results of sw3 form the
plus tuples (P2). Holistic aggregation functions do not work well with any type of
Hierarchical processing because the aggregation results need all tuples of the window
and cannot be generated efficiently by combining results of the subwindows.
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Pros and cons of Hierarchical processing: At first glance, it may seem that
Hierarchical processing is always inefficient with respect to, say, single-pass Incre-
mental processing, because multiple passes of computation are needed per window.
However, Hierarchical processing has several interesting features:
• Efficient processing of semi-holistic functions is enabled because, by using Non-
incremental processing in both passes, minus tuples will never have to be pro-
cessed.
• Rich opportunities for parallel processing are created. Pipelined parallelism
within the grouping and aggregation operations enables the two aggregation
passes (subwindow processing Vs. window processing) to run concurrently.
Different (sub)windows can be processed in parallel. Partitioned parallelism
can be applied within (sub)windows.
• Efficient hybrid combinations of Incremental and Non-incremental processing
become possible. For example, Incremental processing can now be used by de-
fault even for semi-holistic functions like max. If the current max is part of the
minus tuples, then the query can temporarily switch to Non-incremental pro-
cessing over the appropriate subwindows’ results—not the data in the complete
window—to find the new max value efficiently.
Depending on query properties, the above features can give large gains. However,
there is a tradeoff in Hierarchical processing between the performance improvement
due to reusing subwindow results and the extra computational overhead for merging
partial results. The first aggregation pass may not reduce data sizes significantly for
input streams with a large domain size (recall Section 5.2), and could hurt perfor-
mance overall.
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5.3.3 Types of Parallelism
We describe three different ways to use parallelism in the execution of a windowed
aggregation query.
Pipelined: There are opportunities for inter-operator pipelining [1, 10, 31, 45]:
a window operation can run independently in a separate thread or task from the
grouping and aggregation operations. Similar to pipelined database query execu-
tion, output tuples of the window operation are fed into the grouping and aggregation
operations that are executing in parallel. Pipelined parallelism within a logical oper-
ation is also possible. For example, different passes of the grouping and aggregation
operation can be pipelined in Hierarchical processing.
Partitioned: Partitioned parallelism can be applied to window as well as grouping
and aggregation operations [5, 16, 25, 47, 80, 90]. Different parts of the input stream
that constitute a (sub)window can be read and processed in parallel by a set of
window operation tasks. The output tuples of all window tasks are then partitioned
on the grouping key K—e.g., using hash partitioning—and processed in parallel by
a set of grouping and aggregation tasks (which could use either Incremental or Non-
incremental processing). Note that such partitioning is possible because there is no
dependence among tuples belonging to different grouping keys.
Shuffled: Shuffled parallelism is a special case of partitioned parallelism where the
output tuples of the window tasks are first partitioned randomly (shuffled) across
a set of grouping and aggregation tasks [54, 113]. The processing done by these
grouping and aggregation tasks generates intermediate results (partial aggregates)
that are then partitioned on the grouping key K to a second set of grouping and
aggregation tasks that compute the final result. Similar to Hierarchical processing,
holistic aggregation functions do not work well with Shuffled parallelism because the
intermediate results cannot be combined efficiently to generate the final aggregation
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Table 5.1: A categorization of systems based on their properties.
Properties Systems
Centralized,
streaming
Aurora [2], DBToaster [3], Esper [37], Gigascope [33],
STREAM [15]
Distributed,
streaming
Aeolus [104], Borealis [1], Infosphere Streams [10], Microsoft
CEP [5], MapReduce Online [31], Muppet [68], NiagaraCQ [29],
Oracle CEP [90], S4 [86], SAP Sybase Event Stream Proces-
sor [103], StreamBase [114], StreamCloud [45], Storm [113], Tele-
graphCQ [25], Truviso [120]
Distributed,
repeated-
batch
Comet [49], Dryad [57], Facebook’s real-time analytics system [18],
Hadoop [47], Hive [54], MapReduce [35], Nephele [80], Oozie [89],
Spark [136], Spark Streaming [137]
result.
Pros and cons: Pipelined parallelism can lower the latency to produce query re-
sults. It also avoids writing tuples to disk. However, Pipelined parallelism cannot
be scaled to handle large window sizes and stream arrival rates as easily as Parti-
tioned parallelism. At the same time, Partitioned parallelism incurs overheads in
partitioning, network communication, and executing parallel tasks; which can result
in suboptimal performance on smaller windows.
While Shuffled parallelism needs multiple passes, it enables efficient parallel pro-
cessing in two (fairly common) cases where regular Partitioned parallelism can be
highly inefficient. First, highly skewed streams can lead to load imbalance when
partitioned directly on the grouping key. Second, a windowed aggregation query
may not have a Group By clause (e.g., a global aggregation on all tuples). Here,
Shuffled parallelism can alleviate the bottleneck by generating partial aggregation
results across parallel tasks before merging them in a single task to generate the
final aggregation results for a window.
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5.4 Execution Plan Space
The logical plans from Section 5.3 can be implemented in different systems. Moreover
recent work has claimed that the time has come and gone for the idea of “one size
fit all” to system design [73, 112], which is further reinforced by the number of
specialized continuous query systems currently available. Thus, the choice of system
is part of the execution plan space. We categorize the systems in two dimensions
(see Table 5.1 for examples).
• Centralized Vs. Distributed: Centralized systems are designed for ultra-fast
performance on a single node. These systems can only be scaled up (adding
more resources to the node) instead of being scaled out (adding more nodes
to the cluster). They usually have coarse-grained fault tolerance only, e.g.,
hot standby pairs or full system restart on failure. In contrast, distributed
systems are designed with easy scale out as the primary goal. They have built-
in mechanisms for partitioned processing, resource elasticity, and fine-grained
fault tolerance (e.g., automatically restarting failed tasks or replay processing
of tuples).
• Streaming Vs. Repeated-Batch: Streaming systems cater to low-latency re-
quirements by having continuously-running tasks that process tuples as they
arrive. Output tuples produced by an operator are pushed quickly to consumer
operators. The ability of streaming systems to respond quickly to tuple arrival
comes at the cost of per-tuple processing overheads. In contrast, batch systems
like parallel databases and MapReduce systems can be made to process con-
tinuous queries by running subqueries or jobs repeatedly on different subsets
of the input data stream. These subqueries/jobs are scheduled appropriately
using internal or external mechanisms. While batch processing avoids high
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per-tuple overheads and makes efficient use of CPU and I/O resources, the
added overhead of starting, stopping, and scheduling tasks is unsuitable for
low-latency requirements.
In this chapter, we focus on three continuous query systems: (i) Esper, a central-
ized streaming system [37]; (ii) Storm, a distributed streaming system [113]; and
(iii) Hadoop, a distributed repeated-batch system [47]. We found that these three
systems—which are all open-source and have been gaining significant traction in the
industry recently—together capture the broad spectrum of continuous query systems.
Next, we describe the execution plans supported by each system. The implemen-
tations of these plans adhere to the exact windowed aggregation query semantics
mentioned in Section 5.2. Moreover, we assume that streams come in “as is” (e.g., not
grouped), such that grouping must be applied after creating windows from streams,
and tuples in the input streams are already timestamped outside of the system (e.g.,
by the source), such that systems need not worry about time synchronization. We
continue to use our running example (see Figure 5.1) to illustrate the plans.
5.4.1 Esper: Centralized and Streaming
Esper is a centralized streaming system that supports four execution plans: Incre-
mental, Non-incremental, Incremental Hierarchical, and Non-incremental Hierarchi-
cal. In particular, plans with Partitioned parallelism are not supported because of
Esper’s centralized nature. Only inter-operator Pipelined parallelism is used.
Figures 5.4(a) and (b) show the respective implementations of Non-incremental
processing and Incremental processing of window W2 of the example stream. In
both figures, Esper logically has two separate pipelined operators: window operator
(labeled W) and grouping-aggregation operator (labeled GA). The input stream is
processed continuously. The W operator is responsible for extracting the correspond-
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Figure 5.4: Esper’s plans for (a) Non-incremental and (b) Incremental processing
for window W2 of the example stream.
ing tuples from the stream that are part of the current window and pushing these
tuples to the GA operator.
Because of their continuous execution of queries, streaming systems (both cen-
tralized and distributed) need a mechanism to distinguish tuples of one window
from those of another window. Our implementation uses punctuation tuples (la-
beled <PUNC> in all plan figures) to communicate window boundaries. For Non-
incremental processing, the GA operator performs grouping and aggregation as it
receives new tuples. When a punctuation tuple arrives, GA outputs the results for
the current window. The timestamp of the output tuples is set to the timestamp of
the punctuation tuple.
As described in Section 5.3, Incremental processing only processes plus (P2) and
minus (M2) tuples, rather than all tuples of a window. Thus, the GA operator needs
to identify these tuples. In our implementation, the W operator includes additional
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meta information to specify the type of a tuple (marked by “+” and “-” in all
plan figures involving Incremental processing). The synopsis needed in Incremental
processing is maintained in memory by the GA operator. For example, the GA
operator in Figure 5.4(b) shows the synopsis represented by the results of W1.
Figures 5.5(a) and (b) show the respective implementations of Non-incremental
Hierarchical and Incremental Hierarchical processing for window W2. The main
difference brought by Hierarchical processing is the addition of two more pipelined
operators (W and GA operators). The first set of W and GA operators are processing
the subwindows. (Due to space constraints, only the tuples for subwindows sw2 and
sw3 are shown.) The second set of W and GA operators use the output of the
subwindows to generate the final aggregation results for W2. Note that the second
W operator is responsible for performing the window operation on the results of the
subwindows. Although the processing for sw1 is not shown in the first set of W and
GA operators of the figure, for Incremental Hierarchical processing in Figure 5.5(b),
the second W operator collects the results of sw1, and then outputs these results as
minus tuples for W2.
5.4.2 Storm: Distributed and Streaming
Storm is a distributed streaming system that continuously runs topologies in a cluster.
Each topology is a graph of operators, where operators can be run using parallel tasks.
Storm also includes multiple mechanisms (e.g., hash partitioning and shuffling) to
distribute tuples across parallel tasks.
Storm’s implementation of Incremental and Non-incremental processing has three
differences from Esper: (i) use of multiple parallel tasks for the W and GA operators,
and (ii) use of Partitioned parallelism; and (iii) replication of punctuation tuples to
all tasks. Figure 5.6 shows the task-level illustration of Incremental processing with
Partitioned parallelism for window W2. Disjoint subsets of tuples from the input
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Figure 5.5: Esper’s plans for (a) Non-incremental and (b) Incremental Hierarchical
processing for window W2 of the example stream.
stream are processed by the parallel tasks of W. The output tuples are then pushed
to one of the parallel GA tasks. Partitioned parallelism is achieved by implementing
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Figure 5.6: Task-level illustration of a Storm topology performing Incremental
processing with Partitioned parallelism for window W2 of the example stream.
a function in each W task that performs hashing on the grouping key K to determine
the corresponding GA task to send the output tuple. Each GA task is responsible for
ensuring that tuples from different W tasks are grouped only for the same window. It
has to carefully merge and synchronize internally the input tuples it receives. Thus,
it maintains separate queues of input tuples for each W task and only generates ag-
gregation results when the same timestamped punctuation tuples (labeled <PUNC>
in the figure) from all W tasks have been received.
Figure 5.7 shows a task-level illustration of Incremental processing with Shuffled
followed by Partitioned parallelism of window W2. There are three operators:
window operator, GA operator for generating intermediate results, and another GA
operator for generating the final aggregation result per window; all of which are
executed by multiple parallel tasks. The W tasks randomly send the output tuples
to the GA tasks, instead of partitioning on the grouping key. The first set of GA tasks
hash on the grouping key to determine the next GA task to send the intermediate
results. All tasks handle the synchronization, merging, and grouping of tuples by
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Figure 5.7: Task-level illustration of a Storm topology performing Incremental
processing with Shuffled followed by Partitioned parallelism for window W2 of the
example stream.
maintaining separate queues of input tuples.
Note that the Incremental version of Shuffled followed by Partitioned parallelism
is slightly different from the implementation of Incremental Partitioned parallelism.
As before, the W tasks only output the plus and minus tuples. However, the first set
of GA tasks does not maintain any synopsis (e.g., aggregation results from previous
window). These tasks perform grouping and partial aggregation solely based on
the tuples they receive for that particular window. For example, consider the first
GA task on the right in Figure 5.7. For window W2, it receives 4 tuples: 〈1,4,3,−〉
and 〈5,2,6,+〉 from one W task, and 〈6,3,5,+〉 and 〈6,4,4,+〉 from the other W task.
For each group, aggregation is performed on the input tuples that results in the
following tuples: 〈6,2,6,+〉, 〈6,3,5,+〉, and 〈6,4,1,+〉. Each result is then sent to its
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corresponding next GA task, which applies the result to its synopsis (e.g., aggregation
result of window W1).
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Figure 5.8: Task-level illustration of a Storm topology performing Non-incremental
processing with Partitioned parallelism of the non-overlapping subwindows and then
using the partial aggregation results to perform Incremental processing with Parti-
tioned parallelism for window W2 of the example stream.
The Storm implementations for Incremental and Non-incremental Hierarchical
processing have some differences with those in Esper. Like in Esper, there are two
sets of window and grouping-aggregation operators. However, as with the other
Storm implementations, these operators use task-level parallelism and replicate the
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punctuation tuples across all tasks. Figure 5.8 shows the task-level illustration of
Incremental Hierarchical processing with partitioned parallelism forW2. The first set
of W and GA tasks processes the subwindows. In particular, the W tasks pull tuples
from the input stream and generate punctuation tuples for subwindows. For each
subwindow, the first set of GA tasks applies the aggregation function. The results
are pushed to the second set of W tasks which are responsible for keeping track of the
tuples that belong to the actual window specification of the windowed aggregation
query. For Incremental processing, the second set of W tasks only outputs the plus
and minus tuples (distinguished by the +/- label in the figure).
5.4.3 Hadoop: Distributed and Repeated-Batch
Hadoop is a distributed repeated-batch system that runs jobs composed of data-
parallel map and reduce tasks. It has a built-in mechanism that partitions, sorts,
and groups outputs of map tasks before sending as inputs to reduce tasks. In contrast
to the previous two systems, tasks are not running continuously but are scheduled
on the cluster by Hadoop’s task scheduler. Processing a window in Hadoop involves
executing one or more jobs. Moreover, Hadoop requires a control program for sub-
mitting jobs along with the information about the input dataset that each job should
process.
There is no window operator internally in a Hadoop job. Instead, the sequence
of the input stream that belongs to a window is set as part of the input datasets
of the Hadoop job by the control program. For Non-incremental processing with
Partitioned parallelism, a single Hadoop job is responsible for generating results of
each window. The map tasks simply set the grouping key K of each input tuple
as the map output key. The Hadoop framework then handles the partitioning and
grouping of the output of map tasks. The reduce tasks then apply the aggregation
function to each group.
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Figure 5.9: Task-level illustration of a Hadoop job performing Incremental pro-
cessing with Partitioned parallelism for window W2 of the example stream.
In contrast to Esper and Storm, the Hadoop implementation for Incremental
processing with Partitioned parallelism is different because the Hadoop framework
does not share memory state across jobs (i.e., each new job starts with a clean slate).
Figure 5.9 shows the implementation of Incremental processing with Partitioned
parallelism of window W2. Notice that the synopsis is also read as input by the map
tasks. Moreover, the control program must also set the input datasets of the job to
contain the plus (P2) and minus (M2) tuples for the current window. The map tasks
then tag each input tuple based on its type (+,-, or W1 in the figure). The reduce
tasks are then responsible for applying aggregation based on the plus (tuples with +
tag) and minus tuples (tuples with - tag) to the corresponding synopsis (tuples with
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W1 tag).
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Figure 5.10: Task-level illustration of a Hadoop job performing Incremental pro-
cessing with Shuffled parallelism and then another Hadoop job performing Incremen-
tal processing with Partitioned parallelism for window W2 of the example stream.
For plans with Shuffled followed by Partitioned parallelism, the implementation
contains two jobs. For Non-incremental processing, the first job randomly sends
the output tuples to the reduce tasks, which can be achieved by implementing a
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custom partitioning function in Hadoop. The reduce tasks then apply the aggregation
function to each group that they receive. The second job then uses the output of
the first job as input. Similar to the implementation of the Hadoop job for Non-
incremental processing, the map tasks of the second job only set the group key of
each input tuple as map output key. For each group, the reduce tasks generate the
final aggregation results of the window.
While the plus tuples, minus tuples, and synopsis are set as input to the job
for the implementation of Incremental processing with Partitioned parallelism, only
plus and minus tuples are set as input to the first job of Incremental processing with
Shuffled followed by Partitioned parallelism (see the inputs labeled P2 andM2 of the
first job in Figure 5.10). The map tasks tag the input tuples as either + or - and then
randomly distribute the tuples to the reduce tasks. For each group that the reduce
tasks receive, the aggregation function is applied. The second job then uses these
results and the synopsis (results of the previous window) as inputs. The map tasks
tag the input tuple appropriately as + or W1. The reduce tasks then generate the
final aggregation results by applying tuples to their corresponding synopsis (tuples
with W1 tag).
For Hierarchical processing, each subwindow is processed by a separate job. The
outputs of these jobs are then used by another job to generate the aggregation results
of its corresponding window. As mentioned in Section 5.3, subwindows and windows
can be pipelined. In our implementation, pipelining happens for job submissions.
Specifically, jobs for processing subwindows are submitted to the Hadoop cluster
only based on the availability of the input stream and does not have to wait for the
jobs that are processing windows. Similarly, if all subwindow results for a particular
window are available, then the corresponding job is submitted.
Figure 5.11 shows the task-level implementations of Hadoop jobs for Incremental
Hierarchical processing with Partitioned parallelism. The control program has to
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Figure 5.11: Task-level illustration of Hadoop jobs for Incremental Hierarchical
processing with Partitioned parallelism of window W2.
properly set the corresponding results of the subwindow jobs and previous window
job as plus tuples, minus tuples, and synopsis. For the W2 job, the results of sw1 job
are set as M2, the results of sw2 job are set as P2, and the results of the W1 job are
set as the synopsis.
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5.5 Cost-based Optimization
The previous section described the execution plan space for windowed aggregation
queries. In this section, we describe the design and implementation of Cyclops,
which is a cost-based optimizer that picks the best execution plan—which is the
combination of logical plan and execution engine that gives minimum cost—to run
the query. Internally, our optimizer has a Bootstrap module, What-if engine, and
Optimization module.
Bootstrap: The goal of the Bootstrap module is to generate training data that can
be used to learn cost models for the various execution plans. It currently supports
a total of 16 different execution plans based on the various combinations of logical
plan and system described in Section 5.4. Moreover, the aggregation function can
be a black-box (i.e., user-defined aggregate or UDA). It is natural to expect that the
cost model for sum aggregation will be different from the cost model for a complex
UDA. Thus, a cost model is generated for each unique combination of aggregation
function and execution plan. A couple of points are noteworthy. If the aggregation
function is holistic or semi-holistic, then not all 16 execution plans are valid for that
function. (If nothing is known about a UDA, then the optimizer assumes for safety
that the UDA is holistic.) Also, the Bootstrap module needs to be run only once for
a given back-end cluster, usually, when the aggregation function is developed by a
user.
The metric of cost for an execution plan is the plan’s latency l, namely, the
average time to process a window. For modeling the cost of any plan, we first use
our domain knowledge to identify the variables that can affect the plan’s cost. These
variables can be derived from the properties mentioned in Section 5.2 and include
the amount of data processed per window, the number of unique groups per window,
and the skew in the distribution of tuples within these groups.
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The amount of data processed per window, n, can be estimated from the Slide
s, Range r, and arrival rate a. For plans with Non-incremental processing, n =
r × a. For plans with Incremental processing, n = 2 × s × a. For plans with
Hierarchical processing, n = s × a in the first aggregation pass which is always
Non-incremental. The number of unique groups is determined by the domain size
property u. We currently model the skew in the data distribution across groups as
a Zipfian distribution with skew factor z, where z = 0 means uniformly distributed
data. Thus, the cost model has the form l = f(n, z, u) with three input variables
and one output variable.
In order to build the cost model for any given aggregation function, the Bootstrap
module first generates training data by running and recording the latency l to process
a window for various property values of n, z, and u of each valid plan. After the
training data is generated, a cost model function l = f(n, z, u) is learned from the
data. We currently use linear regression. We would like to point out that the design
is general and extensible, so other modeling or regression techniques can be added
in the future.
What-If Engine: The What-if engine maintains the cost models generated by the
Bootstrap module. During optimization, the What-if engine estimates the latency
of a given plan using the appropriate model. It accepts as inputs the Slide, Range,
skew factor, number of unique groups, arrival rate parameters, type of aggregation
function, and the query plan. The What-if engine first uses one of the three previ-
ously mentioned equations to convert the window properties to the amount of data
processed in a window. It then uses the corresponding model of the given plan to
generate the estimated latency.
Optimization: Given a windowed aggregation query, the optimization module first
enumerates the valid execution plans. It then uses the What-if engine to estimate
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the cost of each valid plan, and picks the plan with the minimum cost.
5.6 Experiments
In our experiments, we use a cluster of 11 m1.xlarge Amazon EC2 nodes. The
respective master processes of Hadoop and Storm are run on one of the nodes, and
the worker processes are run on the remaining 10 nodes. Esper, being centralized,
runs on a single m1.xlarge node. Streams are stored in and read from a distributed
fast read-write store (Hadoop Distributed File System) on the cluster.
5.6.1 Methodology
We have two primary goals in our evaluation. The first goal is to empirically study
the execution plan space to understand the situations under which each plan can
dominate the others. With this goal, we study and show different aspects of the
plan space (Sections 5.6.2, 5.6.3, 5.6.4, 5.6.5, and 5.6.6). We want to bring out
the complexity of selecting one plan over another plan, thus motivating Cyclops’s
ability to automatically find a good execution plan for a given windowed aggregation
query. The second goal is to study the effectiveness of Cyclops’ cost-based optimizer
to find plans that are either the best or close to the best under any given scenario
(Section 5.6.7). We use the non-holistic sum aggregation function throughout because
all the 16 plans described in Section 5.4 are valid plans for non-holistic aggregations.
Our methodology is as follows:
1. For the experiments related to the first goal, we vary one query property (e.g.,
Range, Slide, arrival rate, skew factor, domain size) at a time, while keeping
the others constant. We compare the performance of relevant subsets of the
plan space. We then evaluate the performance of the execution plan space on
representative queries with multiple varying properties.
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2. For the second goal, we first evaluate the accuracy of the What-if engine by
comparing the actual and estimated performance of plans for a number of win-
dowed aggregation queries. We then evaluate the performance improvements
achieved by Cyclops.
We use latency and/or throughput as performance metrics. Latency is defined as
the average time to process a window. Throughput is defined as the total time to
process a fixed amount of the stream (e.g., time to process x seconds worth of an input
stream). We summarize the insights learned from the experiments in Section 5.6.8.
5.6.2 Comparison of Systems
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Figure 5.12: The latency of Esper, Storm, and Hadoop for different stream arrival
rates. The Storm and Hadoop plans include Partitioned parallelism.
We will first show that none of the three systems—Esper, Storm, and Hadoop—
dominates the others in all situations. In this experiment, we ran a windowed ag-
gregation query with a Range and Slide of 500 seconds. The input stream has a
domain size of 100 thousand with uniform distribution. We first obtained the best
plan of each system, which is the corresponding execution plan with the lowest
latency on each system. We then compared the latency of the best plans across
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systems, which is Non-incremental processing with Pipelined parallelism for Esper
and Non-incremental processing with Partitioned parallelism for Storm and Hadoop.
We varied the arrival rate up to 1 million tuples/second so that 500-second window
sizes go up to half a billion tuples.
Figure 5.12 shows the latency versus arrival rate plot for this experiment. We
split the plot into two pieces to clearly show the difference in latency of the systems.
Note that the Y-axis of the arrival rate between 0 and 10 thousand tuples per second
is in logarithmic scale. Note that no system always outperforms the others.
On the lower end of the arrival rate spectrum, Esper outperforms Storm and
Hadoop. The reason is that Esper can utilize resources efficiently and does not
have the overheads needed to support scalability (e.g., task scheduling, network
communication). As the arrival rate is increased, the average window size increases;
thereby increasing the compute and memory needs. Here, Storm’s distributed nature,
while still doing in-memory processing, enables it to outperform the others. However,
as the arrival rate increases even further as shown in Figure 5.12(b), Hadoop performs
the best because of its ability to use both CPU and I/O resources effectively and to
avoid the per-tuple overheads found in the other two systems.
If the latency (average time to process a window) is greater than the Slide, then
the system will not be able to keep up with the arrival rate. With each slide, the
system will fall further behind with the query execution. Note from Figure 5.12 that,
for an arrival rate of 1 million tuples per second, only Hadoop can keep the latency
below the Slide of 500 seconds.
5.6.3 Comparison of Incremental and Non-Incremental Processing
This section studies the performance tradeoffs between Incremental and Non-incremental
processing. In particular, whether there are cases of one type of processing outper-
forming the other. In this experiment, we have a windowed aggregation query with
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Figure 5.13: The throughput (Figures 5.13(a, c, and e)) and the latency (Fig-
ures 5.13(b, d, and f)) of Non-incremental and Incremental processing implemen-
tations of Esper, Storm, and Hadoop with different Slide. The Storm and Hadoop
implementations include Partitioned parallelism.
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a Range of 500 seconds. The stream has an arrival rate of 100 thousand tuples per
second and a domain size of 100 thousand with uniform distribution. We varied the
Slide of the query from 10 seconds to 500 seconds.
Figures 5.13(a, c, and e) show the throughput for processing 2500 seconds worth
of input stream data on Esper, Storm, and Hadoop, respectively. As expected, with
smaller Slide, Non-incremental processing takes a longer time to process the whole
stream because, for each window, it has to process all tuples in the Range (500
seconds worth of tuples). In contrast, incremental processing only has to process the
plus and minus tuples, which is determined by the Slide property. However, with
large Slide (e.g., Slide of 500 seconds in the figure), Incremental processing performs
worse because it has to process each tuple twice per window, once as a plus tuple
and the other time as a minus tuple.
The result for Hadoop (Figure 5.13(e)) is also interesting because Non-incremental
processing outperforms incremental processing earlier in the plot (at the point of 125
second Slide). Even though with 125 second Slide, the number of tuples to process
per window incrementally is smaller than to process non-incrementally (250 thou-
sand tuples vs 500 thousand tuples), it still performs worse. The main reason is that
windows are non-continuously executed in Hadoop (i.e., new jobs for each window).
Thus, to incrementally process a new window of a query, the job also has to read the
synopsis as input (e.g., output of the previous job).
Figures 5.13(b, d, and f) show the latency for Incremental and Non-incremental
processing on the three systems. Regardless of Slide, Non-incremental processing is
constant because each window has to process all the tuples in the Range. On the
other hand, the number of tuples to process a window for Incremental processing is
dependent on the the Slide property.
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Figure 5.14: The latency of Partitioned parallelism and Shuffled followed by Par-
titioned parallelism of Storm and Hadoop for different skew factors.
5.6.4 Comparison of Partitioned Parallelism and Shuffled Parallelism
In this experiment, we are interested in comparing the performance of Partitioned
parallelism and Shuffled parallelism and whether the behavior is comparable across
different systems. We ran a windowed aggregation query with Range and Slide of
1000 seconds. The input stream has a domain size of 1 million and arrival rate of
100 thousand tuples per second. We varied the skew factor of the stream from 0
(uniform) to 2.5 (Zipfian distribution skew). For each system, we used the best plan
(Non-incremental processing) with both types of parallelism.
Figure 5.14 shows the latency versus skew factor plot of Partitioned parallelism
and Shuffled followed by Partitioned parallelism on Storm and Hadoop. In both
systems, as the skew increases, the difference in performance between Partitioned
and Shuffled followed by Partitioned increases. In particular, the benefits of first
randomly shuffling the tuples is proportional to the skew in the input stream. On
a uniformly distributed stream, shuffling tuples is actually a wasted computation,
which results in higher latency than Partitioned parallelism. It is also interesting
that the cross-over point between plans happens earlier in Storm than Hadoop, which
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makes the choice of choosing one plan over another depend on the system used. The
pattern of decrease in latency from a uniformly distributed to a skewed distributed
stream can be attributed to the size of the synopsis maintained for processing (i.e.,
a highly skewed stream will have smaller number of groups in a window).
5.6.5 Comparison of Incremental and Hierarchical Processing
We are interested in comparing the performance of Incremental processing and the
two Hierarchical processing plans. We use Incremental processing as our baseline
for comparing with Hierarchical processing plans because they all share the goal of
reusing work (e.g., processing only the differences for Incremental processing and
processing subwindows for Hierarchical processing). Thus, we ran a windowed ag-
gregation query with a Range of 500 seconds and the input stream has an arrival
rate of 100 thousand tuples per second that is uniformly distributed across a domain
size of 1 million. We varied the Slide from 10 to 250 seconds.
Figures 5.15(a, c, and e) show the latency per window of each plans on the three
systems. As expected, for Esper, the plans with Hierarchical processing perform
worse than incremental processing. This is due to the fact that with Hierarchical
processing, there are more operators at work and more tuples (i.e, intermediate re-
sults) that need to be maintained (1 million groups per subwindow). For Storm and
Hadoop, the Hierarchical plans actually perform better, especially for large Slide.
The reason is that Partitioned parallelism in these systems reduces the amount of
data maintained per node. Moreover, there is a batching effect happening in Hierar-
chical processing where input tuples for non-overlapping subwindows are aggregated
and reused to generate the aggregation results of each window. As mentioned previ-
ously, Hierarchical processing also enables pipelining within operations. Specifically,
the operators processing the subwindows are not blocked (or dependent) on the
operators processing the windows. They are continuously processing the incoming
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Figure 5.15: The latency per window of Incremental processing, Incremental Hi-
erarchical processing, and Non-incremental Hierarchical processing implementations
of Esper, Storm, and Hadoop with different Slide on an input stream with domain
size of 1 million (a, c, and e) and 100 thousand (b, d, and f), respectively. The Storm
and Hadoop implementations include Partitioned parallelism.
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streams and generating results for the subwindows.
To verify this hypothesis, as shown in Figures 5.15(b, d, and f), we also ran the
same experiment on an input stream with a smaller domain size (100 thousand).
The plans with Hierarchical processing on Esper now perform slightly better than
Incremental processing. Both Storm and Hadoop show similar performance improve-
ments of Hierarchical processing over incremental processing as before, which can be
attributed to the fact that the amount of data per node is already small in both
experiments. We further ran Esper on a stream with a domain size of only 100.
The result indicated even more substantial improvement of latency of the Hierarchi-
cal plans (around 126 seconds) over Incremental processing (around 235 seconds).
Thus, there are tradeoffs based on the properties of the input stream that make one
plan better than the other plans.
5.6.6 Plan Space Characterization
Whereas we empirically compared the plan space by varying a single query property
in the previous sections, we are also interested in comparing the logical plan space
within and across each system on different queries with multiple varying query prop-
erties. We use four representative windowed aggregation queries for the experiments
in this section and the properties of the queries are shown in Table 5.2 (labeled a, b,
c, and d). We ran all 16 possible plans on each of these queries.
Figure 5.16 shows the latencies of all plans on the four queries (for now focus on
the vertical axis that is labeled Actual Latency). It can be clearly seen in the figure
that there is a large difference in latencies in the plan space. The ratio of the worst
overall plan (highest latency) to the best overall plan (lowest latency) ranges from 5
to 76. Table 5.3 also breaks down the best and worst plan within each system. Even
within each system, the ratio of worst to best plan can be large. At worst, Esper has
a ratio of 4 for query d, Storm has a ratio of 9 for query d, and Hadoop has a ratio
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Table 5.2: The properties of the four windowed aggregation queries.
Query
Slide Range Skew Factor Domain Size Arrival Rate
a 100s 300s 0 500K 100K
b 240s 480s 0.5 10M 62.5K
c 200s 200s 1 1M 125K
d 40s 160s 1.5 100M 250K
Table 5.3: The latencies of the best plan and worst plan on each system, and the
latency of Cyclop’s chosen plan, when running the four windowed aggregation queries
(refer to Table 5.2).
Esper Storm Hadoop Cyclops
Best
Plan
Worst
Plan
Best
Plan
Worst
Plan
Best
Plan
Worst
Plan
Chosen
Plan
a 286s 445s 151s 506s 77s 183s 97s
b 104s 149s 421s 1038s 108s 171s 108s
c 84s 160s 341s 2481s 129s 183s 146s
d 31s 126s 271s 2446s 89s 168s 32s
of 2.3 for query a.
The experiment results show that using the wrong plan for running a windowed
aggregation query can result in vastly suboptimal performance. Moreover, our anal-
ysis indicates that the best and worst plans for each system can be different, which
further reinforces the complexity of selecting one plan over the another plan. For
example in query b, Esper’s best and worst plans are Incremental Hierarchical pro-
cessing with Pipelined parallelism and Non-incremental processing with Pipelined
parallelism, respectively. Storm’s best and worst plans are Non-incremental pro-
cessing with Shuffled parallelism and Non-incremental processing with Partitioned
parallelism, respectively. Hadoop’s best and worst plans are Non-incremental Hi-
erarchical processing with Partitioned parallelism and Incremental processing with
Shuffled parallelism, respectively. Finally, our results also show that the performance
of the logical plans can overlap across different systems.
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Figure 5.16: The actual vs estimated (by the What-if engine of Cyclops) latency
of different execution plans on four windowed aggregation queries.
5.6.7 Analysis of Cyclops
The complexity of the plan space motivates the need for automatically selecting a
good plan. In this section, we evaluate the performance of Cyclops.
We ran the bootstrap module with the following input values for the amount of
data in a window n ={100 thousand, 1 million, 10 million, 50 million} tuples, skew
factor z ={0, .5, 1.5}, and domain size u ={100 thousand, 10 million, 100 million}
to generate a cost model for each plan.
Figure 5.16 shows the scatter plot of the actual and estimated (by the What-
if engine) latency for the 16 plans on the queries shown in Table 5.2. Ideally the
points should fall on the solid line. The inaccuracies can be attributed to regression
error. However, note that there is still a clear identification of plans with the best
and worst performance (the cluster of top best plan performances is marked by the
dotted circle). For the task of choosing a good plan, as opposed to exact latency
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prediction for all plans, this level of accuracy works reasonably well.
Table 5.3 also shows the latency of the best plan, worst plan, and Cyclops’ chosen
plan for each query. In particular, the latency of Cyclops’ chosen plan for the four
queries is relatively close to the latency of the best plan. The error is usually small
and can be reduced further by generating more observations to train the cost models.
The table also shows that Cyclops is able to achieve between 5-76X speedup over
the worst plan. Such speedups clearly motivate the need for Cyclops because the
majority of users do not have a deep understanding of the plans and engines for
executing queries; and may end up choosing plans that are vastly suboptimal.
5.6.8 Summary
We summarize the observations from our experiments in the following list.
• No one type of system completely dominates the other types of systems.
• Non-incremental processing provides performance stability, regardless of the
size of the Slide. In contrast, the performance of Incremental processing is
dependent on the size of the Slide.
• Shuffled parallelism provides more performance stability as the skew of the
stream increases (i.e., the latency remains roughly constant). In contrast, the
performance without shuffled parallelism degrades sharply as the skew of the
stream increases.
• For Hierarchical processing, there is a tradeoff between the size of the par-
tial results and the extra work from applying multiple passes of aggregation.
Performance improvement over Non-hierarchical processing is substantial with
small partial results. On the other hand, on large partial results, the extra work
from applying multiple passes of aggregation can result in worse performance
than Non-hierarchical processing.
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• The performance crossover point between plans can vary depending on the type
of system.
• Training data to build cost models of the plan space can produce reasonable
estimations of plan performance.
5.7 Related Work
Query Plan Space: To our knowledge, we are the first to systematically charac-
terize the full execution plan space for windowed aggregation queries. One of the
reasons that allowed us to explore the full space is that we consider all types of sys-
tems, which does not restrict the choice of plans. Nevertheless as we have described
in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, there is related work that has discussed or explored a subset
of the full space.
SECRET [20] proposes a model for comparing the underlying query semantics of
different stream processing systems, which is orthogonal to the goals of this chap-
ter of characterizing the execution plan space for the query semantics described in
Section 5.2.
Windowed aggregation (any continuous query for that matter) can be consid-
ered as a special case of materialized view maintenance. Incremental processing was
described by Gupta et al. [46], in the context of incremental view maintenance in
database systems. Palpanas et al. [95] describes incremental view maintenance on
different types of aggregation functions. More recently, REX [85] used Incremen-
tal processing, which they called delta-based computation, for processing iterative
queries.
The pane-based approach [72] to processing windowed aggregation queries falls
under the Hierarchical processing dimension of the logical plan space. Recent work
on distributed repeated-batch systems have also used the hierarchical approach to
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processing continuous queries [49, 79]. For example, Comet [49] automatically splits
a query into subqueries and reuses results of previous subqueries to generate query
results.
A subset of the choice of parallelism has also been discussed by a number of pa-
pers. For example, Backman et al. [16] describes the usage and replication of punctu-
ation tuples for partitioned parallelism in distributed streaming systems. Pipelined
and partitioned parallelism are natively supported and can easily be used in most
of the systems we have previously mentioned (e.g., [1, 10, 25]). Moreover, Hive [54]
has native support for Shuffled parallelism. However, as with the other choices in
the full plan space, none of this work has empirically or analytically compared the
tradeoffs of one choice over the others for executing windowed aggregation queries.
Systems: As Table 5.1 shows, there is a wide range of systems that can execute
continuous queries. Designing and implementing a new continuous query system is
orthogonal to the goals of this work. Rather, the dimensions that categorize the
systems are part of the full execution plan space for continuous queries. As we
showed in Section 5.6.2, no one type of system always outperforms all the other
systems. Our recent position paper [73] also made this case and called for the need
to manage these systems in a unifying management system, called DBMS+.
Cost-based Optimization: There is research work related to the overall goals of
Cyclops. MaxStream [19] is a middleware platform that integrates stream processing
systems, but lacks a cost-based optimizer for selecting the most suitable plan and
system. Although focusing on queries on sensor networks, the ASPEN project [78]
has a federated optimizer for optimizing queries across different systems, but lacks
support for orchestration and management of queries. In contrast, Cyclops generates
training data and uses regression techniques to build models for the plan space; which
is extensible and avoids challenges of reconciling the cost metrics obtained from each
system’s optimizer. Cyclops directly uses the systems without requiring an engine-
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specific What-if Engine or cost-based optimizer. Most of the newer systems like
Storm and Hadoop lack these modules anyway.
5.8 Conclusions
Windowed aggregation queries represent an important class of continuous queries
that has a wide range of applications. However, the execution plan space for these
queries is complex. We systematically characterize the plan space by first describing
three dimensions that comprise the logical plan space: i) Incremental Vs. Non-
incremental processing, ii) Hierarchical processing, and iii) the type of parallelism.
The execution plan space includes the choice of system, which can be described
as i) centralized Vs. distributed processing, and ii) streaming Vs. repeated-batch
execution. We provide implementations of the execution plans on Esper, Storm,
and Hadoop, which capture the broad spectrum of systems found in the backend
tier of data-intensive services, and also describe query and stream properties that
affect performance. A comprehensive experimental evaluation shows the interesting
tradeoffs in the plan space. Finally, we describe the design and implementation
Cyclops, a cost-based optimizer that picks a good plan for executing a windowed
aggregation query.
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6Conclusions and Future Work
As we have described in Section 1, data-intensive services are comprise of multi-
ple complex systems, which currently requires careful management from application
developers and system administrators. This dissertation outlined our contributions
toward automatically managing the workloads of data-intensive services. We have
categorized the systems found and used in a typical data-intensive service into three
tiers: display tier, storage tier, and analytics tier (refer to Figure 1.1). We presented
automated workload management solutions in each of these tiers.
Display Tier: For stateless systems deployed in the cloud, such as clustered Web
servers, workload can be managed through dynamic provisioning of resources. We
introduced a new control policy, called proportional thresholding, which addresses the
challenges posed by cloud providers, such as coarse-grained actuators (i.e., resources
are defined in terms of virtual machines with fixed configurations).
Storage Tier: Elastore automatically manages the workload of storage systems
typically found in the storage tier by dynamically provisioning storage nodes. It
coordinates two controllers: Horizontal Scale Controller for managing the size of the
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cluster, and Data Rebalance Controller for ensuring data is always balanced across
the cluster, to ensure that the managed storage system achieves its service level
objective, while still being resource efficient.
Analytics Tier: Stubby automatically optimizes batch data-parallel workflows in
a cost-based manner. We characterized the large plan space for transforming the
workflows. Stubby works with any number of interfaces for generating workflows
and can efficiently search through the transformation plan space to apply the set of
transformations that results in minimum workflow execution time.
Similarly, we have also characterized the execution plan space for another impor-
tant type of workload running in this tier: continuous data-parallel workflows. By
studying this type of workload, we have developed Cyclops, which is a cost-based
optimizer that can select the most suitable plan. Since it is also common to have
multiple systems running in the analytics tier [84], Cyclops also selects the most
suitable system for executing a given continuous workflow.
While this dissertation has shown that with the right sets of policies and mech-
anisms, data-intensive services can be managed automatically to ensure that work-
loads are running at an acceptable level of performance, there are still a number of
challenges that need to be addressed in order to have a fully integrated end-to-end
workload management solution. We now list possible future research directions.
• In this dissertation, we assumed that fine-grained resources are not shared
across different systems of data-intensive services. Specifically, a virtual ma-
chines instance from the cloud run a specific system, which results in coarse-
grained resource partitioning of cluster resources. However, there is now an
emerging trend to run multiple systems on the same cluster resources using
platforms that can balance resource sharing and isolation [53, 131], which pose
new challenges, such as minimizing performance interference across different
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systems, and finding the optimal fine-grained resource allocations for all sys-
tems.
• How the data is stored and accessed by systems can affect the performance of
workload, which presents an interesting future research direction. There are
recent work that has made accessing data on systems more efficient, e.g., col-
umn stores on HDFS and serialization formats for storing structured data [100].
Moreover, a number of systems can now utilize different types of resources to
store data [136]. Depending on the workload requirements, one choice of layout
of data may be better than another. There is thus an opportunity to automati-
cally find the best layout of data that are globally optimal for the systems that
comprise data-intensive services.
• As mentioned in a recent paper [73], there are a number of specialized sys-
tems built over the years. Often times, these systems can run the same type
of workload, albeit with different performance implications. It is a challenge
to determine which systems to include for a particular data-intensive service
because as we have shown in Chapter 5, the performance cross-over points are
not clear cut. It would be interesting to develop a methodology or benchmark
to characterize and categorize systems across different types of workload and
workload requirements. This can then help administrators to systematically
decide which systems to include for their services.
• In this dissertation, we developed controllers and optimizers for managing work-
loads in each specific tier. However, workloads in each tier interacts with each
other. For example, the results of workloads processed in the analytics tier
are used by the display tier. A fully integrated end-to-end solution require
coordination of each management systems to ensure that choices made do not
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interfere with each other. It is a research challenge to determine the acceptable
level of coordination required to achieve the workload requirements.
• We focused on performance as the metric for workload management. However,
data-intensive services usually have multiple (possibly complex) requirements.
Other requirements include availability, consistency, and cost. In this case,
managing workloads now involves comparing choices across multiple dimen-
sions.
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Appendix A
Additional Details on Stubby
A.1 Proof of Intra-job Vertical Packing Transformation
We present a formal proof by contradiction to show that the preconditions for a plan
P along with the postconditions for a plan P ′ are sufficient to ensure P is equivalent
to P ′ during an intra-job vertical packing transformation.
Proof.
1. Given: Let jp be the producer job, jc the consumer job, Rp the reduce function
of the producer job, Mc the map function of the consumer job, Rc the reduce
function of the consumer job, p the initial plan satisfying preconditions, and
P ′ the generated plan satisfying postconditions.
2. Assume: P is not equivalent to P ′. Since the intra-job vertical packing transfor-
mation will remove the shuffle phase—and hence, the sorting and partitioning—
from the consumer job jc, the non-equivalence can occur in one of two ways:
(a) two (or more) key-value pairs with the same key jc.K2 = k appear in the
input of Rc of two (or more) tasks in job jc in plan P
′, or (b) two (or more)
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key-value pairs with the same key jc.K2 = k appear in two (or more) different
groups in the input of Rc of a task in job jc in plan P
′.
3. First, consider two key-value pairs with the same key jc.K2 = k that appear
as input to Rc for two different tasks in job jc in plan P
′.
4. The precondition states that Mc can output a key-value pair with jc.K2 = k
only from one or more key-value pairs with jc.K2 = k given as input to the
reduce function Rp of jp. Hence, all key-value pairs with the same key jc.K2 = k
that appear in the input of Rc of more than one tasks of jc of plan P
′ must be
from the output of Mp of any map task of jp.
5. The first postcondition (i.e., setting the partition function of jp) for P
′ ensures
that all key-value pairs with key jc.K2 = k are shuffled to a single task of Rp.
6. The second postcondition ensures that the entire output of a single Rp is read
by a single task of Mc and, consequently, consumed by the chained Rc.
7. It follows from Step 6 that all key-value pairs with key jc.K2 = k will reach a
single Rc, which contradicts the statement in Step 3.
8. Second, consider two key-value pairs with the same key jc.K2 = k that appear
in two different groups in the input of Rc of a single task in job jc in plan P
′.
9. Using the precondition mentioned in Step 4, key-value pairs with the same key
jc.K2 = k that appear in the input of Rc of a single task in plan P
′ must be
from the output of Mp of any map task of jp.
10. The first postcondition for P ′ ensures that key-value pairs with the same key
jc.K2 = k are sorted and grouped together. Hence, a single group containing
all key-value pairs with the same key jc.K2 = k are given as a single input to
Rp.
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11. The second postcondition ensures that the entire output of a single Rp is read
by a single task of Mc and, consequently, consumed by the chained Rc.
12. It follows from Step 11 that all key-value pairs with key jc.K2 = k will reach a
single Rc in the same group, which contradicts the statement in Step 8.
13. Both Steps 3 and 8 have lead to the corresponding contradictions in Steps 7
and 12. Therefore, the original assumption that P is not equivalent to P ′ leads
to contradictions.
This completes the proof.
A.2 Pig Latin Queries Used in the Experiments
Information Retrieval:
REGISTER stubby udf s . j a r
words = LOAD ’/ randomtext ’ USING PigStorage ( ’\ t ’ ) AS ( docid ,
wordid ) ;
−− Calcu la te the f r equency o f word per doc
doc id word id = GROUP words BY ( docid , wordid ) ;
word f req indoc = FOREACH docid word id GENERATE FLATTEN( group ) ,
COUNT(words ) as word count per doc ;
−− Calcu la te the t o t a l words per doc
groupedbydocid = GROUP word f req indoc BY docid ;
wordcounts fordoc = FOREACH groupedbydocid GENERATE group as docid
, FLATTEN( word f req indoc . ( wordid , word count per doc ) ) AS (
wordid , word count per doc ) , SUM( word f req indoc .
word count per doc ) AS word count s f o r doc ;
−− Calcu la te the number o f docs that has the word
groupedbywordid = GROUP wordcounts fordoc by wordid ;
docfreqbywordid = FOREACH groupedbywordid GENERATE group as
wordid , FLATTEN( wordcounts fordoc . ( docid , word count per doc ,
word count s f o r doc ) ) AS ( docid , word count per doc ,
word count s f o r doc ) , COUNT( wordcounts fordoc ) AS
doc f r eq by word ;
−− Calcu la te TF−IDF
t f i d f = FOREACH docfreqbywordid GENERATE wordid , docid , edu . duke
. stubby . p ig . ud f s .TFIDF( word count per doc , word counts for doc
, 1000L , doc f r eq by word ) AS t f i d f ;
STORE t f i d f INTO ’/ t f i d f ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
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Social Network Analysis:
REGISTER stubby udf s . j a r
paper author = LOAD ’/ paperauthor ’ USING PigStorage ( ’\ t ’ ) AS (
paper id : long , author id : i n t ) ;
−− Create paper−author grouping
groupedbypaper = GROUP paper author BY paper id ;
−− Count the f r equency o f au thorpa i r s
authorpai r = FOREACH groupedbypaper GENERATE $0 AS paperid ,
FLATTEN( edu . duke . stubby . p ig . ud f s .AUTHORPAIR( $1 ) ) AS
author pa i r ;
groupedbyauthorpair = GROUP authorpai r by au thor pa i r ;
pa i r coun t = FOREACH groupedbyauthorpair GENERATE group AS
author pai r , COUNT( authorpai r ) AS count ;
−− Get the top 20 pa i r s
o rder ed au thorpa i r = ORDER pa i r coun t BY count DESC;
top20 = LIMIT order ed au thorpa i r 20 ;
STORE top20 INTO ’/ coauthor ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
Log Analysis:
rank ings = LOAD ’/ complex/ rankings ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ | ’ ) AS ( u r l
: chararray , page rank : f l o a t , durat ion ) ;
u s e r v i s i t s = LOAD ’/ complex/ u s e r v i s i t s ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ | ’ ) AS
( u r l : chararray , ip , v i s i t d a t e : chararray , ad revenue : f l o a t ,
u ser agent , country , lang code , search , durat ion ) ;
−−join by u r l and a l s o f i l t e r by date
f i l t e r e d u s e r v i s i t s = FILTER u s e r v i s i t s BY v i s i t d a t e >= ’1974
−1−1’ AND v i s i t d a t e <= ’1974−7−1 ’ ;
r a n k i n g s u s e r v i s i t s = j o i n rank ings BY url , f i l t e r e d u s e r v i s i t s
BY u r l ;
−− get the sum of ad revenue and average o f page rank , grouped by
IP
groupedbyip = GROUP r an k i n g s u s e r v i s i t s BY ip ;
pagerank revenue = FOREACH groupedbyip GENERATE group AS ip , AVG(
$1 . page rank ) As avg pagerank , SUM( $1 . ad revenue ) AS
sum revenue ;
−−get the top revenue
ordered pagerank revenue = ORDER pagerank revenue BY sum revenue
desc ;
top = LIMIT ordered pagerank revenue 1 ;
STORE top INTO ’/ complex/ r e s u l t s ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
Web Graph Analysis:
REGISTER stubby udf s . j a r
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rank ings = LOAD ’/ pagerank / rankings ’ USING PigStorage ( ’\ t ’ ) AS (
pageid : in t , rank : double ) ;
pages = LOAD ’/ pagerank /pages ’ USING PigStorage ( ’\ t ’ ) AS ( pageid :
in t , o u t l i n k s : charar ray ) ;
−− Join Rankings and pages by pageid
j o i n ed t ab l e = COGROUP rank ings BY pageid , pages BY pageid ;
−− emit each outgoing l i n k s
ou t l i n k t ab l e = FOREACH j o i n ed t ab l e GENERATE $0 AS pageid ,
FLATTEN( edu . duke . stubby . p ig . ud f s .OUTGOINGLINKS( $2 ) ) AS
ou t l i n k i d : chararray , edu . duke . stubby . p ig . ud f s .INTERMRANK( $1 ,
$2 ) AS interm rank ;
−− group by ou t l i n k i d
ou t l i n k t ab l e b y ou t i d = GROUP ou t l i n k t ab l e BY ou t l i n k i d ;
new ranks = FOREACH ou t l i n k t ab l e b y ou t i d GENERATE $0 , edu . duke
. stubby . p ig . ud f s .PAGERANK( $1 ) AS page rank ;
STORE new ranks INTO ’/ pagerank /newranks ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
Business Analytics Query:
l i n e i t em = LOAD ’/ tpch17/ l in e i t em ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ | ’ ) AS (
partkey : long , orderkey : long , suppkey : long , l inenumber : long ,
quant i ty : f l o a t , extendedpr ice : f l o a t , d i scount : f l o a t , tax : f l o a t
, r e tu rn f l a g , l i n e s t a t u s , sh ipdate , commitdate , r ece ip tdate ,
s h i p i n s t r u c t , shipmode , comment ) ;
part = LOAD ’/ tpch17/part ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ | ’ ) AS ( partkey : long
, name , mfgr , brand : chararray , type , s i z e : in t , con ta in e r :
chararray , r e t a i l p r i c e : f l o a t , comment ) ;
−− j o i n by partkey , where p brand = ’Brand#54 ’ , p con ta in e r = ’
MED CAN’
f i l t e r e d p a r t = FILTER part BY brand == ’Brand#54’ AND conta in e r
== ’MED CAN’ ;
c og r oup l i n e pa r t = COGROUP l in e i t em BY partkey , part by partkey ;
−− p r o j e c t the average quant i ty o f f o r each part key
p r o j e c t l p = FOREACH cog r oup l i n e pa r t GENERATE group AS partkey ,
. 2 ∗ AVG( $1 . quant i ty ) AS avg quant i ty ;
−− perform a f i l t e r e d j o i n o f l i n e i t em and p r o j e c t l p where
quant i ty < avg quant i ty
j o i n l i n e p r o j e c t l p = j o i n l i n e i t em BY partkey , p r o j e c t l p BY
partkey ;
f i l t e r e d j o i n l i n e p r o j e c t l p = FILTER j o i n l i n e p r o j e c t l p BY
quant i ty < avg quant i ty ;
−− aggregate the ex tended pr i c e
g r ou p ed f i l t e r e d = GROUP f i l t e r e d j o i n l i n e p r o j e c t l p ALL;
r e s u l t = FOREACH gr oup ed f i l t e r e d GENERATE SUM( $1 . extendedpr ice )
/ 7 as avg year ly ;
STORE r e s u l t INTO ’/ tpch17/ r e s u l t s ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
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Business Report Generation:
l i n e i t em = LOAD ’/ tpch / l in e i t em ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ | ’ ) AS (
orderkey : long , part : long , supp : long , l inenumber : long , quant i ty
: f l o a t , extendedpr ice : f l o a t , d i scount : f l o a t , tax : f l o a t ,
r e tu rn f l a g , l i n e s t a t u s , sh ipdate , commitdate , r ece ip tdate ,
s h i p i n s t r u c t , shipmode , comment ) ;
−− perform f i l t e r on orderkey
l i n e i t em1 = FILTER l i n e i t em BY ( part <= 2840000) ;
−− get the sum of extendedpr ice , grouped by orderkey , part
l i n e i t embyorderpar t1 = GROUP l in e i t em1 BY ( orderkey , part ) ;
aggbycustpr io1 = FOREACH l in e i t embyorderpar t1 GENERATE FLATTEN(
group ) AS ( orderkey , part ) , SUM( $1 . extendedpr ice ) AS sum price ;
−− get the t o t a l extended p r i c e per order
groupbycustkey1 = GROUP aggbycustpr io1 BY orderkey ;
aggbycust1 = FOREACH groupbycustkey1 GENERATE group AS orderkey ,
SUM( $1 . sum price ) AS t o t a l p r i c e p e r o r d e r ;
−− count the number o f o rder s
groupbypr ice1 = GROUP aggbycust1 BY t o t a l p r i c e p e r o r d e r ;
aggbypr ice1 = FOREACH groupbypr ice1 GENERATE group AS
t o t a l p r i c e p e r c u s t , COUNT( $1 ) AS coun t cu s t p e r p r i c e ;
STORE aggbypr ice1 INTO ’/ r e s u l t s /consumer1 ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
−− perform f i l t e r on orderkey
l i n e i t em2 = FILTER l i n e i t em BY ( part > 139160000) ;
−− get the max o f extendedpr ice , grouped by orderkey , supp
l in e i t embyorderpar t2 = GROUP l in e i t em2 BY ( orderkey , supp ) ;
aggbycustpr i ce2 = FOREACH l in e i t embyorderpar t2 GENERATE FLATTEN(
group ) AS ( orderkey , supp ) , MAX( $1 . extendedpr ice ) AS max pr ice ;
−− get the g l oba l max p r i c e per order
groupbycustkey2 = GROUP aggbycustpr ice2 BY orderkey ;
aggbycust2 = FOREACH groupbycustkey2 GENERATE group AS orderkey ,
MAX( $1 . max pr ice ) AS max pr i ce per cu s t ;
−− count the number o f p r i c e s per order
groupbypr ice2 = GROUP aggbycust2 BY max pr i ce per cu s t ;
aggbypr ice2 = FOREACH groupbypr ice2 GENERATE group AS
max pr i ce per cu s t , COUNT( $1 ) AS countcu s t per max pr i c e ;
STORE aggbypr ice2 INTO ’/ r e s u l t s /consumer2 ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
Post-Processing Jobs:
part = LOAD ’/ tpch/part ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ | ’ ) AS ( partkey : in t ,
name : chararray , mfgr : chararray , brand : chararray , type :
chararray , s i z e : in t , con ta in e r : chararray , r e t a i l p r i c e : f l o a t ,
comment : charar ray ) ;
−− Calcu la te the c o r r e l a t i o n grouped , by con ta in e r
consumer1 inter = GROUP part BY conta in e r ;
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consumer1 = FOREACH consumer1 inter GENERATE $0 AS conta iner , COR
( $1 . partkey , $1 . s i z e , $1 . r e t a i l p r i c e ) AS c o r p a r t s i z e r e t a i l ;
STORE consumer1 INTO ’/ r e s u l t s /consumer1 ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
−− Calcu la te the covar i ance grouped , by con ta in e r
consumer2 inter = GROUP part BY conta in e r ;
consumer2 = FOREACH consumer2 inter GENERATE $0 AS conta iner , COV
( $1 . partkey , $1 . s i z e , $1 . r e t a i l p r i c e ) AS c o r p a r t s i z e r e t a i l ;
STORE consumer2 INTO ’/ r e s u l t s /consumer2 ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
User-defined Logical Splits:
l i n e i t em = LOAD ’/ tpch / l in e i t em ’ USING PigStorage ( ’ | ’ ) AS (
orderkey : long , partkey : long , suppkey : long , l inenumber : long ,
quant i ty : f l o a t , extendedpr ice : f l o a t , d i scount : f l o a t , tax : f l o a t
, r e tu rn f l a g , l i n e s t a t u s , sh ipdate , commitdate , r ece ip tdate ,
s h i p i n s t r u c t , shipmode , comment ) ;
−− perform grouping o f l i n e i t em by partkey
grouped = GROUP l in e i t em BY partkey ;
grouped part = FOREACH grouped generate $0 AS partkey , FLATTEN( $1
. ( orderkey , suppkey , linenumber , quantity , extendedpr ice , d iscount ,
tax , r e tu rn f l a g , l i n e s t a t u s , sh ipdate , commitdate , r ece ip tdate ,
s h i p i n s t r u c t , shipmode , comment ) ) AS ( orderkey : long , suppkey :
long , l inenumber : long , quant i ty : f l o a t , extendedpr ice : f l o a t ,
d i scount : f l o a t , tax : f l o a t , r e tu rn f l a g , l i n e s t a t u s , sh ipdate ,
commitdate , r ece ip tdate , s h i p i n s t r u c t , shipmode , comment ) ;
−− consumer 1 f i l t e r s by partkey , group by orderkey and aggregate
the quant i ty
f i l t e r 1 = FILTER grouped part BY partkey < 400000;
consumer1 = GROUP f i l t e r 1 BY orderkey ;
consumer1 agg = FOREACH consumer1 GENERATE $0 AS orderkey , SUM( $1
. quant i ty ) AS sum quantity ;
−− consumer 1 f i l t e r s by partkey , group by suppkey and aggregate
the extendedpr ice
f i l t e r 2 = FILTER grouped part BY partkey > 141600000;
consumer2 = GROUP f i l t e r 2 BY suppkey ;
consumer2 agg = FOREACH consumer2 GENERATE $0 AS suppkey , AVG( $1 .
extendedpr ice ) AS avg p r i c e ;
STORE consumer1 agg INTO ’/ r e s u l t s /consumer1 ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
STORE consumer2 agg INTO ’/ r e s u l t s /consumer2 ’ USING PigStorage ( ) ;
A.3 Extracting Annotations
As mentioned in Section 4.1, there is a growing number of interfaces for generating
MapReduce Workflows (refer to Figure 4.2). These interfaces can be grouped into
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two categories: i) high-level declarative languages, such as Pig, Hive, Cascading, and
SCOPE, and ii) programming languages, such as Java. In this Section, we describe
how annotations are extracted from the MapReduce workflows generated from these
two categories of interfaces.
A.3.1 High-Level Declarative Languages
In Section 4.6, we described how we implementated automatic annotation extractions
in Pig. Specifically, queries written in Pig Latin already contains rich information
regarding the MapReduce workflow, such as schema information, and as part of Pig’s
compilation process of translating queries into MapReduce programs, we have imple-
mented a module to automatically extract the annotations from these information.
Similarly, this technique can be used in other high-level declarative languages, such
as Hive, Cascading, and SCOPE.
Specifically in Pig, we automatically extract the schema and filter annotations
by modifying the LogToPhysTranslationVisitor class, which handles the translation
from a logical plan of a Pig Latin query into a physical plan composed of physical
operators that will be packed into a set of MapReduce jobs. It should be noted that
in Pig Latin, the schema of a dataset is already specified by the user (i.e., the syntax
for loading a dataset is LOAD ’data’ [USING function] [AS schema];) and is already
stored as schema objects in the logical operators of the logical plan. However, the
schema information was not propagated down to the physical plan. Thus, we use the
schema information between logical operators to extract the information regarding
the flow of data and whether they flow unchanged (i.e., information regarding the
input and output keys and values of operators). This information is then stored
and included in the physical plan. Similarly, we automatically extract the filter
annotations from the filter operators of logical plan, which is specified by the user
through the filter syntax in Pig Latin.
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The dataset annotations for the intermediate datasets, such as partitioning, or-
dering, and compression, is already present in the Pig-generated plans. However,
partitioning and ordering information regarding base (input) datasets is not avail-
able. Similar to how users specify the input dataset schemas, we provide users with
the ability to specify the partitioning and ordering of base datasets, which is then
included in the plans submitted to Stubby.
A.3.2 Programming Languages
For MapReduce programs written directly in some programming language, such as
Java, annotations can be extracted and given to Stubby in two ways:
1. Stubby provides and accepts as input an internal representation language for
annotations. Users or applications can also manually specify the annotations of
the MapReduce programs in this language and then directly given to Stubby.
2. Annotations can also be automatically extracted and provided to Stubby through
program-analysis-based techniques. Related work, such as HadoopToSQL [58]
and Manimal [59] can be used to generate the annotations.
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